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COLLEGE CALENDAR
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR, 1963-64
FIRST SEMESTER, 1963-64
September 21, Saturday
September 24, Tuesday
September 25, Wednesday
September 26, Thursday

Dormitories Open for New Students
Registration for New Students
Registration for Returning Students
Formal Opening of the 140th College Year

October 12, Saturday

Classes Begin for Fall Session
Autumn Meeting of the Alumni Council

October 19, Saturday
November

1, Friday

November 16, Saturday
November 22-23
Friday and Saturday
ovember 28, Thursday
ecember 14, Saturday

Alumni Elomecoming
Autumn Meeting of the Board of Trustees
Founders' Day and Matriculation
Deficiency Reports for All Students
Fall Dance
Thanksgiving Day. No Classes
Classes End for Fall Session

1964
J nuary 6, Monday
uary 18, Saturday
January 23-25
Thursday - Saturday

Classes Begin for Winter Session
Tentative Grades for Unit Courses
Examinations for First Semester Half-unit
Credit Courses

S£COND
lI7

SEMESTER, 1963-64

27, Monday

janu

Janu ^

Tuesday

3ry 30>

Februa

Thursday

T 29, Saturday

March 17

i
T
luesday

•

Marcpl
Anr;i . '
C.2'

Tues<%
Slh"day

May 7^y>

SaturdaY

fsday,

Friday, Saturday

Registration for Second Semester Half-unit
Credit Courses
Classes Resume in Year Courses
Classes Begin for Half-unit Courses
Final Grades for First Semester Half-unit
Courses
Mid-Winter Meeting of the Board of
Trustees
Classes End for Winter Session;
Deficiency Reports for All Students
Classes Begin for Spring Session
Kenyon Day
Spring Dance
Senior Course Examinations
3

4

KENYON COLLEGE

MaY

H, Monday

Honors Day

16, Saturday

Reading Period for Seniors Begins

M'y

18, Monday
May 25-26

passes End
Reading Period Begins foi All

May 25, Monda65^^

Junior Honors Comprehensive Exafflinat'0

May 29-3o

^

Regular Course Examinations

ftUay,
June 1-2

Saturday

Comprehensive

June^°nT^'tsj"yCS<laV

-

Ju°e 6, Saturday

Sc'ni"r

Etamin.®'

Pass Comprehensive ExamiM®1®

Session Ends
(eeS
Annual Meeting of the Board o
^
Annual Meeting of the Alumni Counci
One Hundred Thirty-Sixth Commence*

June 7, Sunday
V

TENTATIVE COLLEGE CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER,

1964-65

September 22 a net an
23'
A uesday and
Tuesd;

1964

A
September 24, Thursd ^ ^
November 26, Thnr,/7
Sciay
Decemkc a - _
December 12, Saturda^
Janua:•7 4, 1965, MonH

January 23, Saturday

SECOND SEMESTER,
March 20
Cur..., y
^arc
20, Saturday

June

M°nday

C Sunday

Registration for Fall Semester
Classes Begin for Fall Session
f
_
Thanksgiving Day.

^

rla«e<
No Classes

^a" Session Ends at 12:00 noon
Winter Session Begins
First Semester Ends

1964 ,5

Registration for Second Semester

Winter Session Ends
Spring Session Begins
-One Hundred Thirty-Seventh
Commencement

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF KENYON COLLEGE
EX OFFICIO

HE RT. REV. ROGER WILSON BLANCHARD, A.B., B.D.,

D.D.

Bishop of Southern Ohio
Chairman for the Year
THE RT. REV. NELSON M. BURROUGHS, A.B., S.T.B., D.D., S.T.D.
Bishop of Ohio
FRANZE EDWARD LUND, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., LL.D., L.H.D.
President of Kenyon College
TCTED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES UNDER ARTICLE II
HON. JOHN \Y/
GEORGE GIINU AD
PAUL G R™
"
THE

VS

K

LH

„

TERM EXPIRES
» M.A., LL.B., LL.D., Litt.D., Youngstown 1964
D ' LL D-' Cleveland
1964
•*«

°RD'

F
,rB'l" C.i"Cinna'i
T D-' T H.D., Youngstown
RALPH E. MORT '
'
vCINYON
B"' TL.D.,, Greenwich,
*^N
YQN r
_^"""•>
vricenwicn, Connecticut
u - a ^ n d
ES'
1 HENRY vfl.
' JD, LL.D., Chicago
Eenesy c nI
' A B" LL D•
Hu»C L,
PSEV> A B- U
• LLD.. Cleveland
P»'l" R m"YH™,A B" LL B . Toledo
Gl0»« L Ft'A
B" Ll d, Boston
^UIAM E r^N' A B-' LL,B> Tomkins Cove, New York
THE RT. REV T
JR-' PHB" NEW YORK
G"AWFORD U „HN B- CRAINE, A.B., B.D., D.D., Indianapolis
Grr^ .EENewalt. B.S.Ch.E., D.Ss., LL.D., L.H.D., D.C.S., D.Eng.
HE

REV. WN

°E'
AM

,Delawate

-

T-B., LL.D., Louisville
G- MUNDS, B.D., D.D., Greenville, Delaware

'9«
1965
1965
lyo?
1966
1966
1967
1967
1967
1968
1968
1968

' -1

1969
1969

FLECTED BY TFIE ALUMNI UNDER ARTICLE II
GEORGE

F

Term Expires

^Rev.h!' JR'' B S"' LLB-> Cleveland
JkhRY L C..^RI ES R" Stires> Ph.B., B.D., Syracuse
°6HRT t it TIS' Mount Vernon
?'C«ARd c °Vorka, B.S., New York

1964
1964
1965
1965

IRf-

1966
1966

VEN, DAVRD'D^R ' B
^Sc., Ph D., Cambridge, Massachusetts
• TIIORNBERRY, A.B., D.D., Cincinnati
5
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KENYON COLLEGE
EMERITUS TRUSTEES
EARL D. BABST, Ph.B., LL.B., M.A., LL.D., New York
GEORGE E. FRAZER, A.B., A.B.Ed., LL.B., LL.D., L.H.D., Chicago
CARL R. GANTER, A.B., M.A., LL.B., LL.D., New York
RT- REV- HENRY W. HOBSON, A.B., B.D., D.D., S.T.D., LL.D.,
HH.D., Glendale
AUSTIN MCELROY, Columbus
THE REV, PHIL PORTER, A.B., D.D., Gambier
HE RT. REV. BEVERLEY D . TUCKER, A . B . , M . A . ( O x o n . ) ,
D.D., S.T.D., LL.D., L.H.D., Cleveland
ROBERT A. WEAVER, B.S., LL.D., D.Sc., Cleveland

SECRETARY OF THE CORPORATION
ERNEST C. DEMPSEY, Union Commerce Building, Cleveland
SECRETARY TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
D" GERTRUDE

FESLER, Office of the President

NDING COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Elected
MR-

CAPLES
MR. CLESS
MR. DEMPSEY
JUDGE FORD

EXECUTIVE

MRMR HOVO
MR.MAT"e"

PRESIDENT LUND
BISHOP BLANCHARD

SET*-*-.

PRESIDENT LUND

MR. HOVOI
THE REV. I

appointed
MR BRAI
N
^ CAPLES
• LAUGHUN

ACADEMIC
MR. MATHER
DR. LORD
KIRER^
THE VEN. DR.THOK'""

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

D
PRESIDENT LUND
RISHOP BLANCHARD
RISHOP BURROUGHS
DEAN THORP

ON

7

BEXLEY HALL
DR. JOHN W. ASHTON
MR. CARTER KISSELL
MR. RICHARD B. LYMAN
THE REV. ERVILLE B. MAYNARD, JR.
THE REV. SIDNEY C. MCCAMMON
MR. RUSSELL R. RANEY
THE RT. REV. LAURISTON L. SCAIFE
THE REV. CHARLES L. TAYLOR, JR.
MR. EDWARD M. THAYER

THE
"EV' UOYD E GRESSLE
'« RT. REV. D». CAINE
REV, DR. MUNDS
HE REV. MR STIRES
HE VEN. DR. THORNBERRY

°N BUILDINGS, GROUNDS AND FACULTY HOUSING
MR. FARR

MR. CURTIS
MR. EVANS

MR. MCBRIDE
MR. SAMUEL S. LORD, ex officio

BISHOP BLANCHARD

°N ™E

WSH°P CHASE

MEDAL

BISHOP BURROUGHS
PRESIDENT LUND
ON DEGREES
(Joint Trustee-Faculty Committee)
DAUGHLIN
REV.
STIRES
EAN THORP

MR" BOLTON

PROFESSOR TRANSUE
PROFESSOR WARNER
PRESIDENT LUND

HE

°N DEVELOPMENT AND ALUMNI AFFAIRS
^'SHop BLAN
J^HOP BURR0UG^
R NAPLES
T
,HF RT. REV £>
F0RD '
'
• FATHER
E ^CBRI
DE

MR. AF>L
\{R S ES
CLEJS

(Joint Trustee-Alumni Committee)

NE

MR. BERNARD R. BAKER II
THE REV- D. MAXFIELD DOWELL
MR. ROBERT H. LEGG
MR. FRANK M. MALLETT
PRESIDENT LUND
MR. WILLIAM H. THOMAS, JR.
THE VERY REV. LLOYD E. GRESSLE
MR. CHESTER W. SMITH
FINANCIAL
MR. GUND
MR. MORTON
MR. NORWEB
THE TREASURER, ex officio

FACULTY
THE COLLEGE
IRANZE EDWARD LUND,

A.B., M.A. (Washington and Lee), Ph.D. (Wisconsin).

D- (Birmingham Southern), L.H.D. (Hobart)
PRESIDENT
BRUCE HAYWOOD, B.A., M.A. (McGill), Ph.D. (Harvard)
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE
Professor of German Language and Literature

STUART RICE MCGOWAN, Ph.B. (Kenyon),

M.A.

(Western Reserve)

REGISTRAR
Professor of History and Political Science
RBERT J°"NSON>
e"ry

A.B., M.A.

(Olivet), Ph.D. (Chicago), D.Sc. (Kenyo"1

G. Dalton Professor of Physics, Emeritus

RAYM0ND D" B°'SCaha". Ph.B.

(Kenyon), Ph.D. (Columbia), L.H.D. (KW"'

Professor of History, Emeritus
UL

MERLIN

TITUS, A.B. (Oberlin), Ph.D. (Princeton)

dw''n

TO RANSOM,

Stant0»

A.B.

Professor of Economics

(Vanderbilt),

B.A. (Oxon.),

Litt.D. (Kenyon)

negie Professor of Poetry, Emeritus
MA8SHSU

No«ON,
B0wler

B.s. (Yale), B.Sc.

UNGS CUMMINGS,

""""""

Ph.D. (Y*)

Professor of Chemistry

JR., A.B.

phD.

(Amherst),
(Princeton)

r«'/<

M.A.

(Columbia),

lessor of Psychology

JAMES ROLL BROWNE

BS RN
• • • (U. S. Naval Academy), M.A. (Cincinnati),
Archer M
.•
(Chicago)
"
Huntington
essor

of Spanish Language and Literature

8

FACULTY

9

RICHARD GEORGE SALOMON, M.A., Ph.D. (Berlin), L.H.D. (Kenyon)
Professor of History, Emeritus
*WILLIAM REAGLE TRANSUE, A.B. (Lafayette), Ph.D. (Lehigh)

Peabody Professor of Mathematics

DBNHAM SUTCLIFFB, A.B. (Bates), B.A., M.A., D.Phil. (Oxon.)
fames H. Dempsey Professor of English

DJ 1»

VIRGIL CHARLES ALDRICH, A.B. (Ohio Wesleyan),
Etudes Sup6rieures de Philosophic (Sorbonne), Ph.D. (California),

me

L.H.D. (Ohio Wesleyan)
Guy Despard Goff Professor of Philosophy

L FINK, A.B. (Indiana), M.A. (Cornell), Ph.D. (Yale)
a

N- Dempsey Professor of Greek and Latin Languages and Literatures

H°YT

LANDON WARNER, JR., A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Henry M. Weaver Memorial Professor of History

JAMES ELDER MICHAEL, A.B. (Amherst), M.F.A. (Yale)
Professor of Speech and Dramatics
TFRANK EDGAR

BAILEY, A.B. (Dartmouth), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
Professor of History

£IPLO

PAUL SCHWARTZ, Ph.D. (Vienna),
as

in Piano, Composition, and Conducting (Vienna State Academy)
Professor of Music
OTTON MARTIN NIKODYM, Ph.D. (Warsaw)
Professor of Mathematics

FRANKLIN

MILLER, JR., A.B. (Swarthmore), Ph.D. (Chicago)
Professor of Physics

71

q4 I
sabbaiir "i ,Se"Ce' first seme"er, 1963-1964
at lewe, 1963-1964

IU
KENYON COLLEGE
EDWARD HARVEY, A.B. (Bates), M.A. (Middlebury),

M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard)
SECRETARY

I Mather Professor of French Language and Literature
RAYMOND ENGLISH, B.A., M.A. {Cantab.)

Professor of Political Science

DANIEL TALBOT FINKBEINER II, A.B., M.A. (Washington and Jefferson),
• • (California Institute of Technology)
Professor of Mathematics
EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ, A.B. (Brown), A.B.L.S. (Michigan)
LIBRARIAN

J MES MEREDITH PAPPENHAGEN, B.S. (Mount Union),
M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue)
Professor of Chemistry
D^riKENSTrE' B'S" M-S- (West

Virginia), Ed.D. (Michigan Su

ssociate Professor of Physical Education and Athlete
ES

^RITCHESON, A.B. (Oklahoma), D.Phil. (Oxon.)

Professor of History

EAUL BARTON T
ESCOTT' A'B'

(Swarthmore), M.A., Ph.D.

(Princeton)

Professor of Economics

THOMAS JOSEPH
WARDS,

Associate

0r

EE£D

B.S. (Springfield), M.A. (Toledo)
°F

Djre

STUDENTS

of Physical Education and Athletics

DENIS BALY, B.A. (Liverpool)

Associate Professor of Religion
GE**T

*0

,

HUBBARD R,C
Mdh2e ^'B' (Amherst)' MA-> Ph D- (JohnS
50date Professor of English

H0pk'nS)

FACULTY
JAMES WALTER NORDYKE, A.B. (Stanford), M.A., Ph.D. (Princeton)
Assistant Professor of Economics
ROBERT WILLIAM HARRISON, B.S. (Michigan)
Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics
WENDELL DON LINDSTROM, A.B., M.S., Ph.D. (Iowa)
Associate Professor of Mathematics
ROBIE MAYHEW MACAULEY, A.B. (Kenyon), M.F.A. (Iowa)
EDITOR, The Kenyon Review
Professor of English
NG

FELDMAN, B.S.S. (College of the City of New York), M.A. (Columbia)
Assistant Professor of English

ROBERT LEWIS BAKER, A.B. (Brown), U.K., Ph.D. (Princeton)
Associate Professor of History
ROBERT LEROY JOHNS, A.B., M.A. (Oregon)
Instructor of Modern Languages
JOHN BUCSELA, A.B., M.A., Ph.D., (Wisconsin)
distant Professor of Russian Language and Literature
WAGONER YOW, B.S. (Western Carolina College), M.S., Ph.D. (Emory)
Associate Professor of Biology
RICHARD FREDERICK HETTLINGER, B.A., M.A. (Cantab.)
CHAPLAIN
Associate Professor of Religion
RAUL HECHT, A.B. (Ohio University), M.A. (Columbia)
Instructor of Modern Languages
R

J°SEPH EAVE, B.S. (Kent State), M.A. (Western Reserve)
sistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics

QVe

abse»ce

1963-1964
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KENYON COLLEGE
DONALD ELWOOD WHITE, B.S., M.A.

(Kent State)

Assistant Director of Physical Education and Athletics

ROBERT WOODHAM DANIEL,

A.B. (University of the South), Ph.D. <Y*>

Professor of English

FRANCIS PUGH LIDE, JR.,

B.S. (Wake Forest), M.A. (Rice)

Instructor of Modern Languages

•WALTER DEAN BURn„am> a

_

b

M A

(Johns Hopkins)j

Ph.D.

Assistant Professor of Political Science

SAMUEL GILBERT NORD, A.B., M.A. (Delaware), Ph.D. (Brown)
Assistant Professor of Psychology
WILLIAM BZR,

MCCUUOH

A FI

^

^ ^ FBP

Assistant Professor of Classical Languages

GERALD EUGENE MYERS, A.B. (Haverford), M.A., Ph.D. (Brown)
Associate Professor of Philosophy

Ed. MUS.B. (Obetlin), Mus.M., Ph.D.

TO,MT L,NWUM>MUSB-.

Assistant Professor of

YORK TB

Music

A D

. JR., A.B. (Evansville), M.A., Ph.D. (Illinois)
Associate Professor of Chemistry

J

SLATE, A.B. (Washington), B.F.A. (Yale)

SEPH FRAN*

Instructor of Art

, A.B. (Harvard), M.A. (Michigan)

YNE BANNING

Instructor of Philosophy
C"ARLES

LOUIS H„
HLTON, A.B. (Hendrix College), B.A. (Oxon.),

Ph.D. (Cornell)
5"slant

Professor of History

DAVID RYEBURN A N

(Kenyon), Ph.D. (Ohio State)
l9Z

lZll Pr°teSSOr

°f hematics

(Y>„)

FACULTY
WILLIAM CAMBRIEL BLIGHT, A.B. (Southwest Missouri), Ph.D. (Washington

University )
Associate Professor of Biology
CHARLES STANLEY DAVIS, B.S. (Indiana), M.B.A. (Ohio State), Lieutenant

Colonel, United States Air Force
Associate Professor of Air Science
RONALD BERMAN, A.B. (Harvard), M.A., Ph.D. (Yale)

Associate Professor of English
GORDON LEE JOHNSON, B.S. (Ohio University), Ph.D. (Illinois)

Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"CHARLES THOMAS SCHMIDT, A.B., M.A. (Western Reserve)

Instructor of English
ONY GRAYUM BING, A.B. (Haverford), B.A. (Oxon.), M.A. (Michigan)

Instructor of English
K'ORMAN

NICHOLAS FELTES, A.B. (Notre Dame), M.A. (University College,

Dublin), B. Litt. (Oxon.)
Assistant Professor of English
BASIL PETER SEYMOUR, B.A. (Oxon.), M.A. (Toronto)

Instructor of French
CARL THEODORE BREHM, A.B., M.A. (Drake), Ph.D. (Indiana)

Associate Professor of Economics
WINSLOW BARRETT, A.B. (Stanford), M.A. (American University),

Captain, United States Air Force
Assistant Professor of Air Science
WILLIAM FRANKLIN GRUBB, B.S. (Carson-Newman),
Colonel, United States Air Force
Chairman, Department of Air Science
PHILIP DAKE CHURCH, A.B., M.A. (Michigan)

* '562-6j

Instructor of English

13
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KENYON COLLEGE
LEONARD GERALD MILLER, A.B., M.A., (Johns Hopkins)

Instructor of Political Science
ROBERT DAVID BURNS, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan State)

Assistant Professor of Biology
JAMES HARVEY HARROLD, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. (Toronto)

Associate Professor of Physics
LELAND THOMAS CLIFFORD, A.B., M.A. (Michigan State), Ph.D. (Michigan)

Assistant Professor of Psychology
DUANE ALTON HOCKENSMITH, B.S. (College of William and Mary),

• • (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph.D. (Case)
Assistant Professor of Physics
JCHAEL DION BIRTWISTLE, A.B. (Wesleyan University, Connecticut),
M.F.A. (Tulane)
Instructor of Drama
WILLIAM EDWARD HESS, B.S. (Pennsylvania State University)

Want Director of Physical Education and Athletics
E"US

DANIEL SULLIVAN, A.B., M.A. (Toronto), Ph.D. (Georget°*n)

'siting Associate Professor of Political Science

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE COLLEGIATE FACULTY
1963 - 1964
ACADEMIC STANDING
AN HAYWOOD, Chairman; Dean Edwards, Professor Harvey, Professor McGowan,

Professor Miller, Professor Pappenhagen, Professor Roelofs
ADMISSIONS
'ESSOR YORK, Chairman; Dean Haywood, ex officio; Dean Edwards, ex officio;

ro essor Michael, Professor Nord, Professor Roelofs, Mr. Scudder, ex
officio, Professor Yow
ATHLETICS

Pr

^c^OWAN> Chairman; Dean Haywood, Professor Berman, Dean
3r S'
Professor Falkenstine, Professor McCulloh, Professor Nord
Student Representatives: Michael A. Claggett, Kenneth R. Klug
DEan

CURRICULUM
HAYWOOD, Chairman; Professor Finkbeiner, Professor McGowan, Professor

orton, Professor Sutcliffe, Professor Titus, Professor Trescott
0E
init^ClTSplL

PROF

y

FACULTY COUNCIL

UND,

Chairman; Dean Haywood, ex officio; Professor Daniel,
p °p English, Professor Harvey, Professor Lindstrom, Professor Michael,
essor Trescott, Professor Warner, Professor York, Professor Yow

DEan

GRADUATE STUDENTS
AYWOOD, Chairman; Professor Baker, Professor Baly, Professor Blight,

Professor Hamilton, Professor Johnson, Professor Miller
DEan

HONORS PROGRAM
h
^AYWOOD, Chairman-, Professor Cummings, Professor English, Professor
strom, Professor McGowan, Professor Norton, Professor Titus

Professo

LECTURESHIPS
MYERS, Chairman; Dean Haywood, Mr. Banning, Professor Berman,
r°fessor

Hettlinger, Professor Lendrim, Professor Ritcheson,
Professor Ryeburn, Mr. Slate

Profes
S°R

LIBRARY
Chairman-, Professor Aldrich, Professor Baker, Mr. Heintz,
Professor Myers, Professor Nordyke, Professor Schwartz

BROWNE,
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PETITIONS

DEAN HAYWOOD, Chairman; Professor McGowan, Professor Sutcliffe
PRIZES AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

DEAN

HAYWOOD, Chairman-, Professor

Blight,

Professor

Browne, Professor

einer, Professor Hamilton, Professor Johnson, Professor Ritcheson
SCHOLARSHIPS

PROFESSOR WARNER, Chairman- Professor Daniel, Dean Edwards, Dean Haywood,
us an, Professor Nordyke, Professor Pappenhagen, Mr. Scudder
CAMPUS SENATE

ROFESSOR SUTCLIFFE, Chairman; President Lund, Dean Haywood, Dean Edward,
f

Se,

in8er, Professor Miller, Professor Trescott, P. Frederick
erry C. Lentz, Frank W. Pine, J. Christopher Scott,
Richard N. Wortman

JUDICIAL BOARD

p„

ESSOR ENGLISH, Chairman-, Professor Myers, Professor Yow, Barry C. Jen,z
ar

MR

BOTTO

I. Peters, Lloyd Saltus II, Richard N. Wortman

™™TEE COMMITT£E QN DEGREES
• a-rmon-,Mr.
L.ughlin, ,he Rev. Mr. Stires, President I**
orP,

Professor Transue, Professor Warner

CLLTY REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ACADEMIC COMMITTEE
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Professor I inet •
trom, Professor Michael, Professor Oscar Seitz, Professor Warne

DIVISI°NS OF THE FACULTY
Humanities: Profe
S^Ll cCCUI,0h' Chairma»; Sciences: Professor Miller, Chairman
ciences. Professor McGowan, Chairman

BEXLEY HALL, THE DIVINITY SCHOOL
OF KENYON COLLEGE
KZE

Edward LUND, A B

LLD

Vr

MA

'• L
(Blrmingham

rw R-

(Washin«ton

and Lee), Ph.D. (Wisconsin),
Southern), L.H.D. (Hobart)

PRB&IDBNT

THE VERY REV

A

LMUSMORSE THORP, A.B. (Bates), S.T.B. (Episcopal Theological

School), D.D. (Kenyon)
DEAN

*Ehe REv ^
Coll,Ur»

CLINTON SEITZ, A.B., M.A., B.D., S.T.M., S.T.D.,
D C.L. (Kenyon)

Professor

letics, Religious Education and Parish Administration

RGE SALOMON, M.A., Ph.D. (Berlin), L.H.D. (Kenyon)

E0

tsor of Ecclesiastical History, Emeritus

^HE REV. OSCAR

T

(Episcopal ^Fr|ANK Seitz, A.B. (St. John's College, Greeley),
Theology Scfcoo,,, STM ThD (Harvard)
Bedell Professor of New Testament

T«e REv

Rqb

L1?FRE?

Et

PAGE' A B-

(Hamilton), S.T.B. (Episcopal

hool)'PhD(Co,umbia)

Lewis Professor of Systematic Theology

B

E>. (Virgi^T^. SMrTH' ^R"' Ph B" <L°y°la' Maryland),
rginia Theological Seminary), S.T.M. (Drew)

THe R

SS'Stant Professor

°t Pastoral Theology

*V- RODRRI

C

ERCB, A.B. (Hobart), S.T.B. (Berkeley Divinity School),

•A., Ph.D. (Princeton)
Assistant Proi

REGISTRAR
ssor of the History and Mission of the Church
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THE REV. ALDEN

Drew Kelley>

r a

(Tufts)j M A

(Wisconsin), S.T.B., S.T.D

eneral Theological Seminary), S.T.D. (Seabury-Western),
D-D. (Kenyon, Hobart)
Professor of Christian Apologetics and Ethics

THE REV. RICHARD AUREL HENSHAW, B.S. (University of California).
B-D.

(Church Divinity School of the Pacific)

Assistant Professor of Old Testament

SECRETARY
NK TORBET LENDRIM, MUS.B., Ed. Mus.B. (Oberlin), Mus.M, PHD-

(Michigan)
Assistant Professor of Music

V' J°HN

, A.B. (Chicago), B.D. (Episcopal Theol°g'cal
School), Ph.D. (Columbia)

PRANCIS PORTER

Lecturer in Homiletics

THE R'V' GE0RGB E™e"

A.B. (Ohio Wesieyan), S.T.B. (EP^
Theological School)
Lecturer in Speech

RICE

EDWARD HUNTER, A.B. (Indiana), B.D. (Chicago)
Librarian

RICHARD

MORISSE SPIELMANN, A.B. (Queens), S.T.B.
eneral

Theological Seminary)

Instructor of Church History

J°HN EDWARD BOWERS, A.B. (Kenyon)
Graduate Assistant in Greek

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF
FRANZE EDWARD LUND
President
DOROTHY GERTRUDE FESLER (St. Mary's, Indiana)
Secretary to the President
Secretary to the Board of Trustees

WILLIAM HENRY THOMAS, JR., Ph.B. (Kenyon)
Vice President for Development

BRUCE HAYWOOD
Dean of the College
ALMUS MORSE THORP
Dean of Bexley Hall

SAMUEL SHERMAN LORD, A.B. (Allegheny)
Business Alanager

STUART RICE MCGOWAN
Registrar of the College
JOHN DANA KUSHAN, A.B. (Bradley), M.Ed. (Harvard)
Assistant Registrar of the College
Director of Scholarships and Student Aid
RODERIC HALL PIERCE
Registrar of Bexley Hall

THOMAS JOSEPH EDWARDS
Dean of Students
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RICHARD FREDERICK HETTLINGER
Chaplain

TRACY SCUDDER, Litt.B. (Rutgers), M.Ed. (Maryland)
Director of Admissions
JOHN RUSSELL KNEPPER, A.B. (Kenyon)
Assistant Director of Admissions

BRENT ACHILLES TOZZER, JR., A.B. (Kenyon)
Alumni Secretary

EDWARD CLEMENT HEINTZ
Librarian
CHARLES PETER KIDDER, A.B., A.B.L.S. (Wisconsin)
Head Cataloguer
MAURICE EDWARD HUNTER
Librarian, Colburn Hall
MARGARET MCCORMICK, A.B. (Hollins), M.S. (Columbia)
Cataloguer, Colburn Hall

WARDS ,

A.B. (Washington University)
lector of the News Bureau

THOMAS LOW,

R„
B°MM>US,

JOHN CARLTON n

JR.,

a

„

(Kenyon)i

M D.

(CincM

^
(Kenyon), M.D. (Western Reser

RAKE' Bs-

°nSUltant ™ Traumatic Surgery
GENE

CECELIA P
YNE>

R.N. (Mercy Hospital, Philadelphia)
Resident Nurse

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFF

ELIZABETH STALKER NIST
Manager, College Bookshop

PAUL WILLIAM ICKES, Technical Sergeant, United States Air Force
Administrative Non-Commissioned Officer, Department of

ROBIB MAYHBW MACAULEY
Editor, THE KBNYON REVIEW
GEORGE WILLIAM LANNING, JR., A.B. (Kenyon)
Assistant Editor, THE KENYON REVIEW

Air Science

STUDENT OFFICERS

The Student Council
JOHN CHRISTOPHER SCOTT '64
Chairman
STEPHEN ALLAN WALLIS '64
Secretary
DONALD BRUCE HEBB, JR. '64
Treasurer

Senior Class
THOMAS RAYMOND COLLINS '64
President
JOHN JACOB CAMPER '64
Secretary

Junior Class
THOMAS ROBERT SANT '65
President
ALAN ROTH YOGELER, JR. '65
Secretary-Treasurer

Sophomore Class
JOHN DAVIS SHULLENBERGER '66
President
BARRY MARTIN BERGH '66
Secretary-T reasurer
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ASSEMBLY

Resear

SPEAKERS AND SPECIAL LECTURERS, 1962-1963

f0C|!ane'

Visiting Professor, Center for Overseas Operations and
> yracuse University; Chairman of the Mozambique United Front
Harold M Hv
Los Angeir311' SSOC*ate Professor of History, University of California at
Campbell, Corporal, The Ohio State Highway Patrol
F"

^

HeiSkdl) Chairman

of the Board, Time, Inc.

^^mery, Member of Parliament
Aldou<: u ^ 'S' Pro^essor

English, Indiana University

SiXmoty(Ge°r8eGundLecture)

University^''3'3' ^rector

fhe

Edward U. r0 j
Lecture) ° °n'

Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard

Professor of Physics, Oberlin College

(Larwill

(r *

Melville J. Hersk '
versitv
°VltS' Erector, Program of African Studies, Northwestern UniGund Lecture>
Ra'ph W
The TJnivB- •*' ^rector °E Laboratories, Mental Health Research Institute,

Zc

The Reverend I

'

MkUe

n (Larwi" Lec,urc>

^aVard' CLA.A., Mount Mercy College

the Philosonh ^ ^arnseT> Eeh°w of Oriel College and Nolloth Professor of
honorable T^ ° GB"St'an Region in Oxford University
Een£ Wellck e °^Sten
Kalijarvi, former ambassador to El Salvador
(George r,,„j 1'°^ Professor of

Comparative

Literature, Yale University

h's Lxcellenq, Sir M i,
Session of the U ammad ^aLrulla Khan, K.C.S.I., President of the Seventeenth
Pakistan
Nations General Assembly; Permanent Representative
to the United Nations

Ni„an

^Se^Singef

SPECIAL CONCERTS
(Georse Gund Co°cert)

\ Kon,^ C°llege Choir
^omitas St *
0 ^erli f
5 ^uartet (George Gund Concert)
n
^ Woodwind Q„i„tet
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CONVOCATION SPEAKERS

Honors Day, February, 1963.
Fred M. Hechinger, Education Editor, The New York Times
Baccalaureate Service, June, 1963.
Elton D. Trueblood, Professor of Philosophy, Earlham College
Commencement, June, 1963.
James M. Osborn, Research Associate in English, Yale University

COLLEGE PREACHERS
THe

College^

R°ger HaZelton> Dean>

0berl'D

^ N' R°denmayer, Executive Secretary, Division of Ch"stlJ
nes, he National Council of the Protestant Episcopal Churc

THe

The

j

Chairman, Department of Philosophy, Upsala College

Zucker>

fh7pehi,oIaLT
The R t! u
The

The Graduate School of Theology,

Rel

P V

^Verend

RamSey' Fell0w of

°f

ChfiStian

Bevefley

Theological'schoo^'

D.

Reli8ion

Oriel College and Nolloth
Oxford University

Tucker, Bishop of Ohio, Retired

F'etCher' Profess°r

of Christian Social Ethics,

THE HONORS CONVOCATION
eld on the occasion of the Dedication of
e

Gordon Keith Chalmers Memorial Library
October 28, 1962
SPEAKER
Robert Frost

HONORARY DEGREES

DOCTOR

OF

LETTERS

Howard Foster Lowry

DOCTOR

OF SACRED

THEOLOGY

Lawrence Rose

,
EP1SC°

HISTORY
The King, the Queen, the lords, the earls,
They gave their crowns, they gave their pearls
Until Philander had enough
And hurried homeward with the stuff.
Ken
*
bugh at the ^aV°"tC SOn® *s as true as it as benignly satirical; it does not so much
0ur tireless and irascible founder as make him almost a
familiar pres mem^
°f the Northw % ^ truth within the humor is that Philander Chase, first Bishop
'n fhe midst of^ er"t0ry' scoureci England for money with which to build a college
f>reefi, manv
*n<bans- Though memories of the War of 1812 were still
t° choose a site
^stene<^ to his plea, and the Bishop hurried homeward
thesono u .•j,. 6 oun^ ^ on a remote hill in the forest and there, according to
«. ^ did literally everything—

He built the college, built the dam,
He milked the cow, he smoked the ham,
He taught the classes, rang the bell,
And spanked the naughty freshmen well.
episcopal Chur
building "the C ll"

bartered as The Theological Seminary of the Protestant
Di°cese of Ohio. By 1829 he had his first permanent

Was

Were

Ca^ec'
to us
fortress thi k
is Old Kenyon. Its gray stone walls
3 ^enerati°n' it is said, students who went on preaching
teaching miss'C '
ne*Rbborhood were met with suspicion: the new college,
built with EnBp0i?S
^Ufe for the BatH
""fibt indeed be a fortress in preparation to settle the
Were bears An E ^ r ^a'Ce EfieRattlesnakes were killed on the campus, and there
Un^er£rac^uate °f the first years said that there were no out^"bounds for st
'farkness fif A S " entS' because the boys feared that if they strayed too far into the
the woods, they would never return.
•jlJl ^
0r

^an to build he Sf °n^na' '^ea had been to train ministers, but even before he beCandidates for H T
en'ar®eci bis plan to include the preparation of teachers. Early
'tudies. In
° ^ Orders read with him while they pursued the regular collegiate
second president, Bishop Mcllvaine, a systematic course
°i theoIogica| d' 00
'roni England nSClf>,ine was established; and in 1839, with further contributions
SuPplementa eX'e^
was built to house the Divinity School.
Meanwhile,
be Col|ege ^ T acts °f the Legislature had given the President and Faculties of
°rrn'ng all Su Eower °f conferring degrees in the arts and sciences, and of per^ferring p>e °*her acts as pertain unto the Faculties of Colleges," and also of
Scholarly | ^jeeS
theology." So while it was preparing political, business,
e
in<^ bishop for' l"' ^eny°n College was simultaneously preparing the future clergy
s
°f the institutl°r
^ °ther re8ions of our nation. In 1891, the corporate name
was changed to conform to that by which it had always been known.
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Kenyon College in honor of the principal benefactor, Lord Kenyon. It coa"f°j
two parts: the College, called Kenyon, and the Divinity School of Kenyon Coll ,
named for its principal building, Bexley Hall. The College and the Divl
School have each their own deans and faculties; both are presided over by
President of Kenyon College.
The College continues to enjoy a close association with the P1®4
jpiscopal Church. Though the Board of Trustees is largely self-perf*'"
is ops of Ohio and Southern Ohio are ex-officio members and, in a
ITS.' I Cna"me,°- Chapel 5OTices
pan of the official life of the OB

ic all students are welcome, and the College Chaplain serves all me
of the community of whatever religious convictions.
thanK™y°mhaS

"P"*1,0

<"• it has grown up in the collegiate rather

he" 1,.rff 'tadiUM- ntimbers are deliberately limited to P?"
n imam "" 1 "" COlkge' » ™ke it possible for every member to k»
live on th

StUdeMS

and

»" 'he faculty. Nearly all und

C°"eSe h°USeS- M°5' C'aSSM Z fraternfT
are
""cuto 'and'"™
*" j
parlors nn •»,
, .
undergraduates meet in faculty homes and

small.5

jY

a0c* in the gymnasium, as well as in the c as
Such intimarv^ ? Y'"8
Ch mtimacy » acknowledged by all to be a valuable part of the educational pi**

appfedTOa^rT 'T!d '° a ""'""ally currieulum, with its vast
the same as S Tc pr?fessi°"al studies. Its curriculum, needless to
'
tively as nossih! °"n, ^ S" kS t<>nc°rn, however, is the same: to pursue 3
Of scho" r'tt , "T" Md ScU",ifc studies. A. Kenyon, the en.,re P»«P
Studen,s
standing The cent' t
Provide the ^L "T ,°f

preoccupied with the primary task"
'his huma"istk tradition, they belre^ »

is

^ " t ^ e ^ e T f w h ' T °f 'he 'Und,raen,al
where he 1, ££

^

fr°m'

"

disdp

"neS" ^"Jt*

he " 'udge

"

»"v longer,Ur trssrr"wooded andromng coun,ry- No,dir* *

may

yet look from he"

no longer

contends with rattlesnakes, though a

impressive degree to l u - l
° S stren«4h from its first purpose, and rr ^
27 trustees are devoted tfwk US faculty of 6o, its 600 students, 4000 alum
to the world but how *
** purpose> and understand not only its vast imp
f
century.
* * H°W'm num«ous ways, to pursue it, in the middle of the t***

Kenyon C 11

ACCRFDlTATlON

AND AFFILIATIONS

Colleges and Secondm-X^T^1^ member of the North Central Ass°a*|j?\
* Colleges, the
^ a member of the AmeriCa" *"£5
t,0n» and the Ohio Found ..U
°n Education, the Great Lakes College A
a,°n of Independent Colleges.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
Se3t
ColleSe> *s a vi^a8e °f about five
'ants sit 1CIj
hundred inhabian altitud^f °n & ^ 'n ^nox County in the center of Ohio. The site, with
e'even hundred feet, was chosen by Bishop Chase after carehi investie t'
which the CM? °V natura^ beauty and healthfulness of climate. The plateau on
the valley offcV* v'"a£e are situated rises about two hundred feet above
6
^ernon the
°k°s'n& River, which flows around it on three sides. Mount
0
northeast and^ ^ if3*' *S ^VC m^es '° the west, Cleveland one hundred miles
miles south. Newark, thirty miles south, is the stop for
through Penn 1° ^ US
la
fa
1S
miles north i ^ tli° * " ^rom New York to St. Louis; Mansfield, thirty-three
Chicago; Gal|S f St°^ ^°f
'brough Pennsylvania trains from New York to
bom New Yo^ °rt^Ve m^es north, is the stop for the New York Central trains
Columbus Akr °f ?°Ston '° Cincinnati or St. Louis. Commercial airports at
lines connect °'th ^ ^ans^e'^ are a little over an hour away by automobile. Bus
v'"age of Gatnb'
p °M' Vernon from Mansfield, Newark, and Columbus. The
a^°Ut bulfway between routes U. S. 30 and U. S. 40. Mount
^etn°n is situated
'29 from Mou1 v° ^ ^ ^ ^ road, one reaches Gambier by taking Ohio route
ernon> or by turning off Ohio route 36 on to Ohio route 308
about four mii*1
northeast of Mount Vernon.
The
a garter town !.^0n\a'n
'be College included about four thousand acres, being
an<l Eastern Oh'1'^ ordl£States Military Reservation of 1795 in Central
eighty.fj
'bis domain the College still holds about four hundred
Ve acrp °
^
es, including several tracts of woodland.

Planted with oak
Allege build;no

3°d ac*i0'n'n8
Un

0'ber

land as well as the Kokosing Park are heavily
trees. The Middle Path, which provides the axis of the

Colle
^ Vm38e' " *** ^ ™pkSS
U
dingS
COmprise 'be dormitories, Old Kenyon (1827, rebuilt
Hanna Hall fi
^&r'°n Hall (i9„\,2' rem°deled 1961), Leonard Hall (1923, remodeled 1961),
a
t e David Lewis Memorial Building (1953), George Gund
R " (1963), anj .!
Canon °rviUe E. Watson Memorial Hall (1956); the
^ Place'(195^
^'cb provide hou "*
^c^'va'ne Place (1962) dwelling units and cottages
p3" (1859, rebuilt108 01 marr*ec4 students at the theological seminary; Ascension
ans°m j^ jj
'^27), the recitation and administration building; John Crowe
a
925). Philip
Alumni Library, 1910), Samuel Mather Science Hall
(1
her Chemistry Building
,'941); the Go A
(1962); the Speech Building
p ^9), the ^ . °? ^elth Chalmers Memorial Library (1962); Bexley Hall
Hal1 (1831 °8lkaI- seminary; Colburn Hall (1904), the theological library;
' Spirit (1869^
'^99 and 1937), the assembly room; the Church of the
CbaPel'> Peirce Hall (1928), the commons building; the
after Swimmine p
C Alamni Ho
01 ^1935^; Cromwell House (1913), the President's house;
USe /°
(1937); and the power plant, a gift of the alumni in 1923.

'950)>
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BUILDINGS

l82?LaDnfENY°N;

Permanent building of Kenyon College, was begunj

the first

G°thk *?"*£
hundred sivTerd !° StUdentS in 1829' " ™ a
3nd three stories h'ghand at the hY CCt
The walls were of local san
nt St°fy measured four ^d one-half feet in thickness. TheJ
carried ttH
en feet h lementS a°d pinnacles and ™ surmounted by a spire one hundred

o7d K 8hC°ntain^

the

°ld coHege bell. fc

,„

rtl°n\Which was

1949-50
completely destroyed by fire in 1949, was re
°f the buildin! TJ8 identical with that of the original building; the <
aCCOmm°dates one hundred fifty-eight
m every r^ect'. "
students, * "**
dormitory opened in December, 1903, and houses5
sixty students. ALTh"
from Ohio who h i000' W3S tbe ,ate Marcus A- Hanna, United States

Rhodes Hanna

LEONARD HALI

Hal1

;«

„

in

honor

of

his

wife'

•

^

Char'°tte

,

io?4 A*

building which h
dormitory opened to students in September, 19
a tbCe of wSeS;br 0ne hundred
is the Sift of Ohio church.
f
Ohio, and in rever ^
evotion to William Andrew Leonard, Fourth '
NORTON HA
°F HIS ^ Sarah Louise Sullivan Leonard,

dormitories erected il!To«\?AVID LEWIS Memorial BUILDING are twin r<* ^
the late Robert C Mr,
°rton Hall is the gift of the late Laurence
^
father, David Z Norm0"'
^IrS' Pred
White, of Cleveland, in mem°r5c|0feflCt
E Cewfe Rauh
°e°n'' e«D"id Lewis M«™"a' Building, of the Ute
heI husband, David Lewis.
GUND HALL a
, , tfe
dorrnitory with connecting recreation center
reshman campus comM
f
Mr. George Gun'd of Cle i in,September 1963, is named for the prinap
veland, a devoted trustee and generous friend of
for many years.

^ the Church of th^Asc' ^
° f t h e H o , y S p i r i t ' W 3 S h"''' !"r^ 0 '
»'*°P Bedell. In 1940 re5'0"' ^ Y°'k' aS 3 tributC t0 *
'
ar
intenor was redecorated through the gen
Ganter, I899 ln
lo
856, Bexley 1859,
mem0fy of his father, R. L. Ganter, D-D»
'
H" Herzing of St. Marys, Ohio.
the Church of th^Holv
It waS
Buttolph, ,892> and h" LSpimin 19" with the aid of gifts of the late Guy

ASCENSION HAIT

• 'Y'

CLASS OF 1896I AND OTHERS-

• B

leCtUre and recitation rooms and
tratne offices, was built in I859T
^
nds provided by members of the
thw • e?s*0n» New York in L r°m
^
arc 'n,er/or was entirely rebuilt°n0e °f their former rector. Bishop Bedell.
^
*re
"he first
/J*"'1''" S'eproof construction. The administratisJ"
T«e JOHN CROWE It
are P'oe'ded for members of the >'
°"

RANSOM HALL,

forme,,y

the

Alumni

Library

buih *

1?'
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has been named in honor of John Crowe Ransom, Carnegie Professor of Poetry,
mcritus, and first editor of The Kenyon Review. It houses administrative offices
o the College including those of the Vice President for Development, the Business
of 7^fer'
Office> and the Admissions Office, in addition to the offices
e Kenyon Review. Norton Hall, the conference room located on the first
U
°°r, was the gift of the late David Z. Norton. It is a Gothic room with stone
ioncd windows and a lofty beamed ceiling.
CLEVDMUEL
C an

SCIENCE HALL, a gift of the late Henry G. Dal ton of
tribute to his senior partner, was occupied in September, 1926.

MATHER

as a

'N HON'1"5 ^ ^ATHER CHEMISTRY BUILDING, dedicated in June, 1962, was named
a ^evoted trustee and a loyal and generous supporter of the college.
It ^ n°^
c°ntains classrooms and laboratories.
luarteC^ ^SERVAT0RY« situated in the tower of Ascension Hall, has a five-and-oneastronr
te'escoPe a°d other instruments for use of
students interested in
an<^ mathematics.
Ar».
It is maintained by the income from the Delano
ASwononucal Fund.
Ginn isq ^ALL'
'n 1928 p 'an^

College commons, is the joint gift of the late Frank H.
Nelson Cromwell. The cornerstone was laid
preside
*S narne^ m honor of William Foster Peirce, the fifteenth
Memorial ° Keny0n College. Incorporated with it is the Philander Chase
Th
tower, the gift of the Diocese of Ohio.
tBe

fbe tower are of stained glass executed by the late Charles J.
^°nnick •ln^°Ws
hlustrativ f ^ manner of the windows in Chartres Cathedral, with medallions
directly o °
^fe of Bishop Chase. On the main floor is a lounge which opens
an<^ *he terrace. A music room and a billiard room occupy
the second fl ^
fbird floor
faculty TL °°r"
contains rooms for guests and members of the
And f0rfv ^ e ^reat Hall or dining room is one hundred feet long, forty feet wide,
^ Clonic^ ^
Arctic stained-glass medallions, also by the late Charles
Are pantj ,rePresent characters in English and American literature. The walls
0t the ca in* 0a^ *°
^e'Sht of the second story. An addition to Peirce Hall
^Ptember^i S'^e' overl°°king the beautiful Kokosing valley, was completed in
'°r an jnc'.
This has increased the capacity of the dining room to allow
«id a rnffCaSed student body. On the lower level there are private dining rooms
u
*- «ee shop.

Ro$$

assembly room, was built in 1831 as the College chapel and
1869 y. th'S furP0Se until the construction of the Church of the Holy Spirit
C Pr'nc'pal hall now serves as the assembly hall and contains
"^ion hi
e
e projection booth.
BUILDING is the gift
"^ber
of the late Charles Benjamin Shaffer, a
I5,'ined al '!^ °f 188^ It was dedicated in October, 1941- The buil ing
'^fatorie"1^ entircly w^h acoustical material, and auditorium, classrooms, an
ave nearly ideal sound conditions.
The auditorium, known as

JJJ11
auditorium itself^
> an

bundred ninety-five persons.
The stage is as large as
is provided with modern theatrical equipment.

the late

POOI',

°Pened

covered with a

The

in

P°ol>

January, 1936, is also the gift
which

is

built

°f "7*,'

It amply accomm / 8 aSS r°°^' *S dlirty ^eet wide and seventy-five feet «
one-hundred twn-h ^.T /** racing lanes» in which can be held the stan <
four-hondred-yard swimming events. The entra
hall contains' a
The Alu
" 8al'ery' showers> and lockers,
for visitors and _^°ySE _'s °Pen throughout the year to provide accomm01''1'1
CoIlege"
The house contains twenty-one do
rooms arranged sinnh! Lj
an<i a small modern VTu
Suites"
There is a parlor for meetings and pat'
^ofthehou e fnr
^Pecral rules govern the assignment of rooms,
vis*tin8 academic societies, for faculty Part'eS'
for the entertainment™6/*1"85
guests by any resident members of the 0
The Chari
r ° 8'°UpS
Wright. 18% foJWR,GHT House- n»">ed in honor of the late Cta#
building, completed in
°f the College, is the College infirmary,
emergency care or rect
j ~>y provides adequate facilities for men req
an apartment for the 30., Supervisl°nIt has a kitchen, pharmacy, disPetl.
than twenty students
^ nurse' and rooms for student assistants.
Private rooms.
accommodated in the ward and in private and
the late Leo W. Weri'r/0 IdousE was dedicated in October, 1948, 10J\,
° the Alumni Council fn
• °f the Class of 18"- Mr- Wertheimers 0
imPr0vement of the College was assigned >
"oncil to initiate the or/
a
ed> making it
,ec "
In *962 additional locker rooms and offices
a grst

of

5

The Field House

l"'cbng available

tW°

^

'ntramural

arC3
CCr'

courts

ecluipped

and

A RIFLE

to

han

for many uses.

basketball court which c

,,0ne"eigbth-mile clay track, a wrestling p1

activities.6
lacrosse activities

Range

Vars'ty

tCnniS'

^aseball,

football,
iutohui,

volleyball,
vvu,f—,

wi,

fou/R

by Alr Force R.O.TrUCtej ln 1953 on the east side of one of th
3rgCt lanes satisfactory'fo ^ ^ 3nd others.
It is a regulation r£

Port Kenyon is
Ketvon^37

•

MEETS

^EETTNL **5
and the K

2400

y,ng club

eny0n

of

Fhe

President

Gordon Keith n

1/

C°$t

of

THE

sponsored by the National Rifle
™ ^ OF ONE HUNDRED AND TWCNT5"

hangar houses aircraft belongm
Civil Air Patrol Squadron.

UBRARIES
Library>

completed in the

late dist
aihh?1";"' ^c«or°\:S. "amed fOT
abIe for library
building provides three times
us
e'
R has a capacity for 201,000 vol'

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
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eats ^or ^50 persons.
Special features include an air-conditioned rare book
°0m and vault, a sound equipment room for group and private listening, a
micro lm room and an archival room, a reading lounge, three seminar rooms
qu'pped for film projection and wired for educational television, and a fine arts

room.

Ph r* aC^^on to
Chalmers Memorial Library there are special libraries in
on 'f ^at^er
^or ffie Br°logy, Chemistry, and Physics Departments and
or the mathematics department in Ascension Hall.
and^cT C°m'5'ne^ libraries on April 30, 1963, had a collection of 134,923 books
State °iUments and receive currently 540 periodicals and newspapers. A United
Unit^ „°Vernrnenl Depository, the college receives many publications from the
1° st d ta^eS ^overnmen* Printing Office. The documents collection is valuable
oots working in the fields of economics, political science and history.
TH
aianu ? CXtens've c°Hection of Philander Chase journals and letters includes many
tecor(ls of the founding of the College.
Many other documents and
papers of early Gambier and Kenyon are indexed in the library.
The *
books-6 lnCOme

^e following endowment funds is devoted to the purchase of

The James P. Stephens Fund, given in 1859 by James P. Stephens.
The Hoffman Fund, established in 1867 by Frank E. Richmond.
Vau !* ^au§hn Fund, established in 1872 by a bequest of the Rev. J. A.
g o, the income from which is used for binding books.
K1°ck Fund>

established in 1913 by Mrs. Klock in memory of her

"Osband, George F. Klock, 1878.

1885^? ^'m'ne Pond, established in 1924 in memory of Charles E. Milmine,
» y his sister, Mrs. Rose Milmine Parsons.
of t
Fraz °
*
e

Fo^erta

Gordon Chalmers Fund, established in 1950 by a gift
Knox County and supplemented by gifts of Mr. Geoige E.
tke *ncome from which is used for the purchase of library books
for use by the faculty and students.
and

res'dents

of b^

h? R?ngwalt
s

f0r I**
e

Pond, given in 1955 by Earl D. Babst, 1893, for the purchase
in memory of Ralph Curtis Ringwalt, 1894.

Manning Fund, established in 1957 by a bequest of Richard C. Manning
purchase of books in foreign languages.

bo** ^Bfton H. Brewer Fund, given by Mrs. Brewer, for the purchase
10 dle fields of religious education and liturgies.
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principal of the following funds is used for designated purchases.
Colle C *?e°r^e F" Frazer Fund, given by George E. Frazer, a trustee
8 > or the purchase of mathematics books and periodicals.
biography^)^ j^Urds ^nney Fund, given by Mark Curtis Kinney,
StaJsfi!l ,StJnsfi.eld Fund. given by Edward H. Stansfield and Edward H.
> r., or the purchase of books in history and political science.
purchased
^ °s^orn Fund, given by James M. Osborn, Hon. 63, f°
se of biography in the humanities.
P
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a

C
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frost is out of the gmfcf^ iined
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baseball field
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Wh'Ch

3 Playin§ fidd

-i

l!S

^*

C

and

east

ds°

°n

and

College Hill, has an area of

is

drded

by

a

aboU

rUnnmg

courtsfour Har-Tru fast-drying tennis ' tbc

can be played

as

upon as soon

of Benson Field is a combination so«

used

the airP°rt

physical education class

aC

grounds for intramural at

e

house hof^ ^°ot'3ad and lacrosse field
recently constructed
a loyal and generous trustee of the college*

^

ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGE
RccausH^0^1 3 C°lle^e ^or men with an enrollment of about six hundred and fifty.
The DC ' C enrollrnent ls limited, application for admission should be made early.
I^'p to""
^clmlsslons
^en be able to assist the applicant, if he wishes
tn CT J° antlclPate requirements for entrance and for specific courses he may wish
10 study in the College.
'iminar ^CC
Admissions will supply application forms upon request. A pref°rm sJ)u"™ aPpears on the last page of this catalogue. The personal application
6 ma<le out
tlie applicant himself and should be accompanied by two
small U
which th rn°Un*.c^ Photographs. The College will also supply a transcript form
That fo^ a^'Cant should ask his secondary school to fill out as fully as possible.
Sent
Admission! S °U'^
*he secondary school directly to the Director of

recorcl °f his secondary-school studies (the transcript), the
^Plicant^'^00 t0
Kenyon ' mUSt re^ort *he score he has made in a recent scholastic aptitude test.
"ve near * mernher of the College Entrance Examination Board; applicants who
Board's sT^
^ Centers where the "College Boards" are given must take the
given -n 1° ast'c Aptitude Test (the Aptitude Test is regularly scheduled to be
Board Tests6 m°rnln®» see Information Concerning College Entrance Examination
fient TestsSf
^ome aPphcants will also take the College Board Achievethe one in ^scb,ed\i 1 ed to be given in the afternoon). Of the Achievement Tests,
ng ish Composition is especially recommended.

admin ^ 316 urSe<1 to have personal interviews with the officers of admission.
"'^0 am t tr^'*Ve °®tes in Ascension Hall are open Monday through Friday from
holidays ° c3° P'm" 311(1 until 12:00 m- on Saturday. At other times, including
sF»ecial ' 'nem CrS
tlie Acuity and staff are available for interviews only if a
ah
1 aPP°intment is made in advance.
fices frorrfo^ Suntlmer m°nths, visitors will be welcome at the administrative ofp
t)0 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
10(1

to use'T Stu<lenls an<1 their families are cordially invited to visit the College
0rnrnons an^ the Coffee Shop.
Overnight accommodations are
e at ^ *~
e Alumni House (guest house) at a moderate rate.

availabl

'"'2""'°" f" ^minion
A^fnission^00^601"6 al30ut admissions should be addressed to the Director of
Committee ' 3CtUal accePtance in the College, however, is made by the Faculty
Wanted aft°n ^lrn'ss'0ns- Provisional acceptance of satisfactory applicants will be
under th ••f
e comP'etion of three and one-half years in the secondary school,
e
's made fi ^ ^ clecis'on' program, after the completion of three years. Acceptance
°nly by satisfactory completion of the secondary-school curriculum.
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was in good standing at

Entrance Examination Board Tests

administer ar\
the College Entrance Examination Board
ster admission tests on the following dates:
Saturday' P|;Cembei 7>

19<33-64,

Saturday, May 2, 1964

1963

LR7, ;«R4

WEDNESDAY-S'1964

Ihe schedule of tests will be as follows:
1;30

pm

^elastic Aptitude Test (Verbal and Mathematical Sections)

Cand'd
a°d
that

mCnt Tests'

Siting Sample

?°!.11101c

not more than t ^
'ban three Achievement Tests on any one date,
day. Achievnm W? ^chievement Tests if they are taking the Writing Sample
S may be selected from the following:
English
r
8 sh
A

Composition

r

,

A^ed Shines50""1 StUdiCS

E«ll„

. ,

^
*SR

CuItUreS

c

•&,

tEussian

'n8 the tests and e' t13'*011 with application blanks and separate booklets describcharge from the sec ^ samP'e questions and answers may be obtained without
,°n ary sch°o1 or by writing to the College Entrance Examination
Each
Weeks in advance Cf
rnust be submitted for the College Board tests several
exarm'nati
exam'nation dates and must be accompanied by the
0n fee 0f°£ee °
Candidates

their appljcat.-° tbe ^ocby Mountains should address their inquiries and
blceton, lqew. j 10ns to *he College Entrance Examination Board, Box 592,
^ °u'd write ^
^and'dates In 'be Rocky Mountain and Pacific areas
""7' California
° ° e^e Entrance Examination Board, Box 27896, Los Angeles
*Offer £
tofd,jzt•""> M°y
U'"'
m'nistration

•"UauZ,tfn''''a'!0n
Co be specified)
trad'tional and PSSC curricula will be offered at each
°

ADVANCED PLACEMENT
Kenyon College initiated the School and College Study of Admission wit
Advanced Standing, which has now become the Advanced Placement Program o
the College Entrance Examination Board.

Students admitted to Kenyon College who have taken college-level course
or their equivalent, in preparatory or high schools, and have achieved a grade
4 or 5 on the CEEB Advanced Placement examination customarily receive ft
unit (one year) course credit.
Applications for credit from candidates »
grades of 3 or less will be reviewed by the Department concerned. Grades o
are frequently given credit, and a grade of 2 on the CEEB Advanced Placcn|
examination is sometimes honored, but a grade of 1 is not. The Kenyon Co 1
faculty has complete confidence in the capability of students who have
college-level work in their high or prep schools under qualified teachers,
when this work is completed in a satisfactory fashion appropriate credit is awai

Advanced Placement examinations for students who have taken college^
courses and who wish to be considered for advanced placement or credit arc
during the week of May 18-22, 1964, through the candidates secondary^
Schools wishing to test candidates will appoint an Advanced Placement
ations Co-ordinator who will order the tests, collect the fees, and ar mm ^
tests at the school. Students who are not tested through their schoo s s ^ ^
individual applications to take the tests at the testing centers operate ^ ^
Copies of the Bulletin for Students, Advanced Placement Examinations are ^
at schools or at the College Board Advanced Placement Examinations,
tional Testing Service, Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey.
Three-hour examinations involving the use of objective and free re.p
of questions will be offered in the following subjects:
American History
European History
Biology
Chemistry
English

French
German
Latin

Mathematics
^^
Jnish

Examination grades accompanied by the candidate s essays, rep
school on the courses completed, and grade interpretation mate
sent prior to mid-July to the college the candidate will attcn .

^
^

(0

s

^^

The primary advantage of the Advanced Placement program
and
can enter a departmental major program earlier in his college c:
-nCjUclin£
satisfy all of the A.B. requirements by the end of his thir y ^
jjA
departmental Honors program. Enrichment and intensive wor in -j-j,efeforr
are urged upon all students entering with advanced placemen^ ^Jd be
student entering with one or two units of Advanced ^acern.Cat ^ will be
couraged to declare his major at the earliest possible time so t
reef1-'
to do an enriched program of Honors work or complete is &
ments within a three-year period.
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THE COURSE OF STUDY
Kenyon College believes that the small college affords a special kind of
I'bml education Traditionally the small college has had the threefold purpose
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The final
emphasis in Kenyon's liberal education is, then, humane. Tit
student's goals, his social and political choices, even his use of technical a.
material resources, all depend ultimately on values which are determined by ®
individual taste and moral judgment. The strength and soundness of this taste
and this moral judgment are in turn contingent upon the extent of his
with "uxuau
human uaiuic
nature and
human CApcilCiiCC.
experience. The
anu iiuiiictii
X lie development
ucvti^ui*.u^ of this *
depends in large measure upon a continuing process of relating his special
• • -t— and on tie
to
the concerns of- others,
on awareness of others' points of' view,
sense of a common purpose.

EXAMINATIONS
Examinations covering the work of half-unit credit courses are required o
students at the end of each semester course. Examinations covering thew
of unit credit courses are required of all students at the end of the
semester. All examinations must be taken at the scheduled time, except ,
permission of the Registrar. A fee of ten dollars is charged for any spec
examination.

GRADING SYSTEM
Grades are recorded by letter: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, passing^
not satisfactory; F, failure. This is based on a point system of: A=4; B+'5 .
B=3; C+=2.5; C=2; D +=1.5; D=l; F=0, with an average g^
C (2.00) required for graduation. W=Withdrew with sufficient reason ^
the recommendation of the Dean of the College; WP=Withdrew pa»
WF=Withdrew failing.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
The College requires a minimum of seventeen unit credits and a
twenty unit credits of academic work with an average grade of C (- _
graduation.
Whenever a student's cumulative average falls below
is automatically placed on academic probation for the subsequent semester*
stucents average falls below an average of D (1.00) he is subject to
from the College for poor scholarship.
Students on academic probation are expected to secure an average of C (
in their first probationary period.
Th.e ,ruIes of academic probation affect only those students who fail to®;
the minimum standards outlined above. When these rules lead to the W.
3fe a<^mrnistered by the Committee on Academic Stan 'n§mm ^
of if °S r- n S'X. faculty mernbers, two representatives of each division, t <•
» i I ? j8C 1S chairman of this Committee, and all communications reg
a students dismissal should be addressed to him.
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COURSE CREDITS
Course credits are measured in units, including three-fourths unit credits, onehalt unit credits, and one-fourth unit credits. A unit credit is the equivalent
a s^ndard eight-credit-hour course, or a four-credit-hour course each semester,
and represents the equivalent of ninety-six class hours for the full course. Three-'
ourths unit credits, one-half unit credits, and one-fourth unit credits are proportions
0 t e same. Laboratory hours are counted at a ratio of two to one.
No credit is given for courses in physical education, although the equivalent
o two semester credit hours is the requirement for graduation.
All credit courses lead to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or to the degree of
Bachelor of Arts with Honors.

THE DEGREE WITH HONORS
Students with superior scholarship may apply to read for the degree with
nors in any department of instruction which regularly offers work with a major.
eiW

StUc^ent is Higible to apply to read for Honors if he will have completed
unit credits of work by the end of the semester in which he applies.

tion
CAS

S^0u^

E SOPH°more

10

ma<de to the Registrar at the time of spring pre-registrayear, when the student declares his major. In exceptional

the i S U Cnt ma^
Emitted to the Honors Program as late as the end of
densnJ01
^ applications must be approved by both the candidate's major
P ment and the appropriate Division of the Faculty.
0fk
.
the Honors Program will take one of the following forms: either
the i. • °n°rS. Seminars or Independent study as part of the curriculum in both
tfte Junior and senior years;

year ^dev

SCJ?e^Uk

^pendent^st
by

jetten

conventional
0r

a'rnost

comPrehensive

graded h e^artmenf

anc^

courses during the junior year with the senior
entirely to honors seminars, tutorials and in-

examination at the end of the junior year is given

written and oral comprehensive examination set and
7 an outside examiner at the end of the senior year.
a

credit and °n°rS ^ro&rarn
*n aH cases count for a minimum of two units of
a stu ent may earn up to six units of credit towards the degree.
recommendS
a<^m*ttcd to the program by the Division of the Faculty on
opportunity3*1011 °^- ^ ^ePartment concerned, and a student may be denied the
' to continue in the program by the department at any time.
a'Ws

a atCS- ^°r ^°nors
be exempt from that rule of the Faculty which
the basic maXlmum toward graduation of five unit credits in the major beyond
class atte jUrSe" honors candidates will also be exempt from the requirement of
ru]
w'h, however, be subject to the other general college
es pert
ining to the requirements for the degree, although exceptions to the
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diversification requirements may be granted upon recommendation of the
ment and the consent of the Faculty.
The student's program will include courses of study recommended
departmental adviser and such special assignments to be completed indep
as the department prescribes. Honors candidates are encouraged to participate w
advanced or honors courses in allied fields.
The supervision of the students pro
gram will be the responsibility of the major department.
The Honors Program during the senior year will consist, as far as possible
of independent study, tutorials or honors seminars. In order to encourage the
maximum capabilities of the student, Honors candidates during their senior yea'
may register in supplementary conventional courses outside the major program.
In such supplementary courses the grades will be restricted to Satisfactory
or Unsatisfactory" and will not be counted in the cumulative academic average
This does not preclude a student registering in any conventional course outsit
the Honors Program in the customary manner.
It is the basic objective of the Honors Program to enrich and intensify |bt
work in the major field.
The best results can be obtained by careful planning
and concentration of studies in the first two years in order to meet the g®et
requirements for o
graduation. J.AA. student
units o
aiuucui entering with
Willi one or two
vanced placement should be encouraged to declare his major at the earliest. ^
time, so that he will be ready to do an enriched program of Honors
especially during his senior year.
The candidate for Honors will write a substantial thesis or perform i^
pendent research or undertake an equivalent program demonstrating his cap*
to do advanced independent work.
There are three classes of Honors: Highest Honors, High Honors and Hono
he class of Honors which the student receives will be determined jointly )
outside examiner and the members of the student's department. A student *
ails to achieve the degree with Honors may, at the discretion of the dcpartm
be awarded a Pass degree.
A standing committee consisting of the Dean of the College, the Rtf**
and representatives from each of the Divisions of the Faculty will review
po icy and operation of the Honors Program at least every two years.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
I- Requirements for the degree
1. Satisfactory performance on a comprehensive examination in the major
subject.
2. Satisfactory completion of course requirements.
3- Not fewer than seventeen unit credits of academic work with an average
grade of C and no more than twenty unit credits, plus two semesters of
P ysical education, are required for graduation. A maximum of two units
earned in the Air Force R.O.T.C. may be numbered among the minimum
seventeen unit credits.
4. Evidence of proficiency in at least one foreign language. After September,
, such evidence will ordinarily be required of students entering the
0 ege.
Students not presenting such evidence will be required to enroll
in language courses for no credit until proficiency is attained.
Comprehensive Examination

a d

S'U<^en' rnusE Pass a comprehensive examination in his major subject,
ie may not become a candidate for the degree until he has passed it,
ever the quality of his work in course may be. Ordinarily the comensive examination is taken in the second semester of the senior year.

III. C o u r s e R e q u i r e m e n t s
1 Dlvers'fication

and Common Knowledge

e basic courses in major intellectual and aesthetic modes: literature;
P11 osophic and religious thought; the arts; history; science. Exemption
th°m • rC^U're^ Basic Course may be granted upon recommendation of
v ser
st7 ' > the Director of the course, and the Dean of the College to the
pU Cnt w^° °ffers evidence of equivalent experience and understanding.
ospective science majors do not take a Basic Course in science. Whenever
possi e the Basic Courses should be taken before the end of the sophomore
year.
2. The Major Program

Ten

* *
units in a program of courses approved by the major department which
maj°r and related subjects.
take^^ COvers
Ordinarily a student will
courses in three departments, though permission of the major dethre^ent TW°U'^ aH°w bim to include courses from more or fewer than
ee' roore
than seven of these units, including the Basic Course,
ay e Eaken in the same subject.

3. Electives

e

inimum of two and a maximum of five units to be used as free electives,
pt that additional courses in the major department may not count in
minimum seventeen units.
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STUDENT COURSE LOAD
The normal student course load is two unit credits per semester. A maximum
of two and one-half unit credits per semester may be carried without petition.
(Two and three-fourths unit credits may be carried without petition providethat these are taken in not more than five courses.) An extra charge is made fa
each one-fourth unit credit above two and three-fourths unit credits, unless the
additional credits are in Air Science. The minimum load for a full-time student is
one and one-half unit credits in three courses. The minimum load without
petition is permitted only to students in the second semester of the senior yea'
Any student who is attempting to accelerate his program so that he may graduate
in less than eight semesters will be charged proportionately for the extra wort
A freshman must register for a minimum of two unit credits in the &
semester. A maximum load of two and one-half unit credits, not including Air
Science, may be carried with the permission of the Registrar, provided that the
student is not on probation and provided that these are taken in not more thai
five courses, plus Air Science.
Any student on probation must petition the Faculty for permission to register
in more than two and one-half unit credits.

THE RIGHT OF PETITION
Each student has the right to petition the Faculty on academic matte'
Petitions should be addressed to the Faculty Committee on Petitions, and shou
be sent to the Office of the Dean of the College. The petition must make clea
and detailed statement why the student thinks himself entitled to special con
sideration, and must be accompanied by written statements of fact and
from the student's adviser and from other members of the Faculty who may
affected by the petition. Every petition will be dealt with on its own merits.

ADVISERS
On the basis of a student's special interest, freshmen and sophomores
assigned faculty advisers to assist them in their choice of courses and other wa
ters.

Upperclassmen are advised

ey ate majoring.
cans of

by the chairman of

the department in * ''

Students are encouraged to consult with their advisers regua

the College are available for consultation on academic

SUMMER SCHOOL STUDY
student who elects courses at a summer school should submit tc
aPProval the proposed program of study, having first secured apP
• ^ .r,ar
thf^r'n"8 r°m hlS faculty adviser- Failure to do so may result in refusege to accept summer work for credit toward a degree at Kenyon.
TJ

.
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GRADUATE STUDY

Kenyon College attempts to provide a firm
liberal education as the best
foundation from which each student can continue to learn throughout his
lifetime. Rapidly changing demands for specialized knowledge in the contemporary
world emphasize that the educated person must understand the basic principles
and methods of the major areas of thought and human activity.
Kenyon students
are encouraged to devote their undergraduate years to this objective and to
^ continue their studies in graduate school. Over fifty per cent of each graduating
cass at Kenyon continue study on the graduate level, and each year several
graduates are the recipients of awards offered under the Fulbright Act and by
e Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation, National Science Foundatl0n, and similar organizations.
Although many graduate schools require that applicants be familiar with
* C
knowledge, such institutions increasingly prefer their candidates
, o ave acquired broad learning, and they discourage overspecialization. Thus,
J/5

w^o

contemplate entering professional schools of law, business, or
required to major in political science, economics, or biology.

C lcine are n°t

ttaliz^rk W^° CX^eC* *° enter graduate schools of the arts and sciences should
ue t at a reading knowledge of two foreign languages is a basic requirement
tor a higher degree.

IT

in WR

IZ W^° ^'an a career *n engineering may elect the five year program
InstituC1 ^en^°n *S a®ffated with the Case Institute of Technology, Massachusetts
of th'^ ° ^ec'inok)f>I'> an<d Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Successful candidates
Bid |S ^r°^lam are awarded the Bachelor of Arts degree from Kenyon and the
or o Science degree from one of the above institutions.
g r o u n d a s *n ot^er professions a humanistic and philosophical backS recogn'zecf as a primary requisite for leadership.
More and more
mecjicai '
°f apDl' ^ 10°'S re<^l"re a balanced liberal education and base their acceptance
of the1CantS 'ar8ely on the medical school admissions test and the recommendation
HiedicineS" ^S a^v'sers" Therefore, students who contemplate a career in
•"elude6" ^ ?la'or *n any department of the College, taking care that they
schools "it
frePara^on fhe basic science requirements of the medical
under/ j 'S a<^v*sab'e that these basic science courses be taken early in one's
uate career, preferably during the freshman year.
of the faculty who assist students in applying
advice and with letters of recommendation.
n°t indicat
^ recomrnended, however, whose abilities and achievements do
WOfk
credit to h 6 ^ ^ Can ^
graduate school which will bring
both thg1 2S WC" 3S t0
^°hege- Since the Dean of the College is chairman
COmmhtees, students who plan to attend graduate schools should
make thi
junior year ^ ^n°Wn to
Dean of the College not later than April of the

to

medical ^

\'0 student

Stanc^n® cornmittees
SC^°°"S

w^h

COLLEGIATE FEES AND CHARGES
TUITION — For the academic year 1963-64 tuition will be $700 each semestn
This includes laboratory fees but not laboratory breakage or damage.
EXTRA COURSE CHARGE — For students carrying courses in excess oft
normal load, the charge per extra course is $130 for each semester,
including laboratory of $15.00.
TUITION FOR SPECIAL STUDENTS — For students carrying less than three
courses the charge is $165 per course for each semester.

For those com

requiring laboratory work, an additional fee of $15.00 per course is cha?
The maximum load for such a student is two courses per semester,
tuition charge for students carrying three courses or more is the rem
semester charge.
GENERAL FEE — $50 per semester, applicable to all students. This feeCl
all charges for health service, student activities, athletics, and social eve
except those sponsored by the Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps
REGISTRATION FOR ENTERING STUDENTS — A fee of $10 is
for initial application.

charSl

TRANSCRIPT FEE — There is no charge for initial transcript of grades,
ever, each subsequent transcript furnished the student will cost $1.00.
GRADUATION

$12 to be paid at the beginning of the semester pi et

graduation. This fee includes cost of diploma and rental of the
cap, gown, and hood.

aC

LATE REGISTRATION AND OVERCUTTING — There is a $10 PeM'^
the first absence in each course, and a $5 penalty for each consecutive a s®
in each course thereafter.
class cut for overcutting.

There are penalties varying from $5

t0

I.CIAL EXAMINATION FEE — $io for each examination.
BOOK DEPOSIT
pure ase of

An advance deposit of $100 ordinarily is made fo''•

books and supplies, unless the student indicates he

es

urc ase or cash. Any unused balance of deposit will be refun e
graduation or withdrawal of the student.
R'°Teo'

U?IF°RM DEPOSIT

~ Members of the Air Force RAT.C1^

AJ,"1'6. *° f"ake a Uniform Deposit of $25 at the start of the
gainst this deposit are charged cost of lost or destroyed items of.
ment and any other charges assessed by the Unit. Any balance rema
the end of the course is refunded to the student.
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LIVING EXPENSES
DORMITORY RENTALS — Rentals in the College dormitories per semester have
been established as follows:
Old Kenyon, Lewis, Norton, Gund, Leonard and Hanna:
TriPle

$150.00

Double

160.00

SmSle

180.00

Rentals in Bexley dormitories (when used) per semester have been estab
lished as follows:
Canon Watson:

$160.00

Double
SinSle

180.00

All resident students live in college dormitories,

DORMITORIES ARE CLOSED

DURING THE VACATIONS.

0MMONS CHARGE

$255 a semester. This fee covers food, service, and use
o the common rooms of Peirce Hall. All resident students eat in the Great
Hall of the College Commons, NON-RESIDENT students are charged $10 a
semester for use of the common rooms.

PAYMENTS
The following payments are required on or before the day of registration for

each semester.

NTERING STUDENTS — A candidate for admission is charged a fee of $10 for
initial application. Upon notification that he has been admitted to Kenyon
0 ege, the candidate must return with his acceptance a non-refundable advance
payment of $100 which will be credited in full on his bill for the first semester,
nonrefundable room reservation fee of $100 must be received by Kenyon
0 cge not later than May 15.
This fee also will be credited on the bill
r the first semester.
LRNING STUDENTS — At the time of preregistration in April of each
year, a deposit of $50 may be required to complete registration. The pay
ment will appear as credit on the fall semester statement. Good and sufficient
reasons for refund may be considered, but NOT LATER THAN AUGUST 1.
eturning students not registering in April will be required to pay this
P°sit on or about August 1, and a bill will be sent.

STUDENTS — A payment of $550.00 is required from all students on or
°re tbe day °f registration for the first semester, and a like amount will
addiV^'6 °n °r be^ore registration for the second semester. This is in
1 'on to the required payments as set forth in the immediately preceding
hvo

Paragraphs.
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A statement of account will be sent to each student as soon as possible after
the beginning of each semester, showing credit for all payments made. The
balance shown on the statement will be due on or before December 1 for the fa
semester, and on or before April 1 for the second semester. In accordance with
rules established by the Board of Trustees, an additional fee of 4% of the amount |
remaining unpaid at the close of business on the day on which it is due will bt
added to the balance of any account not paid when due. In addition, any student
whose bill is 30 days past due may be suspended from all college privileges
until payment has been made.
A full schedule of payments due is as follows:
For Freshmen:

|

On application (non-refundable)
On acceptance

$ 10.00
100.00

Not later than May 15 — room reservation

100.00

Returning students:
Pre-registration — Not later than August 1
50.00
On or before registration for first semester
550.00
December 1
Balance of account
On or before registration for second semester
550.00
April 1
Balance of account
Students are urged to familiarize themselves with the above schedule and mat
payments promptly.

I ART IAL PAYMENT — Some parents may prefer to pay tuition and other fee
in equal monthly installments during the academic year. The College is happ
to offer this convenience through the facilities of The Tuition Plan at
additional cost of 4 per cent. Upon request, the proper forms will bese"
for signature. Arrangements should be completed before the day of registration.
Loans in limited amounts are available from Kenyon College loan funds (>-<•
pages 55-56.)

GENERAL STATEMENTS - All students admitted to Kenyon Coll# j
permitted to register with postponement of payment of any of the design
ees and charges because of guarantee of payment thereof by any PerS0D
agency, governmental or otherwise, are so admitted and permitted to reS'-'j.
un er the express stipulation that if, for any reason, such person 510
not pay any portion of the student's account, the student and/or his par
or guardian are liable for this payment of all such proper fees and charg
ie tota ees and charges for a resident student for two semesters, exC u
folio""1"8

3nd

V°luntary

charSes

and deposits for purchases,

are
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1963-1964
$1,400.00
100.00
510 00
330.00

Tmtlon

General Fee
Commons
Dormitory Room (approximate average)

$2,340.00
ALL FEES AND CHARGES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AT ANY TIME BY THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
A student who wishes to transfer his credits to another institution or to
withdraw from the College must pay in full all his indebtedness to Kenyon
College, including all amounts borrowed, before a transcript of his record
will be issued or his release granted. Grades are not released until all
payments are made.

REFUND POLICY
The Board of Trustees of Kenyon College in 1947 adopted the following policy
1 icgard to refund of tuition and other charges.
During the first five
weeks of
c(ual attendance in Kenyon College, from the date of enrollment, charges are
®a e in accordance with the following schedule. This schedule applies only to
e uition charge. The general fee, board, room, other fees and book charges are not

Prorated.

eriod of actual attendance in
enyon College from date of enrollment.
week or less

Per cent of tuition charged
20%

Between one and two weeks

20%

Between two and three weeks

40 %

etween three and four weeks
etween four and five weeks

Over five weeks

60%
80%

100%

a stu^en* being drafted into the Armed Services, those fees and
char "f6 CaSC
0r tu'tion, board and room for a semester will be prorated and a refund
m j !
e f°r the unused portion.

SCHOLARSHIPS AND STUDENT AID
SCHOLARSHIPS
Kenyon College has a substantial program of scholarships for assisting men to
attend the College. Scholarships are offered to qualified seniors of secondary
schools, to graduates of junior colleges, and to students already in residence.
The resources of the College for scholarships are gifts and bequests in the form
of scholarship endowments, annual contributions by alumni and friends of Kenyon,
special grants made by the Board of Trustees, and grants made by various corpo
rations, trusts, and foundations.
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL AID
Formal application for any type of financial
aid should be made by March 1,
1964. The application of an entering student must be accompanied or precede^
by application for admission to Kenyon College. As a member of the College
Scholarship Service, Kenyon requires that applications of both entering -'•••
resident students must include the Parents' Confidential Financial Statement to
be used by the Committee in determining the amount of an award. Entering
students may secure these forms from the secondary school. Other forms needed
in making proper application will be supplied upon request to entering students
by the Director of Admissions and to resident students by the Director °
Scholarships and Student Aid.
QUALIFICATIONS OF CANDIDATES FOR SCHOLARSHIPS
In order to qualify as a candidate for a scholarship an applicant should Presen'
a superior academic record and give firm promise of becoming a good student in
college and a valuable member of the college community. Financial need isno
itself a condition for winning a scholarship, but it will determine the size of tK
stipend which a successful candidate receives. Successful candidates vho
not need financial
help may be named Honorary Scholars without stipend. »
urt er ac nowledgment of their merit they may be given a Book Award.
Book Award amounts to a credit of one hundred dollars at the College Bookshop
app ica e to the purchase of books not assigned for class use, pictures, aD
musical recordings. The Awards may be repeated.
In addition to possessing the general qualifications named above, a candidate for
sc o ars ip should make a creditable showing on the Scholastic Aptitude

on Dree Achievement Tests (including English Composition) of the Co
Entrance Examination Board.

GKANTS-IN-AID
s^Tr'^ frC made °n the basis of n«d to students in good academic
w 10 are contributing to the extracurricular program of the 0 eGram® .an
Grants-in-ard are supervised by the Dean of the College.
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CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE AWARDING AND RENEWAL OF
SCHOLARSHIPS, BURSARIES, AND GRANTS-IN-AID
Scholarships are awarded upon the recommendation of the Faculty Committee
on Scholarships and are made on a one-year basis. However, it is the practice
to continue the award if a student's scholarship performance is satisfactory, his
t0n UCt 1S constructive,

and his financial need continues. The Committee makes
« annual review of all awards to determine whether these conditions are being met.
In addition to an entering student's performance on the Scholastic Aptitude
es an t e Achievement Tests of the College Entrance Examination Board,
e'g
is given to the full scholastic and extracurricular records of the candidate,
applkaf

S*a*emen*s

teachers, school officials, and others who sponsor the

In setting the stipend of a scholarship, both when it is first

awarded and in

need a"

' r6VieW' the Committee &ives first
consideration to the candidate's
vary f
'S exPresse<^ *n firs financial
statement. For this reason stipends may
r°m year to year, and work opportunities may also be offered the student.

S^1 cancfidates are required to notify the Director of Scholarships and
1 0 any Srants, scholarships, or other awards which have been received
f.„
m a source outside Kenyon College.
's requked
''

C°ndlti°ns app'yin8 to

the

renewal of scholarships are that the holder

maintain a grade average satisfactory to the Faculty.
the grade is 3.00.

At present

To show a record of constructive conduct.
To submit an annual application for the renewal of a scholarship
accompanied by a current financial
statement showing continuing
need.
a semes*er a scholar is doing unsatisfactory work, the Committee ma^ ^
sfipen<^ ^or the following semester.
satisfacto1
If he fails to make
T gra es for two consecutive semesters, his scholarship is withdrawn.

V ^ autom°fi^e fiy the recipient of financial aid will be taken as
°t witu 3t . 'S nee<^ fias fieen
overestimated and his stipend will be reduced
'uidrawn immediately.

TYPES OF SCHOLARSHIPS
All h
acc°rdance
"u'^S' anc'u<^'nS endowed and named scholarships, are granted in
sP«cific p
f',e general conditions governing
scholarships and with the
ro
ls'ons made by donors as described in the following paragraphs.
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1. Scholarships in excess of tuition and supported by
ments and special grants by the Board of Trustees:

codo'

Kenyo

The Philander Chase Scholarships provide a maximum stipend ^ ^,,,
year. They are awarded for superior scholastic aptitude and ac iev
outstanding leadership. These scholarships are supported y cer ai^
Kenyon scholarship endowments and special grants by the oar
The Gordon Keith Chalmers Scholarships provide a

,s0pcnd^of^^

maximum

a year. They are awarded on the same basis as the Phi an er
and are supported by certain unrestricted Kenyon scho ars ip

£joWjneotj

$

special grants by the Board of Trustees.
. jj * 200 2 ^
George Gund Scholarships provide a maximum stipend
a full(j <
They are supported by the George Gund Scholarship ™ .
nts for d**
$40,701, the gift of Mr. George Gund of Clevelan .
holarshipS.
scholarships are similar to those for the Philander Chase
. m stipend of Jl-200'
!
Juliana Cuyler Matthews Scholarships provide a maximu
endo^
year. They are supported by the Juliana Cuyler Matthews
^ England. The
a fund of $45,000, the gift of Mr. Thomas S. Matthews o
chase'ScholarshiF
scholarships are awarded on the same basis as the
i an
^^ 1 (
John Burson Morton Scholarships provide a maxiimuffli shH ^
year. These are supported by an endowment present y a
gift of Ralph Emerson Morton of Greenwich,
onnec
brother.
Preferred recipients are those from
en ra
business, engineering, law or medicine. These sc o ar

^

>

o *
^ to
^ awarded

same basis as the Philander Chase Scholarships.

merI,ory

^

^ £ |l 2001

William Cooper Procter Scholarships provide a maxl™g^holarship £fl/ ''"J
year. They are supported by the William Cooper Procter ^ ^ baS,
a fund of $62,500. These scholarships are awar e
Philander Chase Scholarships.
Joseph Curtis Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver

i
Sch°^b^

stipend of $1,200 , year. They are
Weaver and Nancy Belle Weaver Scholars ip
total $40,000, and were presented by Mr. Ro er
Weaver of Cleveland as memorials to the parents o
ships are awarded on the same basis as the P l an e

m

Wea«'
•
•

the
>0<l if

. sd>'"

The
SchoIarShips^

from trustSi f°u

2. Scholarships supported by periodic grants
and corporations:
Kenyon Prize Scholarships provide a minimum stipen
of $1,200 a year. These scholarships are restric

Jl00 a0d
and

a

^

1

SCHOLARSHIPS

the enVof 'the i*5" °f

performance on a

5

J

special scholarship examination given at

Any student^ ^drra!, an .UP^n ,^commendation of the department concerned.
Recipients of pL si if" §
scholarships bu th
"ay

concurrently

"«d. Successful Prize sT l

!T

^ «^rdd Bookshop Prii

v««ngstown,

P

t0 C°mpetC at the Cnd

C°mbination

"*"** ^

Ohio Seated

°f his iunior yearhold the title of other special

'""I, *

scholarships, which' provide th

««o be awarded to deservin/stud T'*
^"ungstown area.

UtC

is

Ut

l

r°m the Pr°cter

Zl

Rkhard

are residents

supported by fundVf
?
" fUndS fr°m the

al'owance for books'felt^d^

need

Foundation of

Bremer"

R

»ay

These

$1,000 a year,
of Ohio, preferably of the

maximum stipends of

ff,°Vides
hls scholarship

haVe financiaI

fr°m the Bremer

°f **

W

upon financial

wil1 depend

d° n0t

Inland

P[°VldeS

and Gamble Fund.65

^Pfcnt with a maximum

the

the

^

^ b°°ks' and board"
Steel-Ryerson Foundation.

reciPient

with full tuition

SCh°Iarship

is

suPPOrted

by

// TK''

, I

H-

mi
and Jessie D.

Wif£in

of ,1,200 a ^
ye"
*«I student.

rt<

8/4,

re'Medlcal

£
for

SCh0larsh'P!

provided ,m by
««
Scholarship Fund, a gift of the

.

tha

scholarships provide
who must be a promising

••• excess of tuition:

££*!- *

UPOn

aJmilion
'"•inch Grmr"'Vr

Scholarships.

' i

the recon""«>d«ion

SCh°01'

This schola "h

^irshiP "dowmeM
' 1949 « Blake

T"-

The

n

of
™st

approval

of

the Kenyon

IT"*1

by

,he S,ePh™

Claude R Grov«
,Mlnneap
°hs in fmemory
"C,MS
° 1953 «of^thS°n'* member °f the Class

iSrtd£d UP°°
l?Kenyo

aPPlira°t

F^i

requirements

for adm"

» .?=r

S ff°m

thc

«omme„da.

tbat sch°o1-

The

•zsn&.-jr.
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4. Scholarships supported by the College scholarship endowment and
• ,r |na^ Pr°vide stipends covering tuition. These scholarships ar
classified as Kenyon General Scholarships:
Mr n i a j ^'1>tn&ston Allis Scholarship, an endowment of $7,000, established 1
Aiijoantf ,,rS" fjarence **• ^1Us of Wooster, in memory of their son, C. *dyin8s°
scholarship ^

^

^n^rew> Jr- Scholarship, an endowment of $3,011, the gift
. Andrews of Columbus, in memory of his son.

the Hor/i^L
• 0 n
RollinAr'10Ll^

Only upperclassmen are eligible to receive

Scholarship,

resident in^Knox County^
tablished^M^?0"^
S"
Purposes. 7

an endowment of $10,000, founded by the beques'°
Vem0n'

^

C,evel-d.

Austin Badgfr^J'f0^"^'
preparing for the min" t

of

*

annUaHy

"'

Scholarship,

Ashmun

°f

inC°me

an endowment of $3°,0(jl0'
The income is to be used for scholar^

an endowment

of $1,434, founded by b*^
income is to be awarded only to

by Mrs.S<h°l«'Mt,an endowment of $35,055 es»bl»l£
Class of ,8« tk 4 Be"edict in ">«•<"? °f ber husband, a me»b«
graduate, preferaLi \ mcorne ^rom this endowment is to be given to an
y 0 one stu<dying for the Protestant Episcopal ministry^
Kenyon !XfC7, fScholarMp,
endowment of S500, an
8
7 'he '*« William J. Bryan as administtator for Mi- B""

The Andrew

m-

. nnvv t®

54,636, by Mr. and M
'Ven Memorial Scholarship, a gift amounting
^
Bliven of the Class f"
^
®^ven as a memorial to their son,
^
income is available' fn
' Wh° lost his ]ifc in the second World War.
^
award to a junior or senior each year.
given by the late Malr ,a^C°jm Tronson Scholarship, an endowment of 5
recipient is
Bronson and Mrs. Bronson of Hamilton, Ohio.
t0 be a nrn°
areaP
ln8 pre-medical student, preferably from the Ha

Carnegie.
„

n

p0

of
hol?<"Jers

the gift of the <«e

A°'"

are ineligible.

b . in memory'of
o f S 5 . 0 0 0 , t h e g i f t o f M r s . O t t e r o f^
Class
J
h«^husband, the Rev. George Galen Otter, S-T-D^
18,
"""a Provides fo, *
«*
Uwson Otter, late of Cleveland
°
n'atahips, ,n maki
appoi„,ments Prefer««
Y o ,
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clergymen ^ E0stu'ants ^or b°ly orders, especially to postulants who are sons of

memoC
~*c^°^ars^'P> an endowment of $5,000, founded by his parents in
In the h °i f' C ^ Pushing of the Class of 1914. The appointment is
^athemT S ° .^e President and the chairmen of the Departments of English and
W
and mo ^'l
Section that it be conferred upon a student of special need
"d mCMt Wh0 ha* been at least one year in residence

V

l^

The D

bequest ofJ*c^°^ars^'P Fund, an endowment of $10,000, founded by the
The inrr.° •1C
^anning, former Benson Memorial Professor of Latin,
is to be used for financial aid to students.
Hon. Albert^D
Scholarship, an endowment of $10,000, established by the
a candid t °f^
^ ^ass
*872. The income is assigned to a student
the native r"^ f°l'1°'y orders, preference to be given to residents of Chillicothe,
cltY °r the donor.
not

Doyle of
holy orders d ,enV1
and St. Steoh Ur,1°
ns

^n^owment °f $10,000, the gift of the late Joseph B.
6 'ncome rs available for young men preparing for
c°HeSrate or seminary course.
Students from St. Paul's
urches, Steubenville, are preferred beneficiaries.
^•

Second

World
*n memory of Kenyon men who lost their lives in the
°f Members of th^ ^ endowment now amounting to $3,047 established by gifts
fr°m the end
^ °Hege faculty. This scholarship, amounting to the income
academic k;i-. WmCI?^ 's annually available to an upperclassman of character,
P
blllty- and general promise.
^

'ate Frank H ^°^ars^'P> two endowments of $2,500 each, given by their son, the
Pope Oinn .,0f LC.IeVdand' in memory of Francis Marion Ginn and
Preference bein '"
Eligibility is limited to graduates of Ohio high schools,
^'°n served as^ ^VC? *° stu<Jents from Sandusky County, where Francis M.
thirty years Ennc'Pal and superintendent at Fremont and Clyde for more

h

The £
*50,000 is de^f
Memorial Fund, an endowment of $400,000, of which
°f 2anesville cfi?3^ • &S a '°an ^un<E The bequest of Wanda Follett Granger
father, Judge M '°' 10 memory °f ber husband, Sherman Moorhead Granger; his
J°bn Dawson f i^ ^00rbeacf Granger; his brother, Alfred Hoyt Granger; and
f Kenyon Coll ° ^ a°d ^barles Follett, brothers of Mrs. Granger, all alumni
^°r ^bolarships^ufncorne from the balance of the principal will be used
8°Veming scholanh'1C^
granted in accordance with the conditions generally

T

Th

^ the late Qla,
e

*~*roves Scholars hip, an endowment of $45,566 established
H. and Mrs. Groves of Minneapolis in memory of their son,
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r

3,S 3 mem^Cr

of the Class of 1953, will provide scholarships with preference

for residents of Minneapolis or of Minnesota.
deji.0 ?SFJ?"1' ""

cndownwnt

of } 100,000, the income from which

O scholarships until further action by the Board of Trustees.
of

Schoiarsh'P, an endowment of $74,182, founded by the beques.
Alexander G. Mercer of Newport, Rhode Island.

tablished 1™ ^rJord

Hayes, 1842, Scholarship, an endowment of $5,000,

e trustees

^°^ro°h> 1887, Scholarship, an endowment of $4,471, established

by Mrs Mam

consideration

S'°dents

County, Ohio, are given V*

leaver of the rfeT Csv/err Scholarship Endowment, founded by Mr. Robed
Weaver's life

w.

-tkSS

r

Jn memory

of his sister.

Assigned insurance °o

able for scholar*! • * 3Ce va^ue °f $10,000, the income from which will
Jarsiup purposes.
Lewis Rauh

?cholarship Endowment of $50,000, the bequest of Flore
yn?* 0hl0»

the

nd deserving

Y

bequest of Marv A

°^ ^r°os*er> in memory of her son, Thorn

in memory ofZ^btu"^
endowment of $20 onn

dsfj C L 1
Nash of Cincinnati.
The Clifford All
» 8>ft of $6,854. ThTs
t0

3

gift

of

Mrs-

Charles E. Milmine of Ne«

' ,^harles Edward Milmine, of the Class of lg85|
Erovi es scholarships for students selected for genera

30

End°u>ment

of $10,000, founded by bequest of J<

j
Kf°erine YounZ

Neff, Qass 0f i8oo1S

°m which is

income to be used toward the educate
students.

Scholarship, an endowment of $2,000, f°un<'

McBride of the Class of

n°x

e

0f

support of worthv

Iet

rj,T1

be used'/

Neff

- Knox County Scholarship

^e late Katherine Young Neff, widow 0

h" Sister> Mrs" Carrie

Young Fayram, the 1

County in cooner ?• ^r0v'de scholarship assistance preferably to

The Geor

^

With

th^

re

Knox County Alumni Association.

XlTr?' °'<G~Se WliM°'f'Wft a" endowment of 12,00(1, establish
W',C
"* C'»« of 1865
honor of his lifelong friend, George J°«!

S,""'""d

fi

of the Hayes Foundation at Fremont.

'he Clastrftsyy™

e°dowmcn'

of $2,500, the gift of Mr. OK"
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eift / u f ^' ^^omas Scholarship Endowment, an endowment of $10,000, the
C J'J
will h
^' Thomas °f Akron. The income from this endowment
ar e to young men of promise in one of the scientific studies.
contrihlf!! ^ Me™ortal Scholarship, now an endowment of $21,000, established by
in hortnr ( ^ v t'irou^'1 *be Kenyon Development Program and more recently,
°f the Keny°n men who lost their lives in World War II.

^emor!a^ Scholarship Fund, in memory of Mrs. Robert A.

Weaver

income fjTIT

?' "

Chase Scholarships^

bdng

accumulated

0Wment w'^

awarded

by friends of Mrs. Weaver.

The

on the same basis as the Philander

°*arships granted to graduates of junior colleges:
Literary Scholarships provide a maximum stipend of $600 a

year and a

awarded to ^ SU,^0rte^
special grants of the Board of Trustees. They are
Published TOrV ua*es
junior colleges on the basis of submitted manuscripts.
g in Pfose or verse will also be considered.

accordance

1

are Russified as special and which are granted in
the conditions governing scholarships:

College Bookshop^0^ Scholarships, supported each year by the earnings of the

LOAN FUNDS
"ege administers the following loan funds:

F

//

i•

n°W amounts to over 160,000. This fund, which aids
Meritorious stude""
money at a low rate of interest, was granted to the
Trustees of Ke
^ '°ans
^he interest is .5|>n^'0"eSe by the late Henry B. Curtis, LL.D., of Mount Vernon.
'he averace r„ " ^ e<^ to meet only the risk of death and is not to be greater than
6 rate of hfe insurance.
aPplication f
_
and his fath ' °f &
l°an must state the applicant's name, residence, and
aPplication and ^ S name ant^ adchess.
The father or guardian must endorse the
'aculty ^jjj cons-jX'3reSS bis belief that the loan will be repaid at maturity. The

a8e,

take

to be confidential, and in granting the loan will
into consider ^ ^
in school0" ^ ^f^'cant's character, ability, and merit, including his exfra' conduct
Tl^0 3n<^ ^°^e^e' ant^ his record for regularity, punctuality, and genaPpr°priations are made for a year at a time and are available
°nII for the p
JMinations

Sernes*er ^ces^Mmittee adtnin^entUnder the regulations established by the
tbe ^uncf» loans are available at the rate of one and one-half
**er cent a year
*"h the D
BncV 1 Ze ycars" ^ePayment in installments may be made by arrangement
usiness Office.

5<^
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Students who are registered in graduate schools may arrange by application to the

siness Office for postponement of payments that fall due while they are engage
graduate studies.

nJhe»r™sby

Phill'Ps Fund of $1,000, which was established by Mr. and Mrs
, y.
dlips of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to be loaned without interest to
student intending to study for the ministry.

We^T 5(p'tzer

Loan Fund of $500>

The enn^v^6'

Ind*ana» tbe

Loan Fund0"5

**

Dickinson^** vr ^
and conditi

C

10ns

oglcal

fromthe^'Gr?^^^?

.

Loan Fund, established by the bequest of Addiso
of $1,000 for the Collegiate Departmen ^

Department, to be administered under the same

the Curtls Loan Fund

Memorial Fund,

a specified portion in the amount of $5^

^MEM°LIAL FUND' T0 BE AD-INISTERED UNDEF
EfUCation Act

pating
loans which ar

e

°"

Vernon' Ohi0>

as apply t0

« *EC^SN

the Iate Georse sPitzer> 1885'f

Ae Same aS th°se described in the seCti°n

F>'c^'nson

TT*

$1,000 for tK

siven by

income to be used for loans to meritorious stu

3,1°"

°f 1958 Loan Funds.

^

The college is P*rtj°

^ense Education Act Loan program and has u
Under the provisions of this act.
d be sent to the Director of Scholarships and Student A

ing

A limited

nu

include assisting
ing
made

EMPL0YMENT

!°,bs are °Pen

to

OF STUDENTS

students who need more money. Th

atories> the library, and the College offices,
tables in th r
to the Dir^f
, mons- Applications for student employment s
or of Scholarships and Student Aid.

^

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
THE CAMPUS GOVERNMENT
hrough the Constitution of Kenyon College the Trustees entrust to the
resident and Faculty authority and responsibility for student life, academic and
xtracurricular. Campus Government, therefore, is regarded as a further dele
gation of authority by the President and Faculty to the various individuals, commttees, and organizations of that government.
bee^'1£ uamPUS ^enate' comprised of students, faculty, and College officers, has
t0
Sena ^
and to interpret policy regarding student affairs. The
^nate considers any problem of general concern within the College and serves
f- i*n C cct've
trative officers.

means

communication between students, faculty, and adminis

nenffi16 ^U<^en* Assembly, founded in 1895 and composed of all undergraduate
has the^
^
*s
corporate organization of the student body. It
to f 6 P°Wer to rev'ew fhe action of any agency of the Campus Government and
The^*6 Pr°p0Sals which reflect the views of the student body,
and p ^ en' ^°unc^ *s
official body for student discussion, organization,
Coun V00, -^Verp re8'sl:ered student of Kenyon College is represented on the
matters ff -'S ent^ec* to
f'card by the Council. It concerns itself with all
we^are °f the students.
Commit CCt'n^
The Financial Committee, the Social
lernitv'C^' ^ P'ann'n§ Committee, the Activity Committee and the Interfra^ ommittee are standing committees of the Student Council.
facultv ^U<^C'a' ®oar<f and the Publications Board, both composed of students and
> are agencies of the Campus Government.

SOCIAL GROUPS

Th
are divided into several voluntary groups, organized
PromofU^en^
|et(er SQ .C soc'a' and personal relations. There are chapters of national Greekdormitor 'C
'oca^ societies, and each group occupies its own division of a
to

ORGANIZATIONS
Published 'J>U^'cat'ons- The student publications are the Collegian, a newspaper
^eveille
' Week^ during the college year; Hika, a literary quarterly; and the
'
^ear ook, published annually by the junior class.
*° share
student wh '
0

^ramatic Club makes available to all students the opportunity
°f plays by sponsoring a varied program each year. Any
participates in a specified number of plays may become a member. In
C pro<^uct'on
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recoenf6 *"*rai"at*c
organized a local honorary society, The Hill Play«s>1
exce ence in acting and cooperation in producing plays.
debates A ' A
n

^e^ate Society participates in intramural and intercollegb"
attends annual tournaments.

lege Choir

3hfC

arC t*iree actlve

Singers an ™

at cllapel

musical organizations in the College: The Col

services and in neighboring churches; the

enf°

:

choraI group which presents concerts in Gambiera"
elsewhere ore"
and the Incr 3S10na y in injunction with a choral group from another co C
he Instfumental Ensemble.

Kenyon Klan

men

*n 8°°d academic standing are eligible for election to

Pre-law phi^L ^Zf^°ns are *he Economics, International Relations, Pre-medi
* Phllos°Phy, and Political clubs.
courage and to

^°"ety- The Phi Beta Kappa Society was organized to ^

essential condition P8"'26, excellence in scholarship, and high academic stan ing
admiSSi°n- ^ fraternity, which was founded at the CM
of Wil,iamtd °M
'ege in 1858.
'
rh
tl0n

TjnrT^ 10
established the Beta Chapter of Ohio at Kenyon
"graduates are elected in the junior and senior years.

composed of ""hit

"Jr®

Senior. s°ciety

is a small, self-perpetuating

mCn 10 the senior class chosen for their e
campus activities
T?
the College to disrm® a P ®r0uP meets with the Faculty Council and o

m

Th,

COmm°n C°"CCm fM the imProvement"*

Ch

sophomores whose prima
ts members serve as
service to the College

^

C'lase

Society is an organization of freshmen

ik PurP°seis to promote various activities in the
S lefS' marsha's> guides, and in many other capaci

^

f°,Se '"terested* in txphr" m?mhiP- This is an interdenominational society^
action.
Ing the deeper meaning of the Christian faith t°
it js
P
t0 a'l interested students.

GENERAL INFORMATION
REGISTRATION

The
Wednesday, September 94^ C°^e^e year begins with registration on Tuesday and
2T!ie Freshman Orientation Program
usually begins four davs h
and uPperclassmen.
"
**
" f°r the registra^ of sophomores
a late

registration fee ofi/fW ^

Courses on

executive absence in each classVerLfter.

'"

registration day must pay
CkSS

$5

f°f

^

MATRICULATION

THE

the institution
j".00'3^00' ^ieh ^atCS ^rom 1842> acc°rds final acceptance
occurs HiS * CSSe"tla to obtaining a degree. The public exercise
^'lowing obligation.
semester. The candidate then signs the
int0

0 raatriculation

t° the rite of matrinfll!' Undergraduates °f Kenyon College, being now admitted
culation, do promise, each for himself:
i
College^ and all aurhr.

°'3Serve

and

°key the laws and regulations of the

3<"tS
connected with the C
^res*dent and faculty, so long as we
3S ^ 3S may
Casions we will eive rk ° a^'
*n our Power, on all oc0thers in like circumst
C
Ue,nce of our g°od example and precept to induce
^ ^
stances to do the same.
are

mater. at all times
S)
^enyon College, we will render to her as our alma
Promote her welfar h °" 311 °CCasions> due honor a"d reverence, striving to
thl"gs that mav tend
^ & • ^r°Per means» and abstaining carefully from all
'earning.
° lmPair her influence or limit her usefulness as a seminary

The services i

RELIGI0US

SERVICES

a''>

and students arp
H°'y Spirit, the College Chapel, are open
At the main
ally Welcome t0 attendc
seit
' aP'ain, by the RertT T T*unday mornings the sermon is preached by the
arcourt Parish, by members of the faculty or by
°o landing visitors
US1C is provided by the college choir, and there are
Portunities f0r
,
*° 1SSi5t "S
"Shers.
Vening
2n,

0r

Prayer

Ce e ra'c'd

Chaplam of th ^
group discussions C°"ege 's

each Sunday and on Wednesdays.

Morning

'atter under student leadership.
a'ways available for individual counselling
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FRESHMAN ORIENTATION PROGRAM
Freshmen are required at the opening of the fall semester to attend a series r.
lectures given under the supervision of the Dean of Students. The President,
Chaplain, the Deans, the Director of Athletics, and several members of the focu.
a less the freshmen on the history of the College, the curriculum, study ha its, '
e social and academic life of the College. The Freshman Orientation Propusually begins four days before the date set for the registration of sophom
and upperclassmen.

LOSS OF PROPERTY
student"! °
*s not responsible for loss or theft of, nor for damage >
Pr
P
rty
whatever
the cause.
other Cnll ° J '
Students' property is in dormiton
' C0"e6e
a. the sole risk of the owner

D
ten

.

VARSITY SPORTS

intercollegiate962"63

Fear Kenyon teams played full
colleges of the'nJ^°rtS' ^"ornPetition is furnished largely by the o i
^
Conference, of which Kenyon is a charter^^^'; ^
sP°rts sponsored are
track, and wrestli"6- °0t^a11 and soccer in the fall season; basketbal, s
^
the winter season; and baseball, lacrosse, tennis,
golf in the snrin^
'
and of Kenyon LAccordinS to the rules of the Ohio Athletic C^
as long as thev r
.res^men are eligible to compete as members o
ain in good academic standing.
3Cademic

700 C°lle8e 15 a rnember

The

of the National Collegiate Athletic

Depart

MUSIC

academic year a serie! ^u.s'c and the Lectureships Committee presen
ensembles. Moreover ° 1.nstrumental and vocal concerts by visitin;
"semble, the Brass A recitals are given by the Kenyon Singers,

«. j°s. 'n the lounge 0f p*08
con
Practice. The
Certs and rehearsals

*'le

dormitories,

there are Steinway
the Chapel Basement, w
C°nCert Rrand Pian0 in Rosse HaU
members of the music staff in genen

Hal1 and

y

in
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DISCIPLINE
Student conduct is controlled by a rather small set of generally stated rules
ar|d principles, rather than a detailed code of regulations.
Basically the prin
ciples are liberal, allowing students freedom in personal conduct and imposing
official discipline only when personal judgment and action seriously fail to be
consistent with these principles. Students are expected to make mature judgments
and to assume responsibility for their actions, individually and collectively.
They
ui" not find the rules burdensome if classes are attended regularly, academic work
ls t'(me *° fhe best of ability, and behavior is respectable.
The Judicial Board and/or the Dean of Students has jurisdiction over in
actions of College regulations and disciplinary cases.
The College reserves the right to dismiss or refuse to enroll any student when
ever it believes that the interests of the College or of the student require such action.

AIR FORCE R.O.T.C.
h September, 1952, a Department of Air Science was added to the regular
ncu'u,T1 of the College.
This department offers a four-year Air Force Res
th^T ^Cers draining Corps course leading to a Second Lieutenant's commission in
nited States Air Force Reserve. It involves in each of the first two years a basic
Urse and 'n each of the last two years an advanced course.
Enrollment in either
Course is voluntary.
d.

In 0rder t0 Sualify for enrollment in the Air Force R.O.T.C. a student must be a
age^A^
^n'ted S'ates, physically qualified, and be under twenty-three years of
s*udent must not be over twenty-five years of age for the advanced courses
and
» ^mus* have bad the basic courses prior to his entrance into the advanced unit.
e requirements may be waived in cases of veterans.

in th^h"^ arC ^urnisLed textbooks, equipment, and a uniform. Students enrolled
.6 as'c courses receive no compensation; students in the advanced courses
^tudeC 1 SU^s'stence allowance which is $.90 per day or $27 per month. Advanced
nts mus* also sign a contract with the Government agreeing to complete the
ajv
year Ce, course» to attend summer camp in the summer following their junior
Stud 30 t0 aCCeP* a re=*rve commission, if tendered, upon completion of the course.
lostry1 * <lUa''^ed ancl selected for flying training may participate in the Flight
ttron Program, and earn a Private Pilot's License.

rec

unth^1113 enrolled in the Air Force R.O.T.C. are deferred from military service
comPleted their college education, provided that they have been
select d ^
or_ deferment under existing quota ceilings and provided further that
1},^ ,
s'8ned a deferment agreement.
Under this agreement, an Air Force
aj a
^Iaduate may be subject to approximately four years of military uty
Flyine t ^°fCe ^eserve officer after graduation from college, (cadets entering t e
miliar raining Program are required to complete approximately five years o
Y service), if called to duty by the Secretary of the Air Force.
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AUTOMOBILES AND FIREARMS
aut^or^'es

mobiles
think it inadvisable for undergraduates to keep auto
dent chooses t "u" ^ especia% advised not to have them. However, if thestuaccidents whirl! ^ °nC' tbe ^-0'^eSe emphatically disclaims all responsibility or
studies will h d"^ occur' Students on probation or otherwise deficient in their
registered with the
they are brouoht
u
action.
°

maintaining an automobile. Cars must:
Dean of Students within twenty-four hours a
C°llege- failure to register them will be cause for disciplinary
pnvilege of
fhe

ce 0

Student Handbook^'^ '°

Study

additional rules concerning automobiles in ''

in the Colleee- m^1,Sma^ arms. including air pistols, may not be kept anywher
to register and' HP
°? 3n authorized Pistol Club have the privilege, howeve'
be checked out om^r
Patois at the Dean of Students' Office and these m.
kept in students' rJ °f club"sPonsored activities. Guns for hunting may nflt
deposited with the n"*
\ *f brought t0 the College they must be registered a
formance with thr i ^ ° ^tudents and may be used only for hunting in jreguiations may result^ °f the ,State of Ohio. Failure to comply with
in suspension or expulsion from the College.

A TA
A

HEALTH

student health

•

.

SERVICE FOR STUDENTS

The College assu
" maintamed by the Co,Ie8eaccident which haon "° ^ab*bty or responsibility for treatment for
competition, practice or "S t0- & Student while he is participating in 31
y provide for the
'• ^0wever, it has been the policy of tl
. ray» and surgical
immediate hospitalization, medication,
CaSes
accident resulting from Pa
athletic competition
^

or

fir Mary,

"pjj

m the ward.

it

. ,

is Un,^®"

8'stered nurse.

y

Serious *

has

facilities for twenty men in single t

SUpervision

of tire College Physician and i

Students who are
at o
°f illness are sent immediately to M
The"? u° tbe bospital or infi ' f° attend meals in the Commons will
or Wpi,° ege COnsiders that rrnaiT' Meals will not be served in the dc
student is either ill enough to be in the
enough to be jn
Ho'phali

Zation

the stud rCSUlt-ng fro™ athledr"^ Who are hospitalized for reasons 0
It is stro"^ ihlS Pafent °r guard •C°mpetltl0n' tbe char8es are the respon:
sickness i"8 V rec°mmended th?D' ? 3fe COsts ^or operations or special
a
nsurance. The c
all students carry some form of acc
8e sponsors a Student Insurance Plan w
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fides protection at a reasonable cost and covers, up to specified limits, the hospital
and medical expenses arising from both accident and sickness, whether sustained
at the College or elsewhere, during the entire policy term.
Dispensary, The College Physician will be at the infirmary each morning
except Sunday at specified hours. Except in emergencies, students who are ill
0r injured should see him at that time.

At the request of the Director of Physical Education or the Dean of Students,
' e College Physician will make bedside calls in the dormitories during dispensary
°nrs. Notice of the necessity of such calls should reach the dispensary before
n|ne o clock.
In urgent cases, the College Physician will make dormitory calls at
J e r h°urs on the recommendation of the Director o f Physical Education or the
Dean.
College Physician. Students hospitalized in Mercy Hospital or in the infirmary,

I

accordance

with the arrangement described above, will receive medical attention
^°hege Physician as required for fourteen days without extra charge. If the

°m
res

*° Ca^ anoth*er physician, he may do so, but the College assumes no
^or the cost of attendance. The cost of all operations, whether per(|f the ^
Physician or not, and all consultant fees are the responsibility
e stu<ient or his parent or guardian, except as indicated above.

fo^

. ,

iHtY

College reserves the right to request the College Physician to examine any
any time.

Stude*at

Dr ^ CoIle8e Physician is Dr. Thomas L. Bogardus, Jr., of Mount Vernon, and
n C. Drake of Mount Vernon is Consultant in Traumatic Surgery.
St

$ervice.

An attendant is present day and night at the infirmary.

No medications or supplies are furnished except those regularly
in the College infirmary.

carr' ™'tat'onsatried

M med"
Chr°nic disease should be reported to the College Physician, who will act
such Ca ^dv'ser while the student is in College; the expense of medical care in
guard!^ 'S' k°Wever> the personal obligation of the student or his parent or

THE KENYON REVIEW
'n 19ls ^eny°n Review is a literary quarterly of international reputation. Founded
reachprl ^ edhed for many years by John Crowe Ransom, the magazine has now
Jts twenty-fifth volume.
The present editors are Robie Macauley, nove ist,
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an alumnus of the College, and George Lanning, novelist and Kenyoi
>
Aui US, ^°na'^ German of the Department of English is an editorial associate
hough sponsored by the College, the Review maintains editorial independent
and a professional standard for contributions.

The subscription rate is $5.00 a year, U.S.A., and $5.50 abroad.

ml

*

i urriun

who
^°^e8e maintains a placement office as a service to students and alun
03
Upon
tive emnl
office for assistance with employment problems. Pr0SP
and eJlTIS a? Pr°vided with ^formation concerning a student's educate
the vocati ym.ent ackgr°und through this office. Students are encouraged to l
vocationa1 materials made available to them.
College
use the serv'" erv'e^
1CCS °

business, industry, and educational institutions visit
for their organizations, and seniors are urge
s °ffice t0 achieve their vocational goals.
students

LECTURESHIPS
THE BEDELL LECTURESHIP
lectures""^
f
established by Bishop and Mrs. Bedell provides biennial
Scienr#»
^ J r . v*c'ences
Natural and Revealed Religion, or on the Relation of
ULC to Religion.

THE LARWILL LECTURESHIP
es'ablished by the late Joseph H. Larwill of the Class of
'855 and
°f French and" ^nentCc^ ^ a bequest °f bis son, Paul H. Larwill, former professor
e™an a' Kenyon College, provides occasional lectures or courses
°f lectures
every
°n Su 'ects
general interest. The founder desired that at least
delivered on ^ar a, *ecture or course of lectures, philosophical in tone, should be
For what can'Th'
^reat subjec's: What can I know? What ought I to do?

Published *SCret'on
'be faculty, lectures delivered on the foundation may be
Am
Robert A8M n'L-CCaS'°nal 'ecturers on 'bis foundation have been Bertrand Russell,
Trilling, Fjj' 'y"' Edward M. East, Robert Frost, Alexander Reid Martin, Lionel
Rusb'on Coulborn, Clyde Kluckhohn, John Peale Bishop, F.
Alton Wade^T
Maurice Bow "w
Gfay> ^rw'n Bdman, Norman Thomas, Meyer Schapiro,
Luigi B0rej]j
, °^gang Kohler, Erwin Panofsky, O. H. Mowrer, Henri Peyre,
jarne' Q, ,D ^rowe Ransom, Brand Blanshard, Frank E. Brown, Herbert J.
S> ^ar'es Stevenson, I. Bernard Cohen, Angus Wilson, Wilfred
J. Smith N
Condon, and VaT^0r<Emer, Barrett Mattingly, William Golding, Edward U.

V

T)

THE

RYERSON LECTURESHIP

Ryerson'

^25,000 to f0
° ^
Chicago, made to Kenyon College a bequest of
instruction in°th n 'eC'ureship *n art- This fund contributes to the support of
e
epartment of Art and to occasional visiting lecturers.
HE

Th

GEORGE GUND VISITORS AND LECTURE PROGRAM

v'siting ] .e ^r°m a
Ey George Gund of Cleveland supports a program
ec
i°r several da UrefS' mus'crans, and other artists. The lecturers visit the College
'be classroom^' SOrnet'mes ^or longer periods, and make several appearances in
StUdent societies, and on the public platform.
We man/on
Undergraduates
Pportunities to meet the visitors in social gatherings.
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DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION
A R T

Mr. Slate
The purpose of the Department of Art is to provide a foundation for a^van^(
training in and appreciation of the visual arts. There is no major in r,
students are offered a thorough grounding in fundamentals of painting » ^
rawing. Beginning studio courses are investigative and disciplinary,3
student need not have a high aptitude in Art to do satisfactory work. Advtf
courses also stress investigation into materials and means, but problems e
more individual.
The art collection in the Chalmers Library, which has been built arou
°f.the Camegie Corporation, is particularly rich in volumes and color
on art in Europe and America in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The
' °^en , rown Gallery, on the second floor of the library, helps supplement
m , e
epartment; paintings representing major trends in European art sine'

^

8

, ,e . a^er'ne W. Merkel collection of African sculpture were among
held during the 1962-63 academic year.

T

COLOR
vAJLOR.

Introd
terials ,UCtl°n
materials.

t0

^

experimentation

with

color, using paper, Paint>

ancl

Offered 1963-64. No prerequisite.

rth unit credit, 64 clock hours of studio work.

2-

FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAWING.

various medla^™™'"8
Offered 1964-65.
of

assigned

64

.
of

AN° Practice of

!r4materialS;

studio work)

pluS

outSlde aSSIg°

PAINTING.

•

-aSSi8ned

£flts

„

Offered T963
^
essential and 2 i« A •P,ercclu's'te, Art 1 or permission of instructor.
One-fourth

8ttCSSing

f°r this course-

Un't Credlt each

OF

problems, emphasizing landscape; introdu

No prerequisite.

approximately 2^0^

Introduct°RY

.

semester, 64 clock hours of studio wor •
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ADVANCED DRAWING.
Study of the human figure.

Offered 1963-64. Prerequisite, Art 2.
One fourth unit credit each semester, 64 clock hours of studio work, plus outside
assignments of approximately 2 hours per week.
21-22.

ADVANCED PAINTING.

Individual problems.
Off J
efe 1964-65.
Prerequisite, 11-12 or permission of the instructor,
ourth unit credit each semester, 64 clock hours of studio work.
4L-<2.

INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ART.

aft ^orms fr°m
with ill,
earliest times to the present.
^ us rated lectures, field trips, and student reports.

P ^requisite.

Offered 1963-64.

A two-hour seminar

One-fourth unit credit each semester.

BIOLOGY

Associate Professor Yow, Chairman
Associate Professor Blight
Assistant Professor Burns
The
Ptehensive k^ ?^Crec4 'n fbls department are designed to give the student a cornti°n for Dr r °W e
biological principles and methods, and to provide a foundaTh
° eSS1°na4 work I" biology and medicine.
c°urses totalP
kl°'°gy consists of any combination of advanced biology
's the norm ^ 3t ^CaSt *bree and not more than five unit credits. Biology 11-12
3 ^rere<4U'S'te ^or these courses.
St d

should realizW^.° ^4an t0 attend medical school or graduate school in biology
Physics, and2C h
^ese scbools have prerequisites in the fields of mathematics,
^ biology tu emistry- Although these subjects are not included in the major
a coordin | J 6 .^ePartrnent of Biology will advise pre-professional students on
a
science curriculum adapted to their needs.
'"^GENERAL BIOLOGY.

conceme(j
*nte£rates the principles of plant and animal life. Lectures are
dynam^'1 ft0P'cs sucb as the origin and manifestations of life, the structure
rdatio
CS ° .^e Ce'I> nutritive and integrative mechanisms of organisms, the
n 0f
Plst geolo °r8.an'srns to their environment in both the present time and during
8'c ages, the development of organisms and their heredity. The

KENYON COLLEGE

D8

boratory illustrates these principles.

This course may serve as a terminal course

a prerequisite for Biology 28 and Biology 56 only.
-No
- prerequisite.

Offered
Uttered 1963-64.
1963-64.

unit credit, 96 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.

U-12.

INTRODUCTION TO ZOOLOGY.

"ERRRY a'm

and

utiliV

course

'S

C 10 S

and

acbieved
SPecies

Possible T° °^y
tivities '

the laboratory.

ea

Genetics, evolution, phy«J

where properly associated with each group,

afe studaed
ardma's

in

is to demonstrate biological principles, concef
by studying the phyla in considerable

used

are

to demonstrate behavioral and physiology

primarily f "
" 3 Prereciuisite for advanced biology courses, and is inW>1
y
r students planning to major in biology. Required by medical sch
No prerequisite.

Offered 1963-64.

"e 3nd 0ne'half
26'

unit credits, 96 class hours, 128 laboratory hours.

PRINCIPLES OF EVOLUTION.

Following a^rl^011

modern

concepts of

the process of

organic

e^°'u

^

biochemical evn|S<rSS10n °f present theories regarding the origin o »
constructed on u'°n/ ^ ev°lutionary history of selected animal groups
embryoW
^ °f Cvidence from ^ontology, comparative anj

examined i'n ternW ^ °thef
and various l;„,i

assumed „ ^

"
28 •

mii

biological fields"

The

pr0CeSS

°f Select*

. senetlc mechanisms, variation, adaptation, natura
A previous knowledge of

biology

lS

«*<. 18 class hours.

ECOLOGY.
Th

a°d

the various

°nCernicd

wifh

Characteristics of eoT?
Perpetuation are exam^ T*
t

e

characteristics and "d

3nd

Laboratory shid-^3™'"
PnnciP'es and taxonom "
site.

0ne-half

Biol

the

detad-

tl0ns-

Prerequi

the interrelationships between living

chemical

°ds

C

and

biotic factors

factors

in

or®

their envtf

which influence their

stnl

^
s

Miotic interactions are explored m
P°Pu'ations, communities and ot er
.
triPs «quaint
the student with ecol

as aPPhed

unit Jdit^g"2, ^ .J1"12"

to the local fauna and flora.

°ffered

1963'64'

ass hours, 64 laboratory hours.
Selected TO
•"*

,ubi«

mate ™

E EB,UTB
d7 "
awn mainly

I

.
from current research in

.folds
1 e

BIOLOGY

aspects 7C

eC°

69

°^'

a°d behavior.
Among topics considered are:
adaptation, mimicry and camouflage, defense mechanisms;
system T ^ C'r C0nt:r0'
development and behavior, periodicities, the nervous
cellular b •C°n!r°^
Processes> diapause and metamorphosis, embryology and the
tion an 1 7^ °- P°'yrnorpbism; social, reproductive and nutritive behavior, migra" and direction finding, communication.

hormnn° em'lr°nment an<^

Prerequisite: Biology H-i2.

Not offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit, 48 class hours.

47-

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

with c

51-

* Psychol°gy ^•
°t the major adviser.

May

be taken as part of the biology major

EMBRYOLOGY.

vertebrates^ s ^"7

deve'°Prnent

animals, with particular emphasis upon the

atte"^on *s paid to fertilization, cleavage, gastrulation and
the formation
basis of the ° • ^ varr°us organ systems. Experimental embryology forms the
P'g are anal Pn?C1.P CS stuched in the latter part of the course. The chick and
in. 'ab°ratory, and the student may undertake an analysis of
^veloDrripnt
pment using living embryos.

^requisite: Biology IM2. Offered 1963-64.
nit credit, 48 class hours, 64 laboratory hours.
52-

MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY.

Animal

tissues
* 1
the functional s"
^ manimalian, are studied with the view of discovering
cance
constructed
their structure. This study is extended to the organs
Scopic identificaf ' ° var*°us tissues.
The laboratory work includes the micro100 ° mat°r mammalian tissues and organs and study of electron
micrographs

1963'64"
One'hT^ Bi°l0Sy 1112'
nit credit, 48 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.

GENETICS.

This
and experimem
a study of the laws of inheritance and the cytological
theory 0f
-3 ev'dence supporting them. Following this, the classical gene
^^ined. m ' ance and other theories explaining genetic phenomena are critically
ern biochemical genetics is surveyed in the last half of the course,
pr
requisite. Biology

1-2

or 11-12.

credit, 48 class hours.

Offered 1963-64.

70
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65.

CELL PHYSIOLOGY.

ecture and laboratory work concerning the nature of cellular environ®31p ysical and chemical organization of cells, the exchange between ce s an
eir environments, irritability and response, nutrition and growth, and cell ivlS

e

an

Prerequisite: Biology 11-12; pre or Corequisite: Physics 3-4; Chemistry 31-32consent of the instructor. Offered 1963-64.
One half unit credit, 48 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.

97, 98.

PROBLEMS IN BIOLOGY.

reJ^^

lnvestigation

of a problem related to a course, to a staff ®e®^

a speda^ *nterest of the student.
cour
/
course to which the problem is related.

quisite. Consent of the instructor.

May be taken concurrent y

Offered 1963-64.

ne-fourth unit credit per semester.
200.

SENIOR SEMINAR.

research^projects^"55'011

Speck*

topics,

quisite. Consent of the instructor.

based on assigned readings or s
Offered by arrangement.

One-fourth to one-half unit credit.
3°°

s

JUNlOR

HONORS COURSE.

minar and research for junior Honors candidates.
une unit credit.
4°°w N'0R

Offered 1963-64.

HONO>S C0URSE-

One unit credit''""Senlor honors candidates.

Offered 1963-64-

CHEMISTRY
Professor Pappenhagen, Chairman
Professor Norton
Associate Professor York
The work

Assistant Professor Johnson

^nd'ng and knowledge^d^ provides the student with a soentist s
and 5) jt is jntended
mrstry. Even in the elementary courses (

alsl re'

WU,» nevertheless

be aware

of the natur'e

t^

Wh° d°

"0t

3n.appredabIe

pkn t0 Study

^f

tion ^

body of factual informa
chemistry as one of the sciences and lme

^

CHEMISTRY

71

enginee •V3nCed courses prepare majors for graduate work in chemistry or chemical
maio nn^' °r ^°f COmmerc'a' laboratory work, as well as provide, through the
such ^ ^ J3-™' ^at: ^e^ree
chemical education necessary for professional fields
arc *rr ?L|1Q^e' dentistry' business, etc. All courses offered by the department
acceptable for diversification in the sciences.
faculty re^MItnient *S accrecbted by the American Chemical Society in respect to
standards °t 'h C\ ^ curr^cu'a- Students who desire to meet the minimum
'u the SocW ^ t- f. ^°C^ety an<^ become eligible for full membership, senior grade,
field of ch^ 7 WU •m tW° yeafS after 8raduation. if two years' experience in the
1S °bta'nec'> sbould elect the following courses described below:
Chemistry
22'
sheeted fro Ch
33-34, 33L-34L, 99, two half-unit credits
30°, or 400 I
and
and at ^eaSt one"bialf unit from 65, 100, 200,
and German lM ^°n ^ Canc^ate should present Physics 11-12, Mathematics 21,
mfnimum requirement for the major in chemistry (without
certification!
'•
as °ne unit
lndude Chemistry 3-4 (or 5), 6, 21-22, 31-32, 33, 34, as well
quirements
b
^yS'CS' and Mathematics 11-12. Exceptions to these reChemistry Q - C ?rante<d> *n unusual cases, on petition to the Department of
at the time of r,.mardy/be department will accept as a major any student who,
department
" ay>P''cati°n, has achieved a grade average of C or better in the

L

school other than
™a*°r W^° P'ans to attend medical school or a professional
to meet the ne
C^em^strY» fbe department will suggest a suitable program
°ne
CCSSary Prere^isites *n addition to those described above.
Ent '
test administered^^ P'3nn'n8 to take college chemistry should take the placement
department will f * & defartment during the Freshman Orientation period. The
°t Performan^ P 3Ce beginning students in chemistry 3-4, 5 or 6 on the basis
rmance on this test.

' PHYSICAL SCIENCE.
See

Physics 1-2.

Offered every year.
One unit credit o/c

i
> "6 class hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.

3 \h?7ERAt Chemistry-

the develomCnta^ Pr*nc'P'es and methods of chemistry. Emphasis is placed
the nat Pnie^ an<d significance of the Periodic System of the elements and
n°n-metals
cbemical bond.
!T °
Applications to the chemistry of metals,
v
' n 0rganic compounds are studied.

011

uPon

On

PrereqU'SIte-

Offered every year.

credit, 96

ciass

hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory.
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PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY.

5.

Short review of some of
hnn4

t™re

orinr'' i

C

the fundamental principles of

detailed study of

j

n°Wled^e so

r

ip es o

atomic structure and

chemistry fo"°wfl|

the nature of the chenn

Stained is applied to an understanding of more a van

chemistry with application to the reactions of metals and

n0D'^

requisite- Satisfactory standing on the placement test in chemistry,
first
hrst semester every year.

alf unit credit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS.
the theorv ""f t'°n -?M
detection o °

^e reactions and nature of inorganic

Study

jum>

Cq

and

comP°UV

the application to the systematic separation

a semi-micro scale of the common cations and anions.
test

in chemistry ^Off ^ 3 4' °f 5' °f a" excelIent standing °n
^
•
ered second semester every year.

thC

^

credit, 32 class hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory.

217"~V

E

titrimetric, gravim

ANALYSIS.

frinc,ples

°f quantitative analysis.

materials with ar 0 r'C' 3n<^ s'mP'e instrumental
wrth accompanying |ab„ra,ory work

o-ery ySU,S"e:

common '

« or consent of the instructor. Offered firs*

One-half unit credit

"•

The course is basedI

analysis of

1

>

,

class hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory.

QUANmrATIVE ANALYSIS.

?« the°Mai™sIO"f to?™""7
involving rnulti-comn

21 with

1 ln0rgan'c

instrumental methods

more

advanced principles and

and organic compounds, including

Systems>

spectrophotometry,

eXP

^

electrometric, an

Prerequisite; Che '

,

One-half unit credit^ ^

°ffered

Students

h°Urs' 96 clock

mav

lire instructor. "

" A ,TW'C

" Study of th

^

I™ Chemistry

second

21.22 as

semester every year.
hours of laboratory.
. one

unit credi.

course. C-

Chemis"V.

APPlicar'fUndamenta' cono'wT*' ,cl"!mical properties of organic compOU^Lnn
lion of °ns
^"Uresis are • ? mo|ecular structure and reaction »
0f ' °™>b« „[
S 2
'T>* laboratory
work involves
0

* ""=

Pounds and studies effects of reaction

P><«"

CHEMISTRY

°n the course of organic reactions.
°f organic compounds are included.
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6.

73

Techniques of separation and identification

Offered every year.

One and one-fourth unit credits, 96 class hours, 192 clock hours of laboratory.
33-34.

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

This course covers the properties of the states of matter, thermochemistry,
emica. thermodynamics, properties of solutions, homogeneous and heterogeneous
9U11 rium, kinetics, electro-chemistry, colloids, and quantum theory.
se ^^Cre^u's'te: Chemistry 6, physics, calculus. This year course starts the
con semester and ends the following mid-year. Offered every year.
ot^er

than chemistry majors may register for Chemistry 33 for one-

hree fourths unit credit, 96 class hours.
34L

PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.

Physica^ch^^^

C0UfSe

^es'6ned to demonstrate the principles and techniques of

^Pfisite. Chemistry 21 and 33 with enrollment or credit in 34.
starts the first semester. Offered every year,

This

urse

fourth unit credit, 96 clock hours of laboratory.
ADVANCED PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.

pC

toplcs

i" physical chemistry.

^nisite. Chemistry 34. Offered every year.
aIf

unit credit, 48 class hours, no laboratory.

^ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

^Phasis CLUfSe consists chiefly of an extension of inorganic chemistry with
co°rdinati
°n generations derived from the Periodic Table, a study of
elements °° COrnP0uncis and structure, and the chemistry of the less familiar
Pre

e^uisite. Consent of the instructor. Offered every year.
a'f

unit credit, 48 class hours, no laboratory.

jr

A

,

RATORY

''^Pounds13101^

*N ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
course

involving the preparation of a number of inorganic

ttjuisite: Consent of the instructor.
0urth

Offered every year.

unit credit, 96 clock hours of laboratory.
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ADVANCED ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

Selected topics from organic chemistry with particular emphasis on natura
products, polymers, and stereochemistry.
^requisite. Chemistry 31-32.

Offered every year.

One-half unit credit, 48 class hours, no laboratory.
99.

THE CHEMICAL LITERATURE.

to tk

StUdy

°r

''terature available to the chemist with particular attend

i
.C USe 0 ®erlstein's Handbuch der
chemistry majors.

Organische Chemie.

d e s i r n h l ° J parallel: Chemistry 31.
ranie. Offered every year.

Require

0

A reading knowledge of German

No credit, 16 class hours.

100pjNDEPENDENT

STUDY IN CHEMISTRY.

quisite. Consent of the instructor.
fourth unit*°

200.

Offered every semester.

^eterm'ncd at time of registration but not to be less than
it nor more than one-half unit credit each semester.

SEMINAR IN CHEMISTRY.
q site. Consent of the instructor.

Offered every year.

One-fourth unit credit, 32 class hours.

300preJreNl°R

Credit t

C°URSB-

C°nsent

k

**"
40°

p

S!N,0R

the

department.

Offered every year.

« .™e of registration.
HONO»S

COURSE.

^rercquisi^. r*n

Credit tn k
'° bC

J

^

de'™^

^

^ department. Offered every year.
« «ime of registration.

Professor Fink, Chairman
ant Professor McCulloh, Acting Chairman

courses *
i i
knowledge of the\L!!Jep,aftment
*On iahh •
U" ""Veal leave l
963M

are

lte«ture,

intended to introduce the stud

and civilization of Greece and R°f

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

75

JL^aVe

en)oyment

3S
a'm a mastery of Greek idiom leading to the
of
Greek literature ^ the original.
classical Greek
The study oi
t0 P^'^heological students an excellent foundation foi
study of the Crppi? vr °f
of attainment
™ Testament- Courses in Latin are offered for all degrees
an
elementary
knowledge of the 1 n°m^
course demanding no previous
firsthand acQuaint*.308"38-6. ^ extendin8 to advanced courses designed to give a
Acquaintance with tlT rt^ • SOme
^ iamous authors of Latin literature.
English literature
d aSS1CS skou'^ also deepen the student's understanding of
thorough studv nf tu n' C "glish language; and Latin is essential for any
y ui tne Komance languages.

^

CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION

THES
USed

to satisfy thp J-

0t

,^eclu^re

21-

GREEK

knowledge of Greek or Latin and may not 1
requirement in language.

a

y the dlve"rfication

HISTORY

This
Creeks froni ^

concerned with the history and civilization of tl

Alexander the Great (wnTl
P°'itical and cultural
•.>. ,
h 0ther
% be rT I'

GrCeCe

B-C.)
to the death <
is also given to their contacts, hot
Mediterranean.

(200(M000

attendon
nationS of the

in History.
Prerequisite"" s h'
1963-64.
^ omore standing or consent of the instructor.
dlVefSlfication

Not offere

°ne'half unit credit.

JIBLLENLSTLC AGE.
Roman dominaU^ °which laid th f° 1S
May be COunt ^ ,C °Un

f'°d,

Mediterranean from Alexander's conques
k>ut the emphasis is on the civilization of th
°f modern science, philosophy, and literature.

kastern
co.vered'
at^ons

II''"etSifiCa,i0° in eilher His"*"

or the Humanities.
phomore standing or consent of the instructor. Not offeree

%3-64.

^unit credit.
h.

™B

RePUBLIC"

> are traced fr C'°Prnent: °f Roman civilization and the course of Roman
th t c°''apse of th^R^ e beginning of the Iron Age in Italy, about 1000 B.C.,
rst ernperor
CPU ''c *n die Civil Wars and the accession of Augustus,
56j-64.

S°phomore standing or consent of the instructor.

°ne-haif,

Un*t

credit.

Not offered
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24.

ROMAN HISTORY: THE EMPIRE.

The conversion of the Roman city-state into a world state and of the ph ^P^
of Augustus into an absolute monarchy provides a framework
^
developments in literature, religion, administration, and law are stu ie •
^
period covered runs from the dictatorship of Julius Caesar to the reig
Constantine.

Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of the instructor.

Not

1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
Any of these four courses may be elected independently of the othei

32.

GREEK LITERATURE IN ENGLISH.

,

ER T0

ma)0r

phases in ancient Greek literature are examined, fror" ^ .
?
reco-Roman period. Principal readings are the Iliad and t e
ec e tragedies (with a study of tragic theory) and comedies, an P° Herodotus Thucydides, and Plato. Some consideration is given to the
ee

iterature on subsequent Western literature.

,
c{

^

ay be counted for diversification in the Humanities.

Not offered

One-half unit credit.

GREEK
1-2.

ELEMENTARY GREEK.

No prerequisite.

Not offered 1963-64.

One unit credit.

H-12.

INTERMEDIATE GR*BK.
XentphoH;

°f

S°Ph0CleS

°'

E°riPideS'

^ ^

Offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.

look within Gfeek
drama (tragedy comfJT^^j'
y> and
o«L
Offered 1963-64.
006

tinit credit.

t0 suggcst

*"St

SOme

°f the diversity of style a

semester

mime); the second

^

is devoted to ' ly"c P , ftctioO
history- phii°s°ph^'30(1

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES
10°-
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RAPID READING IN GREEK AUTHORS.

This course may be taken either to supplement the work of another course in
the department or to pursue a special course of reading not otherwise provided for.
One-half unit credit. Offered 1963-64.

LATIN
Latin 1-2, 3-4, and 11-12 are open to all freshmen.

Students are assigned to
e proper course by interviews and a placement test. Qualified freshmen may be
3
to other courses with the permission of the instructor.
^ 2. ELEMENTARY LATIN.
FormS] syntax, and vocabulary, simple prose reading, and composition.
'"tended for students who have had no Latin.
Not offered 1963-64.

This

fSC's

One unit credit.
3"4

ELEMENTARY LATIN.
TL <
1S COurse is intended for students who have had Latin previously but who
are /
r an^ reason not ready for Latin 11-12.
Reading in the works of Roman
auth0°
PfovV)S ^ ^rose WOfk iQ the first semester and poetry in the second) will
6
^aS'C material of the course; but ample time will be allowed for a
s t
to enabl^ ^ ^lorou®^1 study of the forms, syntax, and idioms of Latin in order
e the student to acquire ease and fluency in using the language.
Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
A

U"12,

student may not elect both Latin 1-2 and Latin 3-4 for credit.
Intermediate LATIN.

second S C°Urse 's intended for students who can read average Latin prose. The
Cahiii Semester affords an introduction to Latin poetry through selections from
ns, Ovid, Propertius, and Tibullus.
Offered 1963-64.
°Qe unit credit.

21*22
^

JE^GIL: SELECTIONS FROM THB ECLOGUES, GEORGICS, AND ABNBID
"NIL; LIVY: HISTORY, SELECTIONS.

heroic
^resfnts an ideal of Rome and Rome's destiny in idyll, didactic epic, and
teritv
seeks an explanation of her greatness and an example or pos
Pros*.,11 J 6 ^3CtS
Rome's history. His work is a monument of post-Ciceronian
ea°d Roman historical method
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Offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.

23-24.

PHILOSOPHY: CICERO, TUSCULAN DISPUTATIONS; LUCRETIUS, DE
RERUM NATURA.

In these dialogues, Cicero presents in the main the Platonic view. Lucl'etius
argues or Epicurus s creed in epic verse.
Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
25 26. HORACE: SATIRES AND ODES; PLINY: SELECTED LETTERS.
of
tVV° aut^ors afford an insight into the private lives and atdtU<|
tv
*Ft-C
®mans. In addition, Horace's works are examples of the two 8en ^
3|1 n ° C' 3n<^ Pliny's Otters are models of the conversational sty e
p1
educated Roman.
Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
10(H

RAPM READING IN LATIN AUTHORS.

tdcen either to supplement the work of an0th£' j f
in the det^T^
0
P r ment or to pursue a special course of reading not otherwise pr°vl
Not offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit.
300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.
ndependent study f0r junior candidates for Honors in Latin.

One-fourth to one unit credit.

400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE.
Onirr StUdy f°r Seni°r candidates
One-fourth to one unit credit.

for

Honors in Latin.

DRAMA
Professor Michael, Chairman

^

Mr. Birtwistle

S'gnificant statements ak°^ * L
that some of man's most reveal' ? ^
Plays; and that a pit? khlmsdf hav* been made in his dramatic writu*,»
P a' " '° >* ™deraood in relation to the theater and pa"0"
C department

DRAMA
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heater for which it was written. It is with these thoughts in mind, and
the aim of contributing to the diversity of the student's liberal education,
that the department offers the series of courses described below.

to

a!so

There is no major in Drama, but a student may, by his choice of electives,
degree of specialization in this subject matter.

aC leve a

25 26.

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEATER.

An historical study of the institution of the theater, from its beginnings to the
rtseSent.time' together with an investigation of the nature of theater art and of
pr Jar'0us Practitioners: playwright, actor, director, designer, and audience,
co emS' exerc'ses and projects serve to demonstrate the connections between the
rse s two basic areas of interest—theater history and theater art, and to clarify
e principles involved.
Offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.

28'

INTRODUCTION

(heorvStU^y

TO THE DRAMA.
aS an art'st"-

literary form. The course emphasizes the
to re ^ tec|in^9ue of the major forms of dramatic writing considered in relation
proble CSen|at've PlaYs a°d to the theaters for which they were written. The
°f dr"15 °
P^T^'fght are examined in the light of some important works
natic criticism, and brought into focus by the practice of playwriting.
offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.

^

THE STAGB

AND ITS PLAYS.

terms
drarriati U<^!^ theater, of selected plays of a period of notable
theatric 1^ 'evement> or °f the work of an important playwright. Emphasis on the
exercises C'Ua^t'es
^ plays and their staging by means of problems and

Requisite: Sophomore standing.
a'f

unit credit each semester.

THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE GREEK AND ROMAN THEATER.
THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE ELIZABETHAN THEATER.
53-

THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE 17th AND 18th
CENTURIES.

51

THE STAGE AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE LATE 19th
CENTURY.

)
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55. THE STAGB AND ITS PLAYS. THE THEATER OF THE EARLY 20th
CENTURY.
Offered 1963-64.
56. THE STAGB AND ITS PLAYS. THE CONTEMPORARY THEATER.
Offered 1963-64.

ECONOMICS
Professor Titus, Chairman
Professor Trescott
Associate Professor Brehm
Assistant Professor Nordyke

^

It is the aim of the Department of Economics: (1) to familiarize studen '
origins, character, and operation of our economic organization and ot er
organizations of the past and present; (2) to investigate with stu en•
'elds and problems in economics with a view to obtaining an underst
economic trends, forces, and principles, and their relation to the solutio
ems, and (3) to develop in students the habit of approaching a
economic activity from a social rather than a private or individual pom
pfr

^
<
^
^
^
^

J,he t.rai"mg contemplates fitting

the student for responsible c'tize"^
gives him a background for professional
P^Iic service and business.

tTl rd?hiP
10 thC fidds

of

in SOciety>

-nd

j

Eronif^^
&
- Economics 11, 12 is a prerequisite to
Lin
cludinTvi Usually' in addition, eight semester courses in the dep
^
consent o \ ' ?? 6?
^d.The eight may be reduced to six ^
S adviser» if this will strengthen the major by
°f doselv
i
fu)
eighfcf
** "8nate C0Urses in °th« departments. Even when ^
r 0

r a m

a

The selection ^ ^I e"'
" exPected that some cognate courses wi
p|(
a mSrir SUCh C0urses Wil1 depend upon the student's interest t** J
may want to elert R r*™ f°f international economics and under eve ^ ^
and Political Science 24.
in mathematics
n '8l°n
The major wi
^s,0,
35, 4l 42 <i (•-,

I

Economics are t>o«ih|7
is »o be determfn T
'
The Com h l

' '3-54, 63-64; relevant political science
Clearly>
The area of

,0mtly

^y

the

s

many

combinations of cognate c
stud^ both within and outside X

student and his adviser.

.

signed to test the"*!"! ^"*amttlatlon- The examination for pass maj
°f economic philosonL^S understanding of basic theory, historica
abroad, current nmkf ^ contemPorary institutions in the United
'

Rtld,°8

t

is

1

j0prBi
^ ,
_

Ust will be covered on the comprehend «*"
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The Honors Program. All majors with a B average or better are encouraged
'° read for Honors. Candidates for Honors will enroll in Economics 300, 400 in
their junior and senior years and satisfy an external examiner in a written and
°ra' examination. The examiner will be provided with a copy of the Independent
Reading List.

FBL2. INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS.
A study of the operation of modern economic society. Includes an introductory
analysis of production, exchange, prices, distribution and national income.
Required of students who major in Economics. Offered every year.

One unit credit.
PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS OF ACCOUNTING.
d
°f ^he basic financial statements and the records from which they are
V'EW
andVC
Providing an understanding of the fundamental techniques
^ concepts employed and the use of accounting methods as a tool in other branches
economics. Includes an analysis of those areas of accounting which require the
e of personal judgment.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12, or consent of the instructor.

Offered 1963-64.

One half unit credit, 32 class hours, 32 clock hours of laboratory.
DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT.
t^o

stuc^y

dttsfcal*

°f the development of economic doctrine. Includes Greek and Roman
"ieals °f the Middle Ages, mercantilism, physiocracy, the English
school, the Marxian analysis, and the Keynesian position,
tC°nom'c

p^uired of students who major in Economics.
equisite.

Economics 11-12. Offered every year.

One-half unit credit.
2•

INTERMEDIATE ECONOMIC THEORY.

°" prod^11^05^6 an<^ a^vanced study of methods of economic analysis in the fields
uction, exchange, price, distribution, and national income,
quired of students who major in Economics,
requisite: Economics 11-12. Offered every year.
One-half unit credit.

ECONOMICS OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
*on0meXamination
circumstances surrounding, and of the obstacles to,
and r, 1C- ®rowt^> with emphasis upon present conditions in poor countries
^pital ftlCU'ar^ upon the current problems there of over-population, ina equate
accumulation, and insufficient technological progress.
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1

"te. Economics 11-12 or 12 concurrently.

Offered every year.

One-half unit credit.

^MONEY, BANKING,

prices national

AND

FINANCE.

^mer'can

monetary and financial

system and its relation to

the Federal 1N> inc°"le' ant^ economic welfare; functions of financial
ederal Reserve System and monetary management.
Required of studeQts who major .q
rerequisite; Economics 11-12.

institution,

Offered every year.

unit credit.

One-half

64- trrAL ec°n°micsA
comparative advim

natUre'

^ases, and effects of international economic relatio

tariffs, exchange rnnt^i 3n ^a*ns from trade; balance of international p»yme
«e controls, and other policies.
Prerequisite; Economics li-i2
One Loir
.
e-half unit credit.
68-^PUBLIC

offer d
Offered every year,

FINANCE.

private economy; attenwl°f,g0vernment spending, taxation, and borrowing upon ^
1

Cfent

levels of government^60 f° Part*cu^ar

Prerequisite;

st"dy

0f

'"SMizarions;
poircy.

th

A

A study

unjt

',b"'

*°d

0f

structure, government, and policies of 1*
"nion-ma„agement relations; problems of P*

e

Econ« •
economics li-n
credit.

GOVERNMENT

12'

R
EC°NOMY.

maj

Prerequisite;
°ne-half

1%3"64'

UNIONS AND

UBOR
A

leg- i .

msnagemerit'"1

^requisite:

and tax systems used by

Economics m,

°»e-half unit credit.

7U

taxes

nff

,
1963-64.

T
ABor-

'k*'8"''1 ,0 ^nefit labor groups, and to control org"'"1

Ec

One-half unjt credit.

N°t

offered 1963-64.
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75. BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS.
An examination of the causes and consequences of economic instability, de
pressions, and inflation, and analysis of methods of securing economic stability.

Course includes an introduction to quantitative methods of economic research.
Prerequisite: Economics 63.

Offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit.

77. GOVERNMENT CONTROL OF BUSINESS.
A study of the extent, techniques and effects of monopolistic business
practices and concentration of economic power; anti-trust legislation and other
approaches to social control.
Prerequisite;

Economics 11-12.

Offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit.

78'

Cc,MpARATivE

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.

libeH ,C°mParative
anal s'

study

em°Crat*c socralism.

>nduq1S

of

the

Soviet

system,

American

capitalism

and

Chief emphasis of the course will be on a fundamental

^ov'e* system, including the organization

and

management of

incent^0^ a^r'cu^ure» uational planning, the position of labor, and the problem
Prerequisite;

Economics 11-12.

Offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit.
INDEPENDENT STUDY.

10°-

wor]j j
^

are not candidates for Honors but who wish to do advanced
regular courses or to study subjects not included in course offerings,

StUdents

year

Major in Economics and consent of the instructor.

eourse

30ft

*°

one"half

Offered every

unit credit to be determined at the beginning of the

T
For

p

H°NOrs CouRSE.

'Uniors who are candidates for Honors in Economics.
e<quisite.
ne half

Junior standing and consent of the instructor.

HONORS

p

Offered every year.

to one unit credit to be determined at the beginning of the course.

n'°rs w'10 afe

One^'site

COURSE.

candidates for Honors in Economics.

Senior standing and consent of the instructor. Offered every year.

'I to one unit credit to be determined at the beginning of the cour
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Professor Sutcliffe, Chairman
Professor Daniel
Associate Professor Berman
Associate Professor Roelofs
Assistant Professor Feldman
Assistant Professor Feltes
Mr. Bing
rvir. L-nurch
Mr.
Church
Courses in the DP
to cultivate lite p3rpTlerP
English are designed both for those v
f°r those who contemT! Understanding as part of
their liberal education *
wish

not be supposed that H ° pro^es5dona' careers in literary scholarship. P shoi
literary work. It js ex. e.i maior 1° English is preparatory only to profession
in business, in nrartiV

^ • preParadon for careers in the church or the la

lt'CS
and' *ndeed, for the conduct of private 1
c
c aim of the
standing, and the criHrJ^^ " ,t0 encourage the enjoyment, the close und
variety of critical method appreciatl°n of texts. The student is introduced to
C°UrSeS arran8ed according to major authors, pat*
and kinds. The course
Conducted by lecture and discussion, and they •
emand that the studenr
nte a number of papers.

The
AAJ aim

English 1-2 and 15 A

COURSES

major study in English.

n erin8

if. 8°°d,
>ds
writf

IN WRITING

diversification in the Humanities or tow
freshmen are required to enroll in English

J0™* f°f

w
r
i
,
i
n
g can t
e
s
t be
ln fine

k'
about them.

criticism

•

lnt

are all

duces
fe*

»»«>"

the studeo«to

a*
scyera| o(

th5

drama, novel, short stt
carefully studied and discussed and papers 1

S

lyrlc>

eP'c'

This course is
Offered every year
°ne unit credit.

^°f

ad c°urses

in English literature and langufi

1\Ar-D

^WTING.
students' w v

ferences.

There will ^^

*On have of absence

^

in the classroom and in individual co
^

and

discussion

of contemporary P°e

ENGLISH
cnnrco S' an^ S^°rt story writers.
«>wse may be repeated once.

Expository prose will not be considered.

^requisite; Consent of the instructor.
One-half unit credit.

Prer

C0URSES

Language

85
The

Not offered 1963-64.

IN LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE
1_2

*s the prerequisite for all courses in Literature and

Division Jf Cf?°n' ,^e courses listed below count toward diversification in the
Un^ess R is otherwise indicated.
Tfa
85 constitut/°r
r°^ram"
'Phe department does not prescribe particular courses
romprehensiv^ & ma.'or, Pr°grarri. It does ask the student to demonstrate, in a
English and C/|*ai?1*nation, his familiarity with the prescribed list of texts in
historically ^merican literature and his ability to discuss them critically and
syHah,us is given to the student when he enters the
department M C°^
texts there listed are studied in course, but a considerable amount of ^,?
'n more than a 163 raust
be done independently. The student may not enroll
Cre<^tS *n
ma)or department.
Students ' ^
Polish 21-22 -en<!in® *° maj°r in English are strongly recommended to enroll in
n t e sophomore year.
rj( Q
English 17-18 is also strongly recommended.
read

for

j W,t^ H°nors in English.

Superior students are encouraged to

komeacandidftrfIitiH?n0rS

in English. The student should apply to
yeat> when he' ^
• thC degree with Honors at the end of his sophomore
maior study.
Emitted to th^
In exceptional cases a candidate may
^he candidate f C Pro£rarn at the end of the first semester of his junior year.
upon the numb°r fC de®rec watE Honors is exempt from the Faculty's limitation
During the^ °- courses he may take in his major subject.
r
P °Llems and to ,Un!)0r-year' ^ Canclidate meets in seminar to explore literary
}ear and all of th
• CSSayS °" them' ^See EnSlish 300.) During part of that
a member (
sen'0r year> he prepares his Honors essay under the supervision
n
departmentThe Honors
'jJ administered f°rnprejlensLve examination, which is both written and oral, will
examiner.
a ^Perior under ^ A
The candidate is expected to demonstrate
fc;aduate comm ^ Uate knowledge of literature in English and a superior under""""•a of a special subject.
17-ig yHE

^ histor" ^R°WTH

AND

STRUCTURE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

attention

EnSEsh sounds, inflections, vocabulary, and usage, with
to the
'°Se'y alliecj to
lex'cogi"aphy and of grammatical theory. Study will be
n which write° appropr'ate literary texts; much attention will be given to ways
Does not S ° V3ra0us Peri°ds have exploited and developed the language.

0ne w. C°UQt
unit credit.

for div«sification.

Offered 1963-64.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

ture fmrrJtu

Per'°ds> kinds, and major figures and texts of English lit«a'

soecifir
fk 6
English to the modern period. Emphasis will be placed on
each period.
Primar;°rS ,an^ texts
Supplementary readings and essays.
a sop omore course; recommended for prospective majors in Englis

Offered 1963-64.

One unit credit.

A

HAUCER

AND

MIDDLE ENGLISH LITERATURE.

A reading °c ^ Sty'es' kinds, and themes of late Medieval English literatur
works 0f Cha
Canterbury Tales, Troilus and Criseyde, and selected less"
attenti°n to the Middle English language.
some of Cha!1^
The works <
^:lh;TS/°ntemp°raries and successors will be read: The Pearl,
T^e Testament of Cresseid, and selections r°'
Piers Plowman * 9
Off !
Supplementary readings and essays.
^ered ln alternate years. Not offered 1963-64.
une unit
urn* credit.
One
25-26.

SHAKESPEARE.

ment as dramatisf °^,aB

of the plays.

30

fecial attention to Shakespeare's di
the literary, intellectual, and political

tllC playS With

P°et

3nd

to

Offered 1963-64
One unit credit.
31-32.

SPENSER

AND MILTON.

A study of the Rpn *
Humanism and related . ,aiSSa'lce Eoet, the "new poetry," and the tra
°f Paradise Lost. The -eaS r°m the Shepheardes Calender to the secon
poetry, selected prose ^ln°'?oetry and The Faerie Queene of Spenser; <
°f Milton will be read*' v* ^0st' Pa™llse Regained, and Samson
mPhasis will be placed on
poetry and on the devel
close analyst
Renaissance ideal
°pment
Spenser and Milton as poets in relatic

°ff-d i„

a,;Jr

One unit credit.

37

The

mlary
0ffered

-X essays.
1963"64-

ICENTUR-

A°ma?!iCS: ^sworlh^'cof -?e C0urse wiU be on the poetry
fno d and Hopkins.
Prose " -n\ Bryon> Shelley, Keats, Tennysi
t.

C

etters and

roug

critical writino^t & fead as a background to the
selected works of Vi r °- ^ ^fSt two generations of roma
onan prose for the third. Reports a

ENGLISH
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Offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
0

POETRY OF OUR OWN AGE.

(

^cadings

U

3r^

in the volumes of six or seven of the following poets with a view
establishing what is typical and distinctive of modern poetry: Hopkins,
ar y, Yeats, Dickinson, Housman, Robinson, Frost, Stevens, Eliot, Auden, and
Thomas.
Not offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
READINGS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE.
pi
Se
literat° Ct't'Ca' stu^
some major writers and traditions in American
mid-n"116
^rst Porb°n of the course concentrates on the writers of the
the .!Qeteenth centurr. The second introduces selected writers from Whitman to
Present day. Papers.

Offered every yi
0ne

unit credit,

47"48-

• THE
^HE NOVEL.

of British^
critical b
are al«A ^

ma'0f nove's

written in English, from Moll Flanders to the wo
^me"can writers of the present. The approach is predominar
^'sT°rical development of the novel and its relation to soci

"^considered.
0ffered
0ne

every year.

unit credit.

Th ^HE ^EVENTEENTH CENTURY.
ways of th^Ura^
of Anglica°U8ht'

^eraiT revolutions in England, from Metaphysical to August
'rhe P°etfy
Donne, Herbert, Marvell and Dryden, the pre
n and Puritan. The interelationship of literature, politics, and scieni
Offered 1963-64.

°ne unit credit,

- LADINGS
^ORK
^ ^0DERN EUROPEAN LITERATURE.
t'le position of man in a world of changing social, moral,
*nd relioi,,^63''11®
Chekhov ic ]|aiues will be stressed. Readings in Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky, Nietzsc e,
^iorin'p ! ' Mann. and Camus. This course does not count toward th(
5l

10

"ighsh.

Offered *

ln

i
alternate years. Not offered 1963-64.

°*** unit credit.
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53.

READINGS IN MODERN EUROPEAN LITERATURB.

PI ^CADINF

IN WOFKS of psychological exploration and literary experiment If
u rt, Proust, Gide, Strindberg, Pirandello, Brecht, and Sartre. This court
does not count toward the major in English.

Offered in alternate years. Not offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

SEMINAR IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
for mmt °u English literature in terms of traditional critical distinctions,,tt
nesS o ?v ^etTeen C°medy and tragedy, and lyric and narrative. The use
17 1S tested in extensive reading in literature of all P*1
and diffp"
for se
p appr0aches to
literature are explored. The course is Pdai .
admitted^'fiT^u^^ maiors> but other students who have read widely can
omitted with the consent of the instructor.
One unit credit.

200.

INDEPENDENT STUDY.

One unit credit.
3°°SE

J™IOR HONORS

M

jUn!°r

literary problem*
One nnV
J ^
une unit credit

SEMINAR.
Canc'idates

mg toward

for Honors.
Independent investigat'0"
selection of a subject for the Honors essay

Ind^n"

ONORS C°URSB-

400

preParation of the Honors essay.
department serve*
«ves as supervisor.
une unit credit.

A member

FRENCH
Professor Harvey, Chairman
Mr. Johns
The D
janguag

e>

French 1-2

Seymour
°^Lthree

COurses

stressing the active use of the

Prospective rn ^ 21' 22" A11
— StrCSS *1 *t*
con^386-^ pers°nal comm0" Sh°uld understand that study of t e ^
Cern in a major proera Un!Catlon» while highly desirable, is not t e
e
{
French literature.
°urages proficiency 'J rh
The Department,
^
P^spective maj0fs ^ *h«^ of French, and recommends that «MJ<* „
1S

country or in

Ing at '^st °ne summer in a school 0
FRENRIL
Prench-speaking countries.
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th ' ^ Pe^ar'men': *s pleased to advise prospective majors who wish to spend
unior year in France. Plans should be made as early as possible.
udents who wish to organize a French table are assured of our co-operation.
^renc^ syllabus and of "A Program of French Studies,"
consists
^renc^ Rev'ew> are available. A minimum program for majors
ree COurses numbered in the 40's or above.
Students planning to
maj0f . ° *
enc^ l^erature are urged to take courses in the Division of Humanities
j
^
j/
an
French ' .}V1S1?n
S°cial Sciences which will further their understanding of
literature^1'an<^ to see^ cognate knowledge by taking courses in English
C'aSs'cai ancl modern languages and literatures.
Fl" 'k 30
lgl le students are urged to read for Honors.

/7

ttprintecTf

1'2,

ELEMENTARY

FRENCH.

tudents beginning French in college.
Offered every year.
0ne

unit credit.

P' 1NTERMEDIATE FRENCH.
secondarv

W^° ^ave had one year of college French or two years of
y school French.

Offered every year.
0ne

J

unit credit.

ERENCH

wh°

COMPOSITION.

1rCVleW

have t
French grammar for speaking and writing. For students
school French6n ^W° Fears °f college French or three years or more of secondary
Offered

i ,,Vef^ ^Car *n fffSt
a f unit credit.

'ntR

semester.

Recommended for prospective majors.

COMPOSITION.

^re°ch
0f

civil"°n*^ral and written discussion of brief texts dealing with
three yea/3''00' ^°r stuclents who have taken two years of college French
Offered S ^ 01016
On«L ,, Cr^ ^ear *n
If unit credit.

secondaT

school French.
second semester. Recommended for prospective majors.

FRENCH LITERATURE.
study of examples of poetry. For students who have taken
C°"e®c French or three years or more of secondary school French.

^ non .DUCTI0N TO

*0 yejrs
Offered

One'k

st°rical

Semester

"nalf unit credit.

1964-65.

Recommended for prospective majors.
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34.

INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH LITERATURE.

^

A non-historical study of examples of prose. For students who ha ^
two years of college French or three years or more of secondary schoo
Offered second semester 1964-65.

Recommended for prospective

mal

One-half unit credit.
41-42.

THE READING OF FRENCH POETRY.

A study of poems from the sixteenth century to the present but with
on the nineteenth century.
Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
43-44.

FRENCH LITERATURE OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

^

The first semester surveys the Enlightenment with primary emphasis on
j
ousseau, and Diderot. The second semester deals with representative ^ ^
plays. With consent of the instructor either semester may be taken
course.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
One unit credit.

5-.

Fr

u

Offered 1963-64.

CONTEMPORARY FRENCH LITERATURE.
Sem'nar

part lecture course to examine the major W
last fifty
years, including the study of authorGlde' Mauriae» Montherlant, Malraux, Sartre, Camu ,
Bea, ° C
eauvoir, Anouilh and Cocteau.

ZS T:atUre

and
in

the

Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.

^

RENCH LITERATURE IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY.

9 isite. Consent of the instructor.
One unit credit.

Prere

NETEENTH

CENTURY FRENCH LITERATURE.

rv_
.
Oonsent of the instructor.
One unit credit.

0n«

unit credit

Offered 1963-64.

°f ^

instructor-

Not offered 1963-64-

Not

°ffere<^ !963-6 •

GERMAN
100'
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TOPICS IN FRENCH LITERATURE.

This course is designed to meet the needs of small groups of
Cnfs 'n French.
Class-room discussion is in French.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
One-half unit credit.

advanced

500. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

the H cPendent: study for junior candidates for Honors under the direction of
Honors supervisor.
One unit credit.
40°'

the

SENIOR

HONORS COURSE.

H,J)en^ent Study

Honors supervisor.
°nt unit credit.

*or

senror

candidates for Honors under the direction of

GERMAN

Professor Haywood, Chairman
Mr. Hecht
^

Mr. Lide
Anst^160*

Germany
instruction in both the language and the literature of
's intended to
^ ^witzeHand. The number designating a particular course
M & ^ey to tlie character of that course.
tared below t°
Thus, courses numdanced lan We0ty are basic language courses. Courses numbered in the twenties are
COurses and will ordinarily be taken only by students who have
Passed the
the short Cemen': test< Courses numbered in the thirties undertake examination
while attentio^r°^e W°r^s'
iyfic poetry, and dramas of authors in the period,
°ther arts jn " ls a^so given to the major movements in the literature and the
°i a particula ^ decades under examination. Special topics and the major works
courses d 3Utkor 0r Pefiod are covered in courses numbered in the forties;
Part of stucj ° no' assume any previous knowledge of German literature on the
n/S enr0"ed in them.
's a good
The prerequisite for all courses in literature
The ma

°^ers

knowledge

of German.

'nduding™^ Pfogram comprises five
courses beyond the intermediate level,
'hey are ure A
Honors candidates may take more than five units of credit and
SO' particularly if they are contemplating graduate study.
^ thesis ic
'°

Student reqUUed °f 311 h0n°rS candidates*
t0 kave an opportunity to use their German are invited to
German T^u
''Hrce Hall * ° wbich meets on Tuesday evenings in the private dining room o
e
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I-2.

ELEMENTARY GERMAN.

For students beginning German in college. Emphasis on speaking and reading,
with unedited German prose being read by the end of the year.
Offered every year.
One unit credit.
3 4.

INTERMEDIATE GERMAN (CONCENTRATED)

Designed for students whose preparation has not adequately prepared the®
r t e usual intermediate course. The course meets six hours a week throug
e year and a passing grade in this course will satisfy the language require ^
erman. Students will be assigned to the course on the basis of their per 0
ance on the placement test.
Offered every year.
One unit credit.
II-12.

INTERMEDIATE GERMAN.

I

contemn C0UrS^, empbasizes reading and discussion in German of classica ^
or uDon K ^ errr^an works. Students enroll in the course after complet' 8 ^
placement t'"? aSi!8ned t0 the course on the basis of their performance on
College s language requirement is met by success u
pletion of th'
P tmn of this course. Four meetings per week.
Offered every year.
One unit credit.
13"^

INTERMEDIATE

CONVERSATION.

will EYah!ah!°

Wh° have the

,0
h
'»Sua8e^-t'; paSar °
>n government servire

mu

Not ottered l963.64

Permission of the instructor.

d"e">P

recommended

*hd'

The

to students who contemp

mee,i"es per week'

One-fourth unit credit.

This courseCED C°NVERSATION AND COMPOSITION.
grants to stud/Tp^ °f German majors and of those who intend to
ermany, Austria, or Switzerland.
equivalent ability.
Prerequisite:

f°r

Offered 1964-65.
°ne unit credit
51-32.

T

!n the first part^T*0*15 °F ™E EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CE
be course selected works of Goethe, Schiller*

^

GERMAN
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a8?LnwhichetS WlU bVead ^ discussed with reference to the background of the
'n Germany
Th0"6 °j ^ ^stor^an Put if> all modern ideas were conceived
COurse will study the trend towards realistic
presentation in ^ ^eC°n ^art
t'_1e nineteenth century, together with discussion
°f develonmenK ^ J,terature
include Heine TV-0], ermanys political and intellectual life. Authors to be read
Heine, Buchner, Keller, Meyer, Storm
Offered 1964-65.
One unit credit.

^ CONTEMPORARY GERMAN LITERATURE.
maft

Wllters' Grinding Rilke, Brecht, Mann, Kafka, Diirrenand Benn
enn, will be read and discussed.
Offered 1963-64.

One unit credit.

This co

TRANSLATION.

RMAN FITERATURE IN

WRh

major German ^Ded t0 accluaint students who have no knowledge of German
a°d dlC c^aracter °f modern German culture.
"lc authors to be
Among
time t0 time are Goethe> Holderlin, Grillparzer,
ffiichncr, Hebbel H
indents who ha'
"P1™"11' Mann- Kafka, Brecht. The course is not open to
0ffered

1964 65

^

language

requirement in German.

One unit credit.

^ETINTEF^ AN° ™
Wi'h

an examinaho6^^^11
00
°"ler authors.
'
0ffered

FAUST LEGEND.

^

maior masterpiece

C Faust

of German literature, together
le8end and treatments of the Faust theme by

1963-64

°°e h»lf unit credit.
1'1

to

GOSTHB.

^e works of ,.at'0n.0^ the writings of Germany's major poet, with reference
CONT:ERNPoraries and the background of his age.
Offered 1953 64$ ^
°ne-half

unit cred-t

45'

TH°MAS MANN.
bailed
fRer- Since

half dozen novels by Germany's foremost modern
to be read are available in adequate translation, the

some

e WOrks

^
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course may be taken for credit, with permission of the instructor, by stuck
who have no knowledge of German.
Offered 1964-65.
One-half unit credit.
46.

MEDIEVAL GERMAN LITERATURE.

, |

Reading in the original language of the epic and lyric poetry of the mc
Golden Age.
Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
IOO.

SPECIAL TOPICS.

Offered every year in the second semester, this course will undertake th
major author, or the literature of a period not cover
. . ,ar Cfjursej>- The course is designed primarily for majors in German a1
C
n by others unless the permission of the instructor has been o
One-half unit credit.
rp

a.^artlCU'ar work> a

300.

,

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

e H°nors

S""dy
supervisor.

candidates for Honors under the directi" »

for

One unit credit.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

f°r
the
HonorndCnt
c
°nors supervisor.

SCni°r

F;
candidates

for Honors under the direct""1

One unit credit.

Professor Warner, Chairman
* Professor Bailey
Professor McGowan
Professor Ritcheson
Associate Professor Baker
Assistant Professor Hamilton
The
they attempt to
Primardy to foster an enjoyment of hist ^
encouraging;
V e student's interest in the past a discriminating
ac ed and judicious attitude toward sources
information (21 a
sympathetic understanding of past times according
°n

sabha"c*l

leave 1963-64
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S
those times, and (3) an evaluation of historic institutions and move
mp . •
nts in the light of their effects upon posterity.
t0
cu'tura^ significance, such an historical approach to the
solution
fessions a tE° ^ ?ro^'erns *s °F value to those intending to take up such pro6 min'Str^' teaching, the law, journalism, politics, or the foreign
service

a prerequisite to a major in History, course 11-12 is
Quired In
semester cour
^ maior must complete satisfactorily a minimum of eight
junior and senio^ 4 & Cpartment including the independent study courses in the
maximum is five unit credits in the department
beyond the introd ^aTS"

Th
major's underst'^r^"'** Examination for pass majors is designed to test the
P"nc*Pa^ trends and forces in the history of Europe
»nd the United^St1"^ °t
the rise of Christianity to World War II and his
more intensive l .,
^nsive knowledge of /«* 0f the following three areas:
a' and Early Modern European History to the sixteenth century,
bf
c) Am ^ Ur°pean History from the sixteenth century.
^
rcan History from the founding of the Colonies.

below;

^

Ce

^or students who wish to major in History is recommended

Freshman — History 11-12.

Sophomore
jUnj
Partment

Flprf

one

^uror

year course ( e . g . , 23-2A ) .

Programs are planned in consultation with the de-

Honors.
w'tPl 3 B average or better are encouraged to read for
Honors. Xhe
^'s Junior year P°ff Pro&ram For each student is made out at the beginning of
course his
• Canc^ate for Honors will be registered in the independent
Honors disserts- Hlnior year and first semester of his senior year, and in the
tat'on course his senior year.
^IEDIEVAL
CENTURY^ ^ARLY

^ a through the^Re^01^Fferequisite-

c
One
unT
uc unit
rrprUi.
"nit credit.

M^ERN

EUROPEAN HISTORY TO THB SEVENTEENTH

^estern Europe from the beginning of the Christian

°more standing. Offered each 1year.

11-12.
A

surv

e Pfesent.

r

AN°

™E ^nited STATES SINCE 1750.
^'story of European and American civilization from 1750 to
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No prerequisite. Offered each year.
One unit credit.

17-

GREEK HISTORY.

from their fi I C0ncern is with the history and civilization of the ancient Greek
Alexander (323
^
00-1000 B. C.) to the deat o
and political
.
attention is also given to their contacts, both cu
political, with other nations of the Mediterranean.
quisite. Sophomore standing.
One-half unit credit.
THE HELLF-NISTIC

18

T

Not offered 1963-64.

AGE.

dnm"'S'!^

to the Roman
Eastern Mediterranean from Alexander s conq
period, which laiH n?tU)" 'S COvere^! but the emphasis is on the civilization o
Prerequis>
^ 0undations of modern science, philosophy, and lite"
c
One.haltMi.c^i,0'"0"
" Th^™

S,a°d'"S'

**"

1963'64

H'SIO,tY: T™

history are traced from^oman civilization and the course of
t0 the collapse of the p
eginning of the Iron Age in Italy, about 100° •
L
epu llc in the Civil Wars and the accession of Au?u
the first emperor.
c_ i
Not

offer A

P om°re

oitered 1963-64.

standing, or consent of the instructor.

°ne-half unit credit.
20-

ROMAN HISTORY- THP P
EMPIRE.

The conversio

/ Augustus into an ah^^man c't7"state into a world state and of the Pr'" ^
mo"^hy provides a framework
^evelopments in li,e"
%
r"
covered runs from' " glon> ^ministration, and law are studied
Constotine
from the dictatorship „f ju'Uus Caesar to the «#»
Prerequisite;

Sophomo

Not offered 19^3 ^

^

standing,

or consent of the instructor.

°ne"haIf unit credit."

.tnrr- hbtom'-

»nd discoveries, the founding and V*

HISTORY
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of the English colonies in North America, mercantilism, intercolonial rivalries,
ents leading to the Revolution, and the winning of independence.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

^ 2^' ^HE UNITED STATES SINCE 1783.
American politics, society, and thought from the founding of the
American nation to World War II.
erequisite: Sophomore standing.
One unit credit.

Offered each year.

"•AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT.
See Political Science 43.
N° Prerequisite.
Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

^THB UNITED STATES SINCB 1900.
rivili>at;^y -°^
P0Utic:a.l, economic, social, and intellectual aspects of American
n m the twentieth century to World War II.
0 Prerequisite.
Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

LOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1783 TO THE PRESENT.
emP^as'zes the diplomatic problems of the early years of the
^Public
a w°rld p ^ lpI°macy °P westward expansion, the rise of the United States as
0
placed on th^h ^
growth of the concept of collective security. Stress is
pranaPles> the major trends and shifts in objectives, and the
social^ econ ^
onnic> and constitutional forces which have shaped American foreign
Nicy.

erequiMte. Sophomore standing.
half unit credit.
29-30

Not offered 1963-64.

A

• AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT.

^
Science 61-62.
vai a«ence
p Politic!
Pren
equjsite
politicaI gc|ence
Offeered lQAa
One!u
°it credit.

12

or

History 23-24, or major in Economics

V
KBNYON
COLLEGE
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43-44.
frnm

EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

tKStUry

°f Ae emer8ence and evolution of Western European civilization
the fourth to the fourteenth century.

Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
One unit credit.

45-46.

Not offered 1963-64.

EUROPE IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD.

aspects of fh °r ^ rc''g'0us> intellectual, artistic, economic, social and P0'1''
Ws of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries.
erequisite. Sophomore standing. Offered 1963-64.
Une unit credit.

A

A

R°PE IN THE

teenth and^iRhtT

SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES.

P?lltlCa1' rellgi°us,

economic, and cultural developments in

seV^

single nation h? T*" Eur°Pe- The emPbasis wil1 be °° *^M
a°d institutions fundamental to the definition o
pean civilizatin" °!i *
US rdati°n t0 the m°dern world.
° "
Pre r
One uT^j S°ph0m0re
vrne unit credit.

" A st^0"

stancling.

Not offered 1963-64.

FR°M 1789 T° 1914"

the eve o/the F>!
PrereoiMc t
0°°

econom7> a°d
ev°iution

One unit'credit.°Ph0rn°re

The COUR^0^

Stand'ng"

EUR°PB:

I

thought of the nations of Europe
to the outbreak of World War I.

WORLD

OSatd 1963-64.

WAR I TO THE PRESENT.

the Communist F ?* tHe orSani2ation for peace following the first
War> its events and afterm^th"^
movements> tbe origins of the secon
War>

og^>

<3'A'»W GUSH

"«-•

HKTORV,

J"storJ' ^Jl|i its origins, but conducted so t[,s'^
student may select one
enables nre 1!"°^ aSpCCtS of the subiect for intensive reading,lterature to emphasize^
t0 foIlow constitutional growth,
„
u y the Church, and DrostT*1*1 ^ bterary history, theological stu
Prerequisite; Sonh^„_.
.VC businessmen to trace economic develop

a7a?.gement

One unit credit

Standin8"

each year.

HISTORY
67*68'

THE DEVELOPMENT
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OF POLITICAL THEORY.

See Political Science 67-68.

instruct^ riff
Science 1-2, or Philosophy 1-2, or consent
Uttered each year.
°ne unit credit.

of

the

^ Th A"nN"AMERICAN HlSTORYanc'ent civilizations in the Western Hemisphere, the
colonial systen^
an<^ Portugal> the Wars for Independence, the subsequent
history of Latin A
P°wers. It anaj, mencan states and their relations with each other and with foreign
s(ates.
yZCS Present conditions, problems, and the trends in the individual
OneTlf^ S°phomore landing. Offered 1963-64.
half unit credit.

00ThiI NcoursNDENT STUDY F°R SENIORS"
s
in*enciecl primarily for
ladings and

majors in History. It will be devoted
^ar'y Modern gWflttCn essays on selected topics in the history of Medieval and
^Ur°pe and Ame"1^! t0
^ °nC semester> ancl
the history of Modern
Offers
i 1Ca r°m f'ie ^ounchng of the colonies in the other.
a each year.
to

0ne

"nit credit.

""•NIIFR" HONOK COURSB*' written essa S
Jun'°r Honors candidates and will be devoted to readings
in selected topics in the history of Medieval and Early Modern
^Ur°pe jn 0ne
'n the othei-105^' ^

^^st0IT

Modern Europe and America since

ffered each year.
Un't

credit.

\!R?H°N0M COURSE.
the Senior T-r
onors course the candidates for honors will divide their time
t^'fen readin
e funding fS 1^°^ Wr'tten essays in selected topics in American history since
0
e c°l°nies, and the research and writing of their honors thesis,
Offered
,
each year.
e

unit credit.

ioo
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MATHEMATICS
* Professor Finkbeiner, Chairman
Professor Nikodym
+Professor Transue
Associate Professor Lindstrom
Assistant
xuuuu Professor
xiLiicssui Ryeburn
x\.yeourn
(1 \ t
hematics curriculum is planned to achieve the following objcc'1
and aesth1^111 mat^ema^cs as an art as well as a science, revealing the cultu
^ read conr"^
°f mathematical ideas and processes; (2) to enable the stu en
^ Z™K^rauBclket,ltUIe With understanding; (3) to train the studen
language> both ora!!y and in Wrlti"5' !" itl
reason with rieor^A*
w
those mathernaf; l "t economy of thought; (4) to familiarize the studen
C
es
and
the natural scie ^ * °"
methods which are fundamental in the stu
eC°n°micS; <5> to prePa'e the student for graduate
in mathematics

college coUtse°Ur ™a^ernatics courses open to students who have had no PreUf
B e r i n g s t u L L 1S, SUbjCCt: Mathematics 1-2, 3-4, 7-8, * * * * *
ment test to del ° P ans to enroll in any mathematics course is g'ven a P .
«8in JD'°tte'7ne
^ 0f his P'=P««io„. A freshman inferred »
Mathematics 11.12 Plca sc'ences- or mathematics should normally enr0
inadequate hp m ' a. U* * tbe P'acement test indicates that his prepaf2"0
Student's whoT V ^ ^hematics 1-2.
J fep,
ration may be Derm'th0)*"" ev'dence of unusual mathematical promise an P
regardless of their ' ^ t0 enrob 'n a Scholars Section of Mathematics
ceptional students maj0r '"terest. This special course is intended to
independent studv 1 more rigorous foundation in mathematics and to en<\
V ^ th= sophomore year, prior to admission to ** H""
Program.
65"««,

nfl™ally include courses 11-12, 2I'22'
>adZt'leaT!!lm"!'CS
' °°eo(tl« following: 25-26, 51-32, or 100.
R-2. FIRST COURSE ,K, R
OLLEGE MATHEMATICS.
This is primaril
. #
a'gebra COurse selected from the following topics: log*'
theory, probability7
mathematics to the behav"7' ,Statlstlcs' introductory calculus and apphca 1 -nf
in the social or biologi |T
SClencesIt should be valuable for students m )
Ca
Clences, or as a background course for Mathematics
Offered every year
0ne

^ 4-

unit credit.

MATHEMATICAI R~

because the ability toT'^
*On leave of /

AN° MeThodsprecisely

^Uanz:v:rd seme
• f

"«

semester 1963-64

.
is valuable in every field of en

MATHMATICS
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in the methSft° ^ ^r'man'^ ^or
non-scientific student who is more interested
mental idea ° f° ™athematics than in its specific technique. Some of the fundareasoning is a m° ern mathematics are analyzed and the application of deductive
the spirit of th^ k- ^°^cs c^0sen to stimulate rigorous thought and to convey
number system6 ^
^nc'u<^e l°gic> set theory, and a development of the real
Not offered 1963-64.
°ne unit credit.
An NT^°DUCTION
WOfk

in

STATISTICS.

TO

,o J^8,.

statistical

hio

Principles are erec^cl ^
plan to t k ^ \r ^

ma^ema^cai

sh°uld

foundation upon which statistical
who contemplates taking Mathematics 21-22

Stut'ent

"fed 196,."'
0ne

methods has become necessary for advanced
economics. In this course a study is

31'32 rathM tha" tUS

C°"rSe'

"nit credit.

This ^NALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS.
ms course offers a
-c j •
Un ie
"notions and lim'ts
introduction to Calculus and Analytic Geometry.
StU^e^ intensively as a foundation for understanding the
Privative and int S
Hebraic, trigonor^a a"d
significant applications. The study includes
is prer ^ e nc» exponential and logarithmic functions.
Mathematics
os^i%ZTt0 311 advanced courses
0ne

!l'"'

in mathematics.

unit credit.
C«culus.

study of fL
^Plications to P?
°

,

he

^ Scholars' S

.

er^vative
a°d ot^er

and integral is extended and deepened, and
sciences are considered.

Un"sual

prorrijse ,ct'on> Mathematics 21S-22S, is offered for students who show
'°re Senera] anj 0 mat'lernatics or science. The Scholars' Section undertakes a
n ^°r advanc d ri^°',0US aPProach to calculus, laying an especially solid foundae
Prerequisit

e-

AT" ^

^°e "nit cred't

mathematics

adlematacs

or

physical sciences.

**-12 or the equivalent.

Offered 1963-64.

J5-26.

^ ^'EF S^"

AN°

^>ROJECTIVE GEOMETRY.

, eration 0f pf°f s®hd analytic geometry is followed by a more extensive con^ra and nrko °'ect*ve geometry, with special attention to connections with

ul °' °
5

^eunif

Ult

,

credit.

w,hematics-

athematl«

11-12.

Not offered 1963-64.
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32.

MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS.

mf^e
ables S
Pr°bability and its applications in the theory of random vat
and corrplV t0^ICS 3S samP^ng theory, testing hypotheses, estimation of paramete
a ion are examined with attention to their practical use.

rerequisite: Mathematics 21-22. Not offered 1963-64.
Une unit credit.
61

62.

ADVANCED CALCULUS.

rivatives

are" *n^n*te series in general, Fourier series, Partia'
u tip e integrals, simple differential equations, vector analysis.

Prerequisite: Ma.hem„ics
une

65-66.

21.22.

offered

unit credit.

MODERN ALGEBRA.

complex numh^' rat*ona' numbers and fields,
real numbers, poI>n°m)
pr
. . efS' grouPs> vectors, matrices, linear transformations, detern»n
E„QR^.MA,HEMA,ICS
O„
ne unit
credit.

100TheB MINAR
c

^

U-12-

MATHEMATI«-

°f advanced student!118, C°UrSe IS adaPted to the abilities, needs, and
Topology Algebra * i-ln mathernatics. Topics recently studied incIn e
Sf a Complex Variable, J*j"£
quatl°ns> Abstract Algebra, Functions of a Real
One unit credit

,N MATHEMATJCS.

intended to reveal thl*

d'SCUSsi°ns

on contemporary mathematics,

esP

members of the Denari"3^6 a"d methods of mathematical research, Prese
majors and open to
fT"* ^ Honors Candidates. Required of all math
No academic credit° ^

""A rot™
H°"°"

StUdents

^
^

permission of the Department.

H°N0K C0"^

inmathematics'6

"daPKd «° <•* •>«*

°<

'

°»-fou«btoooennitcred.t

A

course

H°"°"

0f

• L

in ma,hJS'e

lot
C°me"'

^ne-fourth to one unit credit.

*d"Pted to *n needs of senior candid'"*

MILITARY SCIENCE
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MILITARY SCIENCE
AIR SCIENCE
Colonel Grubb, Chairman*
Lieutenant Colonel Davis
Captain Barrett
basic courses (1-2; 21-22) are open to all physically qualified students.
^ vanced courses (31-32; 41-42) are open to physically qualified students who
--pled by the Professor of Air Science. All interested students should
n Cr with the chairman of the department prior to registration.
The basic
^ -e is a two-year course having a half unit of credit and the advanced courses
year courses carrying one unit of credit each. A total of 2^2 units of credit
15 8>ven for the program.
12-

BASIC AIR SCIENCE I.

of a^un^at'0ns °f Aerospace Power.

An introductory examination of the factors
'n be-05^6 B°Wer' i03!01 ideological conflicts, requirements for military forces
Profes^' reSPons'Bdities °f citizenship, development and traditions of the military
°rganiSl°n' f°'e anc^ attri^utes of the professional officer in American democracy,
and ft3
armec^ f°rces as factors in the preservation of national security,
iT
Btates Air Eorce as a major factor in the security of the free
"odd ? A
atademi
not ^ess than two classroom hours per week for the full
° aVCra^e
college c ^Car ^
^ classroom hours). A two or three semester hour
officer JMT?6
contributes to the professional education of an Air Force
Cad ' C aCCe^te<^ ^0r $0 of the classroom hours.
s will attend one hour leadership laboratory per week.
Offered every year.
fourth unit credit, 60 class hours.
p2'

Basic

AIR SCIENCE II.

aer°space mCnta's

Aerospace Weapon Systems.
An introductory survey of
craft, and their propulsion and guidance systems; target
agents- def ^ e'ectr°nic warfare; nuclear, chemical and biological
warhead
tary jm r e"SIVe> strategic and tactical operations; problems, mechanics and miliAn avera AB°NS °F SPace operations; and a survey of contemporary military thought.
Jttt (totaT °, not 'ess ^Ban two classroom hours per week for the full academic
which co °L ^ classroom hours). A two or three semester hour college course
accewerl
Utes to
professional education of an Air Force officer will be
™ for 30 of the classroom hours.
: :c"igen

p.

miSsBes

S W'"

ancf

attend one hour leadership laboratory per week.

or ecluivalent. Offered each year.
On v. 'Slte ^
'f unit credit for the Basic Course I, II.
tdqua t
r er* at Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, Ohio
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31-32.

ADVANCED AIR SCIENCE.

,..
Force Officer Development. Staff organization and functions, and
s dls required for effective staff work, including oral and written communication
,

basic psychological and sociological principles of 'ca er. ^
...^lr aPPbcation to leadership practice and problems; and an intro uc 10
™ 1 !ry, JUStlce' An average of not less than four classroom hours per
e u
academic year (a total of 120 classroom hours).

,
r

Pf°. em solving;

fecsn
"isite. Air Science 1-2, 21-22, or equivalent and approval of the P
feasor of Air Science. Offered 1963-64.
One unit credit, 120 class hours.

41 42.

ADVANCED AIR SCIENCE.

to the A' pC^at'°nS' "^n intensive study of global relations of special con
Also mav""- ?rCf °®cer> witb emphasis on international relations and geog"•
Weather and navigation, and briefing for commissioned se
An averl
f
.
yearT?! ,°f J"* ksS than four classroom hours per week for the full U**
year (a total of 120 classroom hours).
fessoreofqA'Sltr-AU Sdence 21"22 or equivalent, and the approval of the ^
lessor of Air Science. Not offered 1963 64
One unit credit, 120 class hours.

Professor Schwartz, Chairman
Assistant Professor Lendrim
The
past and present lwk ^5partrnent are designed to foster an understanding of
introductory courseT.
** C"tical and the creative points of view.
°ut of a mere musir I ^ 3101 " °n 0ne f*and t0 make a more discriminating
to the potential 001^7"' ^ °n the other hand t0 Sive a firm grounding 1,1
specifically into musif0*" °r .performer- Advanced courses go more deep J
uP°n presenting musir 'J0"1p0SIti°n or music history.
In all subjects stress
related forms of artistic exp^ ^ iso'ate<f cultural phenomenon, but as one o
11

PCA"ORAL

LITERATURE.

men*s
an

chorus. Recommond-J3^"8^ analys's and performance of standard *ot
the Kenyon Singers T},01
interested in membership in the Chape
One-fourth unit cred- t " COUrse does not count for diversification.
Not offered 1963-64 ^ °f

307 tW° semesters-

Music
U-12.
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INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC.

Study of tonal and temporal elements of

music; analysis of

texture and

ructure of musical form; discussion of musical instruments and their function;
critical listening to significant vocal and instrumental works of main periods;
est ietic evaluation of music as part of our general culture.

Prerequisite: Sophomore standing or better.
°oe unit credit.

Offered every year.

ELEMENTARY COMPOSITION.
of mu^kf ^ tec^n'clues °f strict style counterpoint and harmony. Analysis
USKa
orms'> elementary orchestration.
Composition of smaller polyphonic
anj ,
nd
m°phonic forms in free style.
requisite;

Music 11-12, or its equivalent.

Offered in alternate years.

Offered 1963-64.
0rie

unit credit.

A ,^USIC ^IST0RY: FROM THE ROMANESQUE TO THE BAROQUE PERIOD.
Gothic- r\Chant; tbe Gregorian Chorale; later forms of Plainsong. Musical
Roman'
^0tre ^ame- Italian and French Renaissance; the Flemish,
eneban schools.
niadri1
Early secular and folk music; the Mass, motet,
pendent
"se
instrumental music in the sixteenth century; indecantatU-1C °r ^UtC' °r^an' and harpsichord. Musical Baroque, opera, oratorio,
Masters 0fSOllata» suite, and concerto forms by French, English, and Italian
fomis duri ^ seventeenth century. The flowering
of all instrumental and vocal
pre
* C era
®acb» Handel, Vivaldi, Scarlatti, and Rameau.
^ 'site.
red

0ne

Music 11-12, or its equivalent.

Offered in alternate years.

1963-64.

unit credit.

33-34. jsj..
THE

SIC

^IST0RY: FROM THE CLASSIC TO THE MODERN PERIOD.

Chamber a j °' ^3cb and tbe Mannheimers; the opera of Gluck and Mozart.
Dd the evo! Symphonic music by Haydn and Beethoven. The cultivation of old
new forms in the nineteenth century.
Star's on Ut'°n
Early Romanticism in
bte cl ^ an<^ Schubert's song; the pianism of Schumann, Chopin, and Liszt,
^Sir Fran ^S'C.'Sm
Brahms. New-Romantic tendencies in Richard Wagner,
nt°n ®ruckner, and the Russian School.
Gustav
The late romanticism o
"EHe iinpj.g er'. Richard Strauss, and Sibelius. Descriptive versus absolute music,
^inskv SS1 jniSm °f Debussy, Ravel, Falla, and Respighi; the expressionism of
Stravinsb a° tbe early Prokofieff; the neo-classicism of Hindemith and the ate
modern music'» the American school; polytonahty
^ ^tonality0031'5"1
^feqUUlte:

Music

11-12, or its equivalent.

Offered in alternate years.
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Not offered 1963-64.
One unit credit.
41 42.

ADVANCED COMPOSITION.

°mP°sition

of larger polyphonic and homophonic forms in free style. A
vanced orchestration and form analysis.

requisite. Music 21-22, or its equivalent.
One unit credit.

Offered on sufficient demm

SEMINAR IN ADVANCED COMPOSITION.
rerequisite:

Music 21-22, or its equivalent.
One-fourth unit credit.

Offered on sufficient deman

PHILOSOPHY
Professor Aldrich, Chairman
Associate Professor Myers
Mr. Banning
offerings itfphdn^if ^ancec* Pr08rarn for majors in the department, the co
y
bee" arranSed primarily with the following aimsto acquaint thP ^
'iberarXe ^"31.5^ With ce'tain Philosophical classics as part o \
f° *mpart to him something of the philosophical attitu .
introduction to' tl
Ms SeneraTtaLwtTi0*,
Philt>»Pl>iral analysis which will be of W*'
methods and this f 3 eve'°Pment, and a disposition to apply this attitu e,
political, antisocial
k,
"aditi°n 10
ethical, scientific, aesthetic, reW
' PhilosoptoUp' £?

T,°'rUme: a"J <») »

- stude"' '° '

Students w
°f mai°r iMerest
23 and 24, or 31 aa ^ be*in I16 slud7 of philosophy with either course
Only Philosophy 1-2 is open to freshmen.

VST

T°

^OSOPBV.

methods, and problems
which illustrates these b °-

f°UfSe 's
losophy-

P

aciuaint the student with the 5P_
The text at first is Plato s Rep

to

|'fe, the relation of the ind'1 a trfatment of such toPics as the nature
* -Laii
democracy and its alter
'° ,he s,ate. 'he philosophical assumption! ®P
the „„ure of „ " T'.,he aims °< education, the methods and £•»
be critical
90 C
j",, 1 Ph,'osophical approach to religion. The p
nh l'° es <0 mch p'obWbetween the Greek and the ^
Pbdosopher,
be discussed. After this, selections f«" *
0 s °f analyzing ethical
second semester the course concentre
" hmtrons and „„ thMties of the nature of the S"
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PHILOSOPHY
''[e' ^en
Philosophy.

continues with general introduction to the issues and problems of

Open to freshmen. Offered every year.
One unit credit.
1NTR°DUCTION

23,

TO LOGIC.

Includes both formal logic and the logic of scientific method.
Open to freshmen with the consent of the instructor.
One-half unit credit.
24'

Offered every year.

^IILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE.

met^0c3s i° both the natural and social sciences, and of philosophical
probl
sc^ent^c view of the world. Some current and classical
philo6111!3"5'11^ °Ut
sc'ence are considered, placing science as a whole in relation to
tli* ^ 1C,S
0(her disciplines.

1 open to freshmen.
One-half unit credit.
J1*FT

Offered every year.

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.

philosoph"* Semester
be devoted to selections from ancient and medieval
ers' a°d the second semester to selections from modern philosophers.
0°e

Pen to freshmen. Offered every year.
unit credit.

^ARISTOTLE AND HIS INFLUENCE.
COurse *s to acquaint the student with the Aristotelian philosophy
and its
*nd more °St recent. developments. Readings in Aristotle (Metaphysics), Aquinas,
Pre IeCent Philosophers in that current of thought.

e^uisite. A year of Philosophy.
°ne-half unit credit.

Not offered 1963-64.

AESTHETICS.
The
°f disput^jk.nt W'h be introduced to philosophical thinking about the arts by way
read ftom .lssues 1° classical and contemporary art criticism; selections will be
e hterature of aesthetics, over a wide range,

55,

rjuisite. A year of Philosophy.
°ne'half unit credit.

Offered 1963-64.

56, jjg
^ GEUANISM AND ITS LATER DEVELOPMENTS.
dy of the philosophy of Hegel and its influence upon Marxist doctrine

KENYON COLLEGE
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and currents of Existentialist thought. Readings in Hegel, Marx, Kierkegaard, an:
Heidegger.
Prerequisite: A year of Philosophy.
One-half unit credit.

Not offered 1963-64.

100. SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY.
nnJfiV011'56 *S 'nten<^e<d not only for philosophy majors but for other pr°PeJ
I '.C uPPerc^assmen who wish to do more advanced work in fields of P^l0'°L
confer^ Un.erta'cen' or to study in subjects not regularly offered. Althoug^ ^
follow" Vafies.w^ the needs and interests of the students, a semester eac 0
be °^ere(d in fairly regular succession: metaphysics, «P
L°!'CS
TorS Phl!°SOphy.of 1-guage, theory of value.
Credit may be ^
subjects yeafS W°r'C in t^S course> a total of four semesters dealing with sep
every year1"^

^UI"0r standing and the permission of the instructor. 0

One-half unit credit each semester.
300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.
Studies in Descartes, Locke, and Berkeley.
One-half unit credit.
400

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.
tud.es
Kant, Moore and Wittgenstein.
One-half unit credit.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS

^

Associate Professor Falkenstine, Chairman
Mr. Edwards
Mr. Harrison
Mr. Hess
Mr. Lave
Mr. White

promote wholesome uh

Pepartment

of Physical Education and Athleti^

bfing enjoyment ^ A phys'f,!
well-being to the studemwh'Whkh
ucation, intramural athl f
.m C°Ilege an<l in later life" ReqU,lf rreatio^!
lntercollegiate athletics, and optional rec
activities are offered h u
7
deP«tment.
Each student is
,ci
f
Physical examination^ °A entering c°llege to present a certificate
^
ERatnination js *:v
"*
of the college year »
8 Ven each entering student by the college P ?

PHYSICS
This
various activities*

<k*enn*nes

status
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°f each student for participation in the

Required Physical Education
pass the Kenvon
fec*U!red to complete two semesters of physical education and
aH freshmen are
During the orientation period for new students,
the swimmin8 test> and all who fail the test are
enrolled in a hj
!
^ enrolled in Phv^T^,c'ass- All students who pass the test will
cucat*on 1-2.
'n certain activitieS1Ca
Students who are able to pass skill tests
meet regulariv n,/
excused during that period of instruction.
The classes
, !he activities of
°f skills in certain
an<f the rules of

&

"* semester.
^^s'ca' education classes are concerned with the learning
which have recreative carry-over value for the individual,

sPecific

sports in th * S 1IK'uded *n *he College intramural athletic program. The
football swim ?r°^rarn are &olf, tennis, badminton, volleyball, basketball,
an<d Softball.
Physical fitness Sn
Also included is a study of individual
taking the American r^j C asses are offered in the Spring for those interested in
e
ross Senior Life Saving and Instructor's courses.
touch

Intercollegiate Athletics

TheCoii

swimm'S°!S VafS^ teams

"door track,
in football and soccer in the fall; basketball,
wresthn8 in the winter; and baseball, lacrosse, tennis,
and track in th^'
^ere the number fC S^,r!n^' Juni°r varsity teams may be sponsored in sports
candidates for |i
C3n. *dates so warrants.
Seasonal medical examination of all
a
sports is compulsory.

Tn „

.

Intramural Athletics

0 provide the
' ^Prehensivg pro °PP0rtunity for participation in sports by every student, a

/°rts includes tou iTf °1 *ntramurai SP°rts is sponsored. The present list of
rid8e' ^le tennis f
i
badminton, volleyball, basketball, swimming, pool,
0u "shooting, softball, tennis, and track and field.

PHYSICS
Professor Miller, Chairman
Associate Professor Harrold
.
1*Cet

-Assistant Professor Hockensmith

the^neeT
°ffered in the Department of Physics are designed
S *
tIl0SC see'cinS *he broad, basic knowledge of
physical
a desirab|
^
same cultur 1C 10 CVer^ cuhUfed man. The more advanced courses further
Str'al and go
a'ms) and are preliminary to graduate work in physics, to inVe
oment laboratory work, and to the teaching of the physical sciences.
L

fnomen

C°UrSeS

KENYON COLLEGE

in
,1

intendinS t0 maior

physics should enter with a strong preparation
able to take Mathematics 11-12 in the freshman year. Norma

ematics,

Work in secondary school mathematics will PREPARE
stnrtpnfeariS
a e<luately for Mathematics 11-12, as
.
judged by the placement exan
matron grven upon entrance.

and tw

rna'°r COj5'sts

°r the following required courses: Physics 11-12. 2b

mali"rditS of advsnced
of which is Physics 93-94; M*
graduate
ua" 21"22' and one year of chemistry. Students intending to
graduae work

u2J.

physics shouW teke

and

„

b

vaQced physics including Physics 93-94; Matheniatics
21 22V,
22, and 61; a„d „ leM OM ^
chcmistry

PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

1-2.

reference tn °!u
models of th

exper*mental an<3
C

aSpects

Metric l e„,.S<;

S,em;
k?'

chemical bond-' am*'
some of the r'r • i™'0

logical methods in physical science, with sf>
physics, astronomy, and chemistry.

of
the

sidereal

Con 1

universe; the conservation

"

Periodic system and properties of the eIeme" '
nuclear structure.
Laboratory work centers

3

U(1

3nd contemporary ^'"he chtf
including measureme^T/T^* °f
of the electron•
circumference and mass of the earth,
,

®d opetum of Td™'" "eight;
sification requirem ^
heyond higT
is

required.

The

1°'

Not o *

S,Ude"ts

""

Offered every y ^ ^

mass of
course

"°<

>

molecule; velocity rf &

is
r08en.
intended

^<orins

assumed. and

n0

to satisfy (l° P^
in science; no nia, ^

high school physics or cb

intending to major in science.

Students

One unit credit 96 c\
•
ass hours, 64 clock hours of laboratory.
^ ^ A ^°LLEGE

PHVSICS.

Phenomena and expedient
Offered every year
One unit credit, 96 ru

An!"™"

the the°r7 °!j^
accompanying laboratory work is quantit

i
SS

''

m")llege physics' enterinS int0

°urs. 64 clock hours of laboratory.

ASMON<»".

and

!tad?

constellations,
lh'0«gh the ,
el

of

the fundamental facts, methods of obs«"£

e student is taught to recognize the prior1
q-y
r™ ",o°". Planets, sun, stars, and
nebulae are

count for diversificatfo" """*
°t of"*! 1963-64
be half unit credit.

does

«* count toward the major in phfaa

.

PHYSICS
U"12,

GENERAL

111

PHYSICS I, II.

mathematics
^ ^res^men wh° intend to major in physics, chemistry, or
work includes th W t° A^ fta^'n^. a Pre"engineering curriculum. The first
year's
thermodynamics 6 \ ° - ° C'assica* mechanics, wave motion, heat, kinetic theory,
maximum use 0/eCtriCIt^ an<^ magnetism.
The approach is analytical, making
ca'cu'us developed in the concurrent mathematics
course. Through C°nC6ptS
and illustrate basic^conC

^ ^a^orator^

work

as

designed to develop skills

ZTT ^ Pafalld: Mathematics 11-12. Offered every year,
credit, % class hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory.
GENERAL PHYSICS III.

atomic and nuclear °^5'^S'CS M-12, dealing with geometrical optics, wave optics,
first semester.

^CS

Mathematics 11-12.

Offered every year in the

credit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory.
22'

EtECTR0Nlcs.
A|ternati

•
ng current rClrcuits; physical
ectifiers, amph£ers
electronics; theory and operation of
^he course js jesiS' ®SC1'ators, transmitters and receivers; oscilloscope applications.
Prerequisite
^ *° ^°"°W Physics 21, but may be taken separately if desired.
Sec°nd

semester

^s'cs H-12; Mathematics 11-12.

Offered every year in the

dit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory.
„

Note:

All advanrprt ,

'< and Mathem

3

The Gau'ClTp
"agnetic waves
!^e ^ld of „i

3J'

Courses 10 physics have as prerequisites Physics 11-12;
ics 21, unless otherwise noted.

AN° Magnetisme3ectrostatics,
ector

dielectrics, magnetic phenomena, and electromethods are used throughout. The laboratory work is

Prefequis'

CtnCal measurements.

One.hai^^.

PHySi.CS

HEAT
AN JNTER

22"
Not offered 1963-64.
credit, 48 class hours, 48 clock hours of laboratory.

^ "PHERMODYNAMICS.

G^ered

°°e'half

thermodynamics and the kinetic theory of gases.
credit.
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35.

OPTICS.

The underlying principles of geometric and physical optics,
i raction, dispersion, polarization, optical instruments.
Offered 1963-64.

interference

One-half unit credit.

77.

THEORETICAL MECHANICS.
An introductory, analytical course in physical mechanics.
Not offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

SELECTED TOPICS IN THEORETICAL PHYSICS.
and^n!lance<*

Pr°k'erns

and other topics.

*n

vibration and wave motion, heat flow,

equisite. Mathematics 61, Physics 77.
One-half unit credit.
93-94.

.

W

special rela

Not offered 1963-64.

ATOMIC PHYSICS.

radiation
,mass
elementary particles, the structure of ^
in gases anH^0 °rjeCt"C e^ect' atornic and molecular spectra, electrical p
relativity and^ ' S' radioactlvity> cosmic rays, nuclear reactions, fission, ee
Off
J
^uantum mechanics, technique of literature search.
Offered 1963-64.

e0S

One unit credit, 96 class hours, 96 clock hours of laboratory.
100

A

JOPICS RN ADVANCED

PHYSICS

Prehensive^xaminS/^The101
^
work may be either experimental or
suit individual needs
Offered on sufficient demand.
One-fourth to one-half unit credit.

)
,OR
COURS,.
n ™
One-four,h to one unit credit.

300

400O„!TIOR

Cotrtut..
Onc-fou,th to one unit credit.

"

POLITICAL SCIENCE
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POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professor English, Chairman
Professor McGowan
Associate Professor Baly
Associate Professor Sullivan
*Assistant Professor Burnham
Mr. Miller
a view't
^tu<^en*s should select courses, seminars, and independent study
areas set out in the Departmental syllabus. They are
advise^ in gen
centrated "minor^fi id °r^an'Ze *^eir studies outside the Department in a conspecified readina^^'^f ^xaminatton- This is designed to test knowledge of certain
and Constitutio T n ^ ma*n ^e'^s
Political Science: American Government
and Internationa^R
eve'°Pmenb
Political Theory, Comparative Government,
iuation before gradC ^10nS' ^ student must satisfy the department in this examHonors Work FT "KI
students majoring in Political Science are urged to
for Honors Th
C ^onors student will engage in intensive reading, individual
Search, and
eminar discussions.
read

Honors Thesi
Produce a thesis ^b ""^A ^°m^Te^enstve Examinations. Each Honors student must
n a Written
aSf
00 researchHe must also satisfy an external examiner
snj
^d oral comprehensive examination.
. Rested Course C
' indent who int A S^Uence for Students Intending to Major in Political Science.
t0 c^00se political science as his major field would do well
^>'an his cour
j ^
uring the first two years as follows:
his sophomore ye™ **

Sat*s^n8

aH

diversification requirements by the end

^ « he is
e't'ier 8raduate study in political science or a career
; he foreign serv^'
Jt least one
V'CC'
should make an effort to achieve full reading knowledge
aPpropriate foreign or classical language.
e Division of Social Sciences should be taken as follows
first Year •

Introduction to Political Science or Introductory History.

Second Yea

r%

A.

Introduction to Political Science or
Economics or Introductory History.

B-

Any course in Political Science.

°t absence 1963-1964

Introductory
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1-2.

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Survey of basic principles and terminology, and of political ideas and ideology
oget icr with the study of concrete examples of contemporary types o
ter an examination of concepts such as democracy, constitutionalism,
ictatorship as desaibed by representative political thinkers, an examination^
e ma e of Russia, China, France, and Germany as examples of (a) total
C atorsbiP

,?.rcat

r

P

and (b) multi-party parliamentary government.

^rita'n' as

an example of Cabinet-Parliamentary government bas
a itutional monarchy and the two-party system, and the United States,

^

con i->C • 0t^
Pfesidential-Congressional government based on a
sect o 7',
°f federalism> wil1
^ studied. Topics considered in the *
C0UtSe Wil1 include the Naming of the Constitution and the P
dole
f
and r° Separated P°wers, federalism and limited government; elections,
^
PreS;JrefSSUrejSr°UpS; the functions of the Supreme Court, Congress, a
resident; and foreign policy.
No prerequisite.
One unit credit.

Offered every year.

BLEMS IN COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT.
and India ^ °A
J

dle

problems of democratic government in Great Britain,
of the political institutions of Great
°"°^
of the methods of^

racies. Selected „ . °S'8 ?
the functioning 7 i-C™S

they
tbe

Provide into the functioning of m
^elds °f constitutional law, economi

to analyze the d^ffir 77 parhes and bureaucracies will be discusse j"
d ^ governments at different stages of
as well as the
"
mm°n problems facing democratic nations today.
pr
. .
On haT:-P0'i,kal
ne"half unit credit.

24'

THE MIDDI E

T]

Sde"re

j,,
jf#
Ioprnec

" - consent of the instructor. Offered #3'

EAST

standing of the nn! v^,C0UI se Ps to provide the necessary foundation for
f '. g^pii
the historical backer ^ ,P7'ems of the Middle Eastern area.
studied> from the collapse of the Tur
through the Mandato"" ^
^ t[
creation of indeuen7 Pen°d t0 the establishment of the State of Israe' w tf
Problem of Arab unitv^ J^7 states- Special attention will be Pal _0(I,p|e
the.attemPts made to achieve this.
cultural heritage will h
The high y
(
the Middle Eastern peollTT1"^ ,as a basis for comprehending the a^v£,oplf
polltical events, and the nature of the
Political patterns. FinaU " ,
^
e considered.
y'
significance of this area for American s r

advised that although there are no prerequisites for this ^ut<

POLITICAL SCIENCE
^hlam^ ^

Va'ua^^e
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background material in Religion 26, Introduction

Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
23'

GEOPOLITICS.

politics

^

e^ect

SeoSraphical factors upon the course of international

9 site. Sophomore or higher standing.
ne-half unit credit.
TOMICS
ee

OF

Not offered 1963-64.

UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES.

Economics 42.

OnoLir C ^conom'cs 11-12, or consent of the instructor.
alf unit credit.

Offered 1963-64.

^ POLITICAL^ PARTIES.
^mocracies
'nc'u<^e ^e theory of political parties in modern constitutional
Sectoral behavbr°na^Sm' pressure P°bhcs, public opinion, party organization,
United States ^ ^ a° historical and comparative analysis of parties in the
l963-640'

°ne-half

tC

P°htical

Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. Not offered

unit credit.

35 .j.
THE CO!:0""0—

MOVEMENT IN RUSSIA.

exam'ne the ideological, social and economic forces which
^ermined the
attention wjjj ^C arfcter °i the Russian revolution and its outcome. Special
t0
' 'ts leaders p
®°isbevik movement and the political philosophy
Penin, Trotsky and others.
Pferequisit
^
One half
^°Pb°more or higher standing. Not offered 1963-64.
f umt credit.

CA^ POLITICAL

THOUGHT.

recent an<f contemporary political theories and ideologies,
special refe'0n
^'vidualism Ph^ f° ^e themes of democracy, constitutionalism, totalitarianism,
Ura' law,
era!ism» conservatism, socialism, loyalty, internationalism, nar.a. rif»hts, and empiricism and linguistic analysis versus value
^Snienu

Pre4iL

t

t,cal science-

One-half
nalf

unit credit.

** instructarte:xTPolitical Science 1-2, or Introductory Philosophy, or consent of
1963"64-
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1-2.

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE.

Survey of basic principles and terminology, and of political ideas and
together with the study of concrete examples of contemporary types ° s
ter an examination of concepts such as democracy, constitutionalism,
dictatorship as described by representative political thinkers, an examination
e made of Russia, China, France, and Germany as examples of (a)
ictatorship and (b) multi-party parliamentary government.
Great Britain, as an example of Cabinet-Parliamentary government bas ^
constitutional monarchy and the two-party system, and the United States,
example ^ both of Presidential-Congressional government based on a
constitution, and of federalism, will then be studied. Topics considered in the
section of the course will include the framing of the Constitution and the P
cip es o separated powers, federalism and limited government; elections, P ^
n pressure groups; the functions of the Supreme Court, Congress,
President; and foreign policy.
No prerequisite.
One unit credit.
21'

PROBLEMS

and

TrJU<^

?

Offered every year.

IN COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENT.
Pr°blerns

0

of democratic government in Great Britain,

and hd
u
<* 'he
institutions of Great BnW* »
govern™ T a C f0"0W'!d * ' d°» examination of the methods of
racies Set T.i e lnsi§hts diey provide into the functioning of mo er
the funrtio
Problems in the fields of constitutional law, economic P
to analv,, 1I!1Sj°LPOlitical parties and bureaucracies will be discussed m
is well a, ce d,fficulti« faced by governments at different stages of dev*"
e common problems facing democratic nations today.

,nnA

^ Political Science 1-2 or consent of the instructor. Offered 1
One-half unit credit.

R«E MIDDLE EAST
course is to provide the necessary foundation for
standing of^rFn
historica b?u°lltlCaI Pr°blems of
Middle Eastern area. With tb.
through the M n/!°Und ^ be Studied>
the collapse of the Turki
creation of inr) dat°j^ Peri°d to the establishment of the State of Israe

problem of Arab Mn"hCnt j^ab states- Special attention will
PaI
tb& attemPts made to achieve this.
cultural heritage to'Ii
The big
& examined as a basis for comprehending the ap
the Middle Eastern
f° political events, and the nature of the
Political patterns F^U
Y' the significance of this area for American stn
be considered.
Students « ,dvise(, ^

^ ^ ^

prerequisi.es

to

">

POLITICAL SCIENCE
to LIT1^ ^

Va^Ua^e
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background material in Religion 26, Introduction

Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
23,

GEOPOLITICS.

politics

^

Prer

e^ect

8e°graphical factors upon the course of international

* '
quisite. Sophomore or higher standing.

Not offered 1963-64.

"half unit credit.

NOMICS OF UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRIES.
ee

Economics 42.

fin

u

0nc-half

unit

^C0n0m^cs 11-12, or consent of the instructor.
credit.

Offered 1963-64.

^ POLITICAL PARTIES.

democracies
'ncJu^e the theory of political parties in modern constitutional
Sectoral be'h Se.Ctl0na''sm> pressure politics, public opinion, party organization,
htiited States
^ a° historical and comparative analysis of parties in the
!963-64.^

^

^°hticaI Science 1-2, or consent of the instructor. Not offered

°ne'half unit credit.
35^

Th

THE

C

EV°LUTI0NARY

MOVEMENT IN RUSSIA.

examane the ideological, social and economic forces which
determined the
'ttention svill \ ° affCter
the Russian revolution and its outcome. Special
t0
°i its leaders p
®°'shevik movement and the political philosophy
eacbn8s in Lenin, Trotsky and others.
i'rerequi '
Onpk it C ^°Ph°more or higher standing. Not offered 1963-64.
af

unit credit.

POLITICAL THOUGHT.
recent and contemporary political theories and ideologies,
*''h specia] ref f'°n
'nd'vidualjsrn
.t0
themes of democracy, constitutionalism, totalitarianism,
'Ura' lasv,
' era|'sm> conservatism, socialism, loyalty, internationalism, na'"dgments i„ ^
and empiricism and linguistic analysis versus value
31 Sdence"
Prere
instructn Ite' , Pol,tjcal Science 1-2, or Introductory Philosophy, or consent of
r
n T
CW. ' Not
1963-64.

^

KENYON COLLEGE

42. TOTALITARIANISM.
,^e theory and practice of Communist totalitarianism in the Soviet U
rna and \ ugoslavia. Current problems facing the Communist regimes o
oviet Union, China and Yugoslavia will be discussed, and differences
ve opment of Communism in each of the countries will be analyzed.
No prerequisite. Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.

43.

AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT.

S.Urve^
ii.
the historical development of American political idea
the Colonial period to the present day. In the earlier period attention ^
paid t° the writings of Paine, Adams, Hamilton, Jefferson, Madis ,

wn>rUn 'fin
^3ter Pe"0<^' the Social Darwinists, the Progressives
S
latC
n'neteenth and early twentieth centuries will
toeeth ° • u
er with trends such as liberal reform and conservatism.
° prerequisite. Offered 1963-64.

atl_
e

One-half unit credit

PLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1783 TO THE P*
bee History 27.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
ne-half

unit credit.

GOVERNMBNT

4'-

CONTOOL OP BUSIOTSS

oee economics 77.
Prerequisite: Economics 11-12.
One-half unit credit.

^ The ^ERICAN ^VBRNMENT.
fifst

half ofV/ ^mencan governmental institutions with special empha;
examination
°j the President a"d Congress. The course: wi
and historical
^ residentlal power in the United States and its
defense and civil-m^r"160*' °ther subjects to be considered will e
re^ataons» Congress, the role of
bureaucracy, and
politics P

an

No

Prerequisite 'rJT. f

NTET™°NAL

P°liCy"

"'A'

fbe

analysis of tK
Cold War. Tonic* 3U?^S
international tensions with special re
w rch will be discussed include: the theory 0

POLITICAL SCIENCE
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Ame'" re'af'°nS' ^ov'et foreign policy and the international Communist movement,
ncan policies in the cold war, proposals for disarmament, international organi2atlon and regional integration.
No Prerequisite.

Not offered 1963-64.

One-half unit credit.

INTERNATIONAL LAW.
exarr>ined through cases decided by international and
NuniciDT''0!!3' ^*aW
Una^s together with treaties and conventions.
nature
The course includes
and development of International Law; the Law of Peace (Recogniti°n
Immuniti eS~0n' Ju"sdiction over territory and sea, Responsibilities of States,
^ar Occ' r.eat'es^"' t'ie ^aw °f War (Pacific Settlement, Hostility short of war,
International"3!.100' ^eutra''tI'^ » International Organizations; the Individual in

^uisite. Sophomore standing or higher.
One-half unit credit.

Not offered 1963-64.

The }yMERlCAN ^ITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT.
and judicial '"uq deve'°Pment °f the Constitution with emphasis on the decisions
°I '^e course^" 1.0S0P'1^es elaborated by the Supreme Court. The earlier half
and contract &lWl" Cover such matters as the judicial growth of the commerce
and Fifth
Proce<fural and substantive due process in the Fourteenth
c°urt's funct' ^ ments
'I16 Constitution. The latter half will deal with the
a°d the ext °n* ^ ^Uard'an °f 'he civil liberties contained in the Bill of Rights
against the g"5100
constitutional protection of certain of these liberties
fourteenth AmeV'"011^'1 ^ ^UC Process and 'he equal protection clauses of the
°r c°nsent nf 'u. ^^omore standing or better and either Political Science 1-2
ne umt
67'68.

the instructor.
credit.

THb

HISTOR

AN

Offered 1963-64.

n

PMENT

°F

POLITICAL

THEORY.

Century

Study °f 'he political theory from the Greeks to the twentieth
(hro
follow^ ^ read'n® °f works in translation or the original English texts.
^"Nwias Aq ^ Wr'ters will be studied: Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, St. Augustine, St.
P>ante» Marsiglio of Padua, Machiavelli, Luther, Calvin, Bodin,
pr°tius,
dfgel, Benth
^°^es' Tocke, Montesquieu, Hume, Rousseau, Burke, Kant,
^tempor,, am> Jafnes and J. S. Mill, Marx, Lenin, and some recent and
^ary thmkers.
(

^ 'istruoo'46 Polltical Science 1-2, or Introductory Philosophy, or consent of
°r- Offered 1963-64.

KENYON COLLEGE
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100. TOPICS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE.
in ?ueS1S"ed f°r students who are majoring in Political Science but not engagj
e
onors program.
The work includes intensive preparation
.
comprehensive examination and the writing of short papers on selected W
research projects.
eieciuisite. Senior standing and major in Political Science or consent o
instructor. Offered 1963-64.

One-half unit to one unit credit.

300. JUNIOR HONORS COURSB.
and <Jl

for Honors in Political Science or other depart®
Political Science. The course includes (a) ^
^r0'ects and C3) seminar meetings on advanced top

can<hdates

PendenfCC ^

Students in

Political Scienc^

the inst^rfS'tC riir

ni°r cand'date for Honors in Political Science or cons
ctor. Offered every year.
One-half unit credit.

400. SENIOR HONORS COURSE.
and

selected^CandldatCS

f°r

H°n°fS

in

Political

Science

or

°th£r ?

SS

A

joint meetings with
®eminar meetings on advanced political scien
A readinS knowledge of
language is desirable56"11112" fidds-

*

^

the instructorte" Off"'? Candidate for Honors in Political Science or conse"'
• Offered every year,
or two units credit.

PSYCHOLOGY
Professor Cummings, Chairman
Assistant Professor Clifford
Assistant Professor Nord

fhe p)

facts and principle of ^SychoIo§y aims to acquaint the student with the S'ffof»
™°re complete undercti i™3" behavior, and to provide him with the 3• ^
The courses that form 1™*?* the nature of his own conduct and that °f ® ^
or

the advanced sturl ^ f13!01"

work

in such fields

are

also designed to furnish sufficient

W,4ol<W ta

« the law,

3<r

and

mcdicinei businesJ administfatiM,

,„d th»W

A AGENBRAL *«HOLOGY.
as,c

course dealing

with

rn

f.

. . ,
the principal

.
, the orP**
phenomena and tn

PSYCHOLOGY
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pigmented
ri^V^6' bebav*or> and the individual.
The lectures will be sup«ed ttw
y dass demonstrationSi
exerdses> fiims
«» Prerequisite.
°ne unit credit.

Offered every year.

" A^TVEIL°DPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
the topics considered^ ^ ^CtS
P"nc'P'es
behavioral development. Among
3161 thC contributlons o{ heredity and environment to mental
growth; instinct
the learning process; the origin and
8f°wth of motor ,,rUratl°n; the nature
Prerenii.v*.
^ ' ' emotlon> language, intelligence, and personality.
One half

ne-half

ych°l0gy

unit credit.

THE ORIG^RMAL

U"12-

AN° CUNICAL

Not offered 1963-64.

PSYCHOLOGY.

mental retardation and ^ S0C.'a^ significance of behavior problems, delinquency,
semester modern the
^ P"nc*Pa^ f°rrns °1 mental disorder. In the second
lttention will be
techniques wiH be discussed and evaluated.
Particular
metboc*s
mterview, intelligen
^
investigating personality, such as the
c'"ier semester.
CStS' an<^ Proiective tests.
Students may enter the course

^r^choiosy u"u- N°i °ffered

'

OF Mo™at,on-

°liferation into th ^ kas'c biological and social motives and their growth an
• dative and develop C°mP'ex nce^ systems of the mature adult. Both a con
" rebted to the m-> .me"ta analysis will be made. The empirical material wi
p
«*ajur n;
Requisite
p
°dCal d°Ctrines of men's motives.
Requisite: PsvrL^i
ycholoSy
One-half, •
"ait unit credit.

n-12.

Offered 1963-64.

SYCHOLOGY OF LEARNING.
^ course is
.^'fical evidence QCOnc^rneci wilh the principal theories of learning and i
e ^ems of H j] ° T
tbey are based.
Especial attention will be given
u
Requisite- p
inner, Guthrie, Tolman, and the Field Theorists.

This
t

One-hajf

A

unjt

^y<;th0l0gy

ZlSYCHOLOGY
nsideration 0f

n"12-

°ffcred 1963-64.

OF PercEPTION.

u
numan being as a perceiving organism.

During t

120
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t half of the course a presentation of current perceptual theory is undcrt^'
an t e sensory basis of perception is discussed. Later a variety of the ®
gm cant perceptual phenomena is considered and these are then re'ate
e prevax ing theories. If time permits the relation of perception to the V
mental processes will be discussed.
Prerequisite: Psychology 11-12.
One-half unit credit.
47.

Offered 1963-64.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY.

behavin b°ratory course dealing with the physiological and neurological h<
D attemPt as made to integrate the newer findings
with th^
of neuro-phys'^;
Phenomena^ and' le^T'T observed by psychologists. A wide
bl°l°§lcal
attention
j
.
bases is considered: sensation,
intCgrative Processes.
Phvsiolo./^
The laboratory section includes
°f the brain inVeStlgations of behavior phenomena and analysis of the a
Prerequisite: Psychology 1M2.
ne-half unit credit.
5L

Not offered 1963-64.

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY.
his course is offered for students who plan to teach in secondary

-ffic[rde™„d.PSyCh0lOSy

,W2-

md

«»« °f «"

insma0'-

One-half unit credit.

PERSONALITY AND PERSONALITY THEORY.
rne farst part nf
course consists of a careful consideration
that contributp in .u
chemical interne
^ structure and development of personality-

the
Gen

'

b«i. of JpST}- SKial' and cultural influences will be
second half of the course will be conee
bey issues in theor-t" w
rrnulati°ns of the nature of Human Personality
the theories corn'rl
f-attell, and otflgrs

be

'hose

of

Fre«f,

Jung, Eriekson, AIH**

——
and
be

function of the b
psychology 0f fnlfS,C

V3lu«-

deals With tbe Individual
socia'

and Society- ^
institutions in primitive and mo crn
^

taboos> "tual, ideology, and othe
nuations of personally and the socialisation of the '»<"

The7oundati nl^ ^

PSYCHOLOGY
funct'6

eCt/°^

cu'ture

an<^

subcultures upon the personality.

BehavT ° r ^
crowds°r f d
opinion'' ^

second

half

of

The nature and

the course deals

with Collective

^Uman 8rouP: leadership, class and caste.
The behavior of
fashi°n; stereotypes; prejudice; propaganda; censorship; public

enter rt,'

C

er the COurse

measurernent; social change and social conflict.
either semester.

Prerequisite; Psychology 11-12.
u"e
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Students may

Offered 1963-64.

unit credit.

^XPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY.
C?UrSe"
from the fields
mental processes ° Sensat'on'

ba'f
deals with representative experiments
perception, emotion, learning, and the higher

brst

in th« techniques J-!* e?'0" ,°f the course is designed to train the student
°f scientific meth 'rl ^cbo'°S*ca' experimentation as well as in the understanding
which each st 1 ° °
secon<^ ba'f *s an advanced laboratory course in

to his abilities" ^
°Ut 3n or'8'na' investigation of a problem suited
critical appraiSajn r s^ec'a' interests. The lectures and readings will consist of a
Psychology
ksic statistic*!1. ?
Prerequisite*

fecent discoveries in special areas of experimental
semester a brief survey of psychological methods and

most
sec°nd
ques

wil1

Offered 1963.54
0ne

** undertaken.

H-12, and consent of the chairman of the department.

"nit credit.

81, (^0Nt

AFTER

A

[, °^ARY ^CHOOLS

ANN

SYSTEMS OF PSYCHOLOGY.

irecursors of mod ^'S*01aca^ resume of Psychology, the course will consider the
kitchener, and th ^F

S^emabc

positions, namely the Structuralism of Wundt and

this centut Unct*onabsm °f Wm. James. The great schools of the early
^aviorism and^X^^
^rrent counterparts will then be studied in detail:
Psychology an(j p. | ,eo"be'iaviorism; Freudianism and Neo-Freudianism; Gestalt

?2rt

Presented and ^
^beory- Pinally some of the very recent developments will
eva'uated: Cybernetics, Information Theory, Existential Analysis,
''theli^

c

PREREQUISITE- T
One-haic
alt

'.
°r
unit credit.

standifig-

Offered 1963-64.

!TEPENDENT Study-

^oratory
°f topjcs •

COurse or

Prerequisit ^
One-half
hS,f

seminar for pass students which permits independent
°f special interest to the students.

' ^0nsent
the chairman of the department.
or one unit credit.

12?
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300.

JUNIOR HONORS COURSE.

For junior candidates for Honors in Psychology. The topics of study
e adapted to the interests and needs of the student or may deal with subjects n
otherwise covered in the curriculum.
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department.
One-half unit or one unit credit.
400.

SENIOR HONORS COURSE.

A program for senior candidates for Honors in Psychology. The course
nsist either of an experimental research investigation or independent stu y
< rea o psychology of particular relevance to the post-collegiate professions P
of the student.
Prerequisite: Consent of the chairman of the department.
One-half unit or one unit credit.

RELIGION
Associate Professor Baly, Chairman
Associate Professor Hettlinger

t

providing
' J ^ ^ePartment of Religion are offered with the intend
intellectual basis for the understanding of religious concT
and their LT
the Judaeo A

•

t0 m°dem

Culture

Western society1Sbu? *"**?• "
as opportunity afford s^"""
^

•

and

society-

**
tCnetS

°f

Special attention

is gl

INTRODUCTION TO RELIGIONS AND SOCIETIES.

in relatioT3!o0thethh-niai0r
structure of the <
'

..N.

world, considered espe^J
situation in which they developed, and the P

feligious

systems

of

the

—se is the inteAda? t0 J"*?** belonged. Tbe under,^ng
rell£10us concepts with political and socia
and the part plaved h
social order. Pari.Y / fC lgious ideas 'n the integration and maintenanc
f°rm the background" of aUe,ntlon wil1 be given to those religious c°nceP
rn Western society, and other religious sys
be studied more h ' fi
with differed religiAs sanctionW

^

°f

Offered every year.
One unit credit.
21' A

T°

„f

religious
°tHer rdlgl°nS ™

™B °LD

hl!tov

4nd

thought from c.

1700

B.C. to 63 BC'

^
^
^\\
^

RELIGION
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pecial attention to the eight crises in which the Jewish system was forced to
>mc '° terms with an essentially foreign system.
These are the confrontation
anctent Palestinian system in the Patriarchal period, the Sinai experience
"f.
c raised the whole question of the relation of the mores of a steppeland
pCiety to those of an agricultural society, the establishment of the monarchy under
meehng with the commercial empires in the time of
Eli' hme ^reSSUre'
BgL3. 3n ^sha, the militarist imperialism of Assyria in the eighth century, the
after Ts^s'em
the sixth century, the Persian system which was imposed
conflfct with the Hellenistic society in the period
°f the MV'Ct0r^
^ruS' and
eac^ °f these eight periods the basic understanding of the
nature /CCa,^ees'
° a true society" is re-examined and restated in the light of the crisis
^mpreh^H'^terature 01^ *he Gld Testament will be studied with a view to
en inB
answers provided at the various periods to the problems which
Were
w'll be ^ ' an<^
c^arac*er
Jewish monotheism. The first third of the year
th f'Ven *° 3 Stuc^
*he historical books, the second third to the Prophets,
ast third to the Psalms and Wisdom literature.

Not offered 1963-64.
0ne

unit credit.

^ INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT.
study the New Testament documents against the religious and
Political b "if56
Christian cp°Und of the fifst century A.D., with particular attention to the
Pauline lett^111 *° rec0nc''e fhe opposing systems of Jewish and Roman Law. The
mtisideratio^5 r*'" ^ d'scussec^ as ^e earliest surviving documents, with special
Valine acc° ° ^ audl0rs interpretation of history. The contrasts between the
he con^rf
^ ear^ origins of the Church and that of the Book of Acts
'Kempt mad^
^noP^c Gospels will be examined critically and an
^1 and £| •*.° 0uhine the life and teaching of Jesus in the context of the cul^ten ^ ' eCa' c"s's
his day. The different solutions of the relationship
^ Book Mi an<^ ^tatC °^ered hy such writings as the Johannine Epistles and
^lnon °f th /jVe'at'on wih he considered. Finally, the process by which the
'n *he s
' eW Testament was determined and the importance attached to it
Jecood century will be studied,

ted 1963-64.

^ u"it credit.
The
** give ft°Se
*hese introductory courses to the Old and New Testaments
tafcral surv ? Student a sound foundation for Biblical studies, by means of a
mttodu
whole Bible, to acquaint him with its content, and to
ce jjj?
uu to the results of Biblical research and criticism.
^^ODUCTION TO ISLAM.
^"kdee ^°Se ,0^ ^his course is to examine the nature of Muslim culture, a
^hich is essential to an understanding of Middle Eastern pro em

124
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)

At the basis of this culture is the work and teaching of Muhammad, an ^
will be studied in relation to the social, political and religious situation o ^
day. The establishment of the Islamic empire in the century after Muham ^
death will then be considered, and its subsequent history and development) ^
special attention to the inter-relation of Muslim and European thought.
^
section of the course will consider the impact made upon the Islamic w ^ ^
the modern era by Western scientific and political concepts, and the atte!"^tjon
re-establish a coherent and viable Islamic society in a twentieth century S1
Offered 1963-64.
One-half unit credit.
31-32.

.

0F

A treatment, with required readings in original documents (in translatii
some of the major themes of Christian thought as represented by sue
Irenaeus, Origen, Augustine, Anselm, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Hooker,
macher and Ritschl.

HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT.

^

Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor.
One unit credit.
35-36.

.£f

Not offered 1963-64.

MODERN WESTERN RELIGIOUS THOUGHT.

JFL

A study of contemporary religious thought, Protestant, Roman Cath^ ^
Jewish. The subjects treated will include: the status of religious language,
(
eo ogy and the proofs of God's existence; faith and reason; the n_ ^
c ation, God and personality; creation and evolution; the problem °
{|
re om an human responsibility; the person of Christ in modern t l0prntesta
pro em of miracles and history; the idea of the Church in contemporary
at o ic theology; immortality and eschatology.
Prerequisite: Religion 31.32 or permission of the instr„ctor. Offered V
One unit credit.

sem'nar *s the character and expression of the
areumenfU^eCt|'n
Normallv Vt'™ * ** intellectual excepts of the modern Wester"
rltha,f 0f the
pwlosonhi^
will be spent in a consideration

notably those of R1St017 whlch- have been current during the Pas' ^
Speneler Tnv K osauet> Voltaire, Turgot, Condorcet, Hegel, Comte,
the significance T ^aWSOn and Butterfield. The discussion will be ce
man, and the
thlnkers for an understanding of the situation
°i r
events and the 6
°f thdr ideas t0 the Biblical understanding oi
% and the extent to which the Biblical concepts are still valid today
understanding of^a^^V0111^56 WtI1 COnsider the problem posed for the
8 °f mankind a«d the world by the scientific and technology!

SPANISH
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terms wh" h e,^Ues^on
whether it is possible to restate this understanding in
V'°'ence nehher to the classical Christian position nor to the
Khievem "t °c
will indud $ h m°C'ern thought. The material to be studied in this connection
such men as Charles Raven, Karl Heim, Teilhard de
Chardin K ! T W"tangs
^ > ar Jaspers, Rudolf Bultmann, William Temple and Richard Niebuhr.

"requisite; Permission of the instructor.
Une

Offered 1963-64.

unit credit.

^ADVANCED BIBLICAL STUDIES.

taking account SfU<^
"levanrp
.. °. ,C
b°°k
Prer

,°ne

*he hooks of either the Old or New Testament,
problems involved, the religious content and the
modern world.

crrbcal
in the

Permissl°n of the instructor. Not offered 1963-64.
fW
ne"half unit credit.

SPANISH AND RUSSIAN
Professor Browne, Chairman
.
Assistant Professor Bucsela
Spanish and Rus '
Slan are combined
although cprt~;
primarily for administrative purposes,
l8e°ml S,a,ements CM "PP'? "O b°">structu
fSes aie tended to give the student both a foundation in the
re 0f
c

COntinue
stude

nt's

instructio 3n^Ua^e
readin '°k-i'" tbe

courses in lUerat

^

anc^

practice in its use. Second-year courses will
language and at the same time develop the

spolcen
&

USC^U'

a'm

'n hself as well as in preparation for

A student ma
*n<l Composition\'°nng ln Spanish must complete 21-22 (Spanish Conversation
n Cervantes and
'C3St t*iree u°its in the courses in literature. The courses
6 "Pwent'eth Century are unit courses and are required, while
'^e rest are half
Um*' °r semester courses, and are elective.
There i
AttendaSnce°atmfo0rSessions

of lea(jIng

^

under the proper auspices, and at summer
language schools in this country, will be encouraged.
reign

universities,

SPANISH
1.2

Professor Browne

c

mENTARY SPANISH.
Grammar fnniR . .
Offereda '
' reading and pronunciation.
every year.
G,

UQit

credit.
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11-12.

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH.

Spanish S*UC'entS

one

year

college Spanish or two years of secondary'

Offered every year.
One unit credit.

ANISH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION.
language

C°UrSe. !S

intendeci

primarily for developing an ability to speal
writing Spanish,
quisite. Consent of the instructor. Not offered 1963-64.
Une unit credit.
WUh P"cUre als°

i3'p S™VEV.
r

°F
L.TBRATURB.
qumte; Consent of the instructor.
One-half unit credit.

Not offered 1963-64.

ANISH LITERATURE OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY.
and dranla.11"6

W'H

readin8s in

olir1^- C°nSent
^ne umt credit.
42'

SPANISH

of

the

the contemporary Spanish novel, short

instructor.

LITERATURE OF THE W„ J

Prerequisite: C

nsent
One-half
•
e naif unit credit

the instructor.

WoIk EL"h nov l
s
Prerequisite- C ' ^

Not offered 1963-64.

°R°"
Not offered 1963-64.

C NTURY SPANISH LiTERATURE"

T

e

rama' and

j6™

One-half1 unif
unit credit.

Poetry °f the period will be studied.

*nstruct°r-

Offered 1963-64.

LITERATURE.
One-half unit cred't

^ 'ns*ruc*or*

Not offered 1963-64.

the instruct°r.

Offered 1963-64.

OERVANTBS.
Prerequisite- Cons
0ne

unit credit,

°f
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Russian
80- Latin-American History.

COurse will count toward diversification in the Humanities
in the
Paper Same.Way as any advanced language course, but if this is the student's choice,
tli* S fe<^u.lred 'n
course must be written in Spanish. It will not count toward
the major in Spanish.

^requisite; Consent of the instructor.
One-half unit credit.

Offered 1963-64.

^Topics in Spanish Literature.
°f Spanish>UrSe ^ ^es'®ned

meet the needs of small groups of advanced students

P'Wquisite: Consent of the instructor.

One unit credit.

50°in JuNlOR
d

HONORS Coursb.

Stu^ for junior candidates for Honors under the direction of
toe Honnm
nors supervisor.
Cnt

One unit credit.

40°,n S ENlOR
d e

toe Honor.

Honors Course.
Stuc^

supervisor.
°ne unit credit.
0rs

i°r senior candidates for Honors under the direction of

Assistant Professor Bucsela
2

Gr^

EMENTARY russian.

Offprpj ' COmPosU'on, reading and pronunciation.
ed every year.
ne unit credit.
1^™R"ED,ATE

ne

u ^ery year.
unit credit.
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23-24.

RUSSIAN LITERATURE.

Russian literature in translation.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.

Offered 1963-64.

One unit credit.
31-32.

READINGS IN RUSSIAN LITERATURE.

Readings, in the original, from standard Russian authors.
Prerequisite: Consent of the instructor.
One unit credit.

Offered 1963-64.

HONORS, PRIZES, AND AWARDS
PHI BETA KAPPA

Elected in 1962-1963

BennettChotiner

John Charles Gerlach
wphen Carl Herbst
rt'derick Lord Houghton

&0L0C,

Amon George Liner, Jr.
Patrick Allan McGraw
Harvey Joel Sachs
Robert Haywood Scott, Jr.
Charles Garfield Singer Williams

READ'NG

FOR HONORS, 1962-63
HISTORY

J°hn McGee Ackermann

Alfred Dudley Barksdale
John Murray Capron
Steven S Fischman
John Brewster Hattendorf
Frederick Lord Houghton
Neal Michael Mayer
Henry Spruance Pool
Charles Perrin Radley
Richard Joy Scheidenhelm
Frederick Lewis Snider
Jeffrey Wick Way
William Kent Woods

jCVcn Lewis Goldberg
P«hWiIIiaraG®
^arvey Joel Sachs
-™« leray Schercr

?"« Smith Gullion

MATHEMATICS
T,

Thomas Hasbrook Curtis
Philip Joseph Harter
Frank Weber Munger, Jr.
Edward Thorne Ordman

Haywood

Scott Tr
Mark Taylor

John cllaA°d"S011
ClilI»>d

Ck8gett

PHILOSOPHY
Stephen K Brown
William Verner Coombs
Donald Bruce Hebb, Jr.
William John Henninger
Stephen Carl Herbst
Alan Joel Reich
John Landers Ross
William Richard Van Nest
John Waterston

aCh

CkWes® nSS°"
H»"enbeck, Jr.
®illi,m
Si pi
" "fltoo, Jr.

'^KZ Umz

m

]o^, , cKcrrow
Ed/ Wcdd Moore
VH

iepho

552?"

PHYSICS
David Douglas Brown
John Henry Zouck

sSlngerWiH

iams
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READING FOR HONORS, 1962-63 (Continued)
Eugene Kraus
Thomas Raymond Collins
Patrick Allan McGraw
Raymond Paul Gouin
John Christopher Scott
Lewis Mifflin Hayes
Morton James Spitzer, JrGoran Torsten Hemberg
PSYCHOLOGY
Harry Marion Humphreys
David Robert May
Joel David Kellman
Richard Salway Tuttle, Jr

POLITICAL SCIENCE

The Robert Bowen Brown, Jr., Prize in Biology, the gift of the late
Bowen Brown of the Class of 1911 and Mrs. Brown, in memory of t
° ert Bowen Brown, Jr., 1940, consisting of the income from one
ol ars, is awarded to the graduate who, in the opinion of the mem
epartment of Biology, has done the best original or research wor
during the current year.

^
^
^

No AWARD IN 1963
The George B. Ogden Prize, given by Thomas J. Goddard, 1903, >n ^

su

r. George B. Ogden, is awarded annually to the undergra ua
"!'S in COmPetition the best essay in English prose. Second prize
IYO2-63 to
nen

,

.j

PAUL FREDERICK KLUGE '64

of

Bo J''6 .Robert Frost Poetry Prize, the gift of Mrs. C. NicholS
1S a,Warded annually to the author of the poem submitted in
.•
1S ]u ged best by the Robert Frost Prize Committee.
Awarde 10

petiW"
6}t0

GILBERT ALAN YOUNG '66

for the Ge°r&e Giind Prize, given by Mr. George Gund, to be avard
W"tten ^ an undergraduate or seminarian on the
of rem hpS
^
tSS?
T"""® " s« f°"h
«« Constitution of the United
8 ln thls country after the American Revolution. Awarded in

f0rff
^
»

THOMAS HOWARD PRICE '63

memory O /"A I
1947 to 19s? a0

G'Go}dmith

^

Memorial Prize in History,

Goldsmith,

given

graduate who' faTtl?1"18
°f the income from $2300> may be awaf
f
accomplished ' th
°plnion °f the members of the Department o
current year
7 ar.

^

class of 1911 and a trustee of the

A
?? °utst^8 work
Awarded in 1962-63 to

in

the field

of

^ uD^
History.

&
t,.<

history **

FREDERICK LORD HOUGHTON '63

°f
of

hthtibwMor'm^8
the income 'from

^

h Mathem««",

sTooo*"
> 0, may

fhe gift of

°f the DePartment of

be awarded

to any

Mrs.

Al'^'

J ^^^te who,
undergradua

1

AWARDS
opinion of the memh
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c

promise in thic c„ij
thlS field-

° * e ^ePartment of Mathematics, has shown unusual
Awarded in 1962-63 to

EDWARD THORNE ORDMAN '65
M. GriggS) 1955 • Ut ^emor'al Prize in Political Science, given by Alexander
insists of books' of mem°r^
^is c^assmate, John Garrard Chesnut. The prize
'ht opinion of th ^ermanen* va'ue' anci is awarded to the undergraduate who,
rnost outstanding wot-6™
^ePartrnent of Political Science, has done the
6
Awarded in 1962-63 to
P°^^ca^ science during the current year.

PATRICK ALLAN MCGRAW *63
,3°.000

by Pickands^
annually'to

studies.

Indies, established by a gift of
in honor of the late Henry G. Dalton,
who is eligible to do graduate work in American
American

,s awarded

Cr.and ComPany
a senior

FREDERICK LEWIS SNIDER '63
"e Philip Wolcntt r • l
^8ma pj Fraternity '
Memorial Prize, given by Lambda Chapter of
r°fessor of English
_mernory °f Philip Wolcott Timberlake '17, Mcllvaine
's Phze is to be aw A C"3'0n College and charter member of Lambda Chapter.
e Chairman of thp n* °
annually to an undergraduate who, as determined by
Jn with the approval C^ar[ment °j English in consultation with the Department
a!s in the Departm ? 1 ,e ^resident °f Lambda Chapter, has written the best
°t. Awarded in 1962-63 to
R

N

AMON GEORGE LINER, JR. '63
Ft tig /\xi$ p
aSe
°nsists of |2j
J^
^r'ze< appropriated from the income of the Ryerson Fund,
^Petition.
purchase of paintings which are judged best in the annual
7

D
A
V
I
D D I A O '64
Chemical Pubh
'^ students who b ^A ^°m^an^ Preshman Achievement Awards are given to
,an 'n8 scholastic 'imaSe 00 die'r professors' opinion, have made the most outin 1962.53 to^r°Vement
^ginning chemistry, physics, or mathematics.
E

CHEMISTRY: MARTIN LEWIS MADORSKY '66
entat'cs: MICHAEL PAUL UNDERWOOD '65
ys>cs: DAVID LYMAN CRUMP '66

^^
''c'mentary

Ze*. tn

COUr

Se

Chemistry, awarded for excellence of performance in
m inorganic chemistry. Awarded in 1962-63 to

Pirst Prize: DAVID LYMAN CRUMP '66
,
,j ^ °°hihop AWa •
committe

e

econd

Prize: ZVETAN NIKOLOV ZAKOV '66

h * ^ awarded annually to undergraduates who in the judgment
3Ve done an unusually commendable piece of academic work

*32
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beyond the requirements of regular course work of the College.
1962-63 to

DAVID FRANKLIN BANKS III '65
JOHN SCOTT KERR '65
PAUL FREDERICK KLUGE '64

Awa

PERRY CARLETON LENTZ 64 ^
THEODORE LAURANCE WALC ^
STEPHEN EDWARD WEISSMAN

CHARLES SINGER WILLIAMS '63
The Scholarship Award, given by Major-General Lionel R. Kenyon in ^ ^
awarded to the group or division with the highest scholastic average, as
determined by the Registrar. Awarded for 1962-63 to
SOUTH HANNA
The Freshman Scholarship Cup, given by Major-General Lionel K
1924, is awarded annually to the freshman dormitory which has t
scholastic average. Awarded for 1961-62 to
LEWIS HALL
The Ashford Memorial Award Cup, given by the Iota Chapter

j,jghest

f the ^
^

Upsilon Fraternity, to be awarded annually in the spring to an undergr
ent of Kenyon College who, in the opinion of the judges, has ma e
notable contribution to theater at Kenyon. Awarded in 1962-63 to

stu.
^

JOHN BREWSTER HATTENDORF '64

of

The Paul Newman Trophy, the gift of Paul L. Newman of the Class o

^

is awarded annually in the spring to an undergraduate who, in t e ^
the judges, has given the most skillful and successful performance m

aC6n(

10 e

uring the

year. Awarded in 1962-63 to

ANDREW BENTHAM WORSNOPP '64
A A

he E'Malcolm

^^^

Anderson Cup, given in 1935 by the late
*he Class of 1914, is inscribed at each Commencement wit
e un ergraduate who, in the opinion of the undergraduates and t e
e most or Kenyon during the current year. Awarded in 1962-63 to

Eugel?

NAME

C

0 ers°n 0

~

hi

The G. E. College Bowl Team
<c\
NEAL MICHAEL MAYER
MICHAEL PAUL UNDER

.J ^ARLES GERLACH '63
RRY CARLETON LENTZ'64
, ,.

.6

.

annnall ^'"er Eratern'ly Singing Cup, given anonymously by an alumni.
annually to the division whose members win the Inter-Fraternity Sing.ng
No AWARD 1962-63
Hoag in^QVq" CoIleg' F°othall Sportsmanship Trophy, given by the late^
man who h
1! aWarded annually to the member of the football squad,

RP:

,HC SEASON ,HE

"I8L,ES'QUALI,IES

PATRICK JAY LOGAN '66

OF

g

|ctt
^

AWARDS

r
' J-'' M
nS
end of the swi" ^ ^ '®n
seas0n
'n 1962-63 to
i

n
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9 » e , p r e s e n t e d b y C a r l A . W e i a n t , 1 9 0 %
Weiant, Jr-, 1937, is awarded annually at the
the most promising freshman swimmer. Awarded

e m o r i a l P l a

t0

EDWARD RIGGS TELLING III '66
WILLIAM DOUGLAS WATKINS '66
chosen

Pase^aP Trophy, awarded annually to the player who is
by his te
13
8
Awarded in 1962*6 J ^
^ c0ac^ as t^ie outstanding member of the squad.

JOSEPH WILFORD ADKINS III '63
The PQhen ^ tp/
,h0««w

U"°"e
lacirrT'
given by Robert A. Weaver, Jr.,
by his tear^ ^ en^on' 's awarded annually to the player who has been
coac^ ^ the outstanding member of the squad.
Awarded in i%2 651^oGS

ch°sen

ROBERT WAITE MACDONALD, JR. '63
T&* Kenyon Klan c

2tMete of

the VP

A

awarded annually in the spring to the outstanding

Awarded in 1962-63 to

DAVID LLOYD EVANS '63
The J

^'Dually to the divis"^"^ ^.ro^T> 82ven by Mr. W. C. Stiles in 1953, is awarded
most points in intramural athletic competition.
" trophy become '°th SC°"n®
Ce years. Aw.irrWi c 6 Eerrnanent possession of the division which wins it for
awarded for 1962-63 to

SOUTH LEONARD
The Daniel 6j D

Warded annually T M*mor'a[ Trophy, presented by the 1959 swimming team,
e Host valuaKi
° C VarsitY swimmer chosen by his teammates and coach
e member of the squad. Awarded in 1962-63 to

DAVID LLOYD EVANS '63
,

T^e

Coaches A

. _ men chosen b
*' ^resente<^ by the Kenyon Klan, are awarded annually to
,rtstling, tennis tr ^ teammates an<d coaches in soccer, football, basketball,
aS
most valuable players in those sports.
'arded jn 19^2*^3

DAVID RICHARD SHEVITZ '63
°CC*R- DAVID BRUCE DAWSON '63
aske'baU: DAVID ALLEN SCHMID '64
resiling: RICHARD LOUIS RAY '65
E
S:
R "".' GEORGE MICHAEL CALLAGHAN '64
0 L ROBERT AUSTIN LEGG '65
RAC • JAMES WARRINER MONELL '63
°otball:
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ALUMNI AWARDS
The Henry Sellers Gregg, 1881, Cup is inscribed at each Commenceme
the name of the alumnus who has done most for Kenyon during the curre
Awarded in 1963 to

with

ROGER ARBOGAST HOUSTON '14
L„ forme
The Peirce Cup (formerly known as the President's Cup), given . c|as!
resident William F. Peirce, is awarded each year at Commencement o
^
having the highest percentage of its living alumni present on the Hill a
during Commencement weekend. Awarded in 1963 to
CLASS OF 1914
The Class of '21 Award, given by the members of the Class of 19
c ass whose percentage of donors to The Kenyon Fund is highest.
classes which have not celebrated their fiftieth

^
^

({|

^^

reunion. Awarded in

CLASS OF 1921

I Tin JBibJtiOP CHA5L MHUAi.
^hase Medal, established by a gift from Mr. George ®
, is awarded annually or biennially to a layman for devoted an
^plsc°pal Church. The first award was made

T fm

^49
^

Gwynn Mather of Cleveland; the second, in ^
Phelt! T
^
Clncinnati; the third, in 1951 to Harvey S. Firestone, jr..
the fl U
fif
in 100 ' ZJ956 t0 the Iate Mo"son R. Waite of Cincinnati; an
o Clifford P. Morehouse of Katonah, New York.

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
1962-1963
ill (l _
Abbott, Donald C
Ackermann, John M
Adkins, Joseph W m
Alford, L. Dixie '
Allen, Stephen T
barker, Charles T
Beck, Alan W
Bissell, T. Phillips Jr
5rown, James N. \ll
Bu", Michael D.'
Burnett, Benjamin E
k®Pi Nevin S
Cave, William x
Chenen, Robert
Chotiner, Bennett
^'eveland, Robert W
Co,'ey, David p
^°"ins, Thomas F
Colwell^ John pj

SENIOR CLASS
Dover, New Hampshire
Washington, D. C.
Circleville
Kissimmee, Florida
Holden, Massachusetts
Wichita, Kansas
Providence, Rhode Island
Detroit, Michigan
Medina
Villanova, Pennsylvania
Sandusky
Aurora, New York
Glendale, Missouri
Levittown, New York
McKeesport, Pennsylvania
Bronxville, New York
Princeton, New Jersey
North Olmsted

?Ughlan. J- Robert "jr
e> J• Curtis
'
^Urtis. Thomas
aws°n,

Defiance
Bronxville, New York

aI

Utica

David B
^eardorflf) Q Lincjje
f Oreo, Gerard A T
'santis, Richard T ' '
rabick, Rodger n
^ John X.
'Dvorak,

Mount Vernon
Chadd's Ford, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Shaker Heights
South Euclid
Mount "
Vernon
•"
Mount Vernon
Danville
Florence, South Carolina
Westport, Connecticut

» F- Thomas ..."

Js> Calvin L.
pVans. David L
,.ass'er> C. Richard
JJ

F|f

man,

emin
F
r°ster,8,

Steven S

Thomas C
p°ster, Richard C
Ie(JfTlan Ci «
pr'ednia
n, Stanley R
Calvin S
Qjl'ach, John C
' ^fliam A
r° ,dber8. Steven L

Toledo

Riverdale, New York
Westfield, New Jersey
\V7rtTrno "DzartocTrlx/'ant
Wayne,
Pennsylvaniaa
Flushing, New York
Englewood, New Jersey
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Sandusky
Brooklyn, New York
Swampscott, Massachusetts
Middletown, Connecticut

~

r,r , ^an- Robert W

David A
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Gouin, Raymond P
Grella, Michael L., Jr
Gueulette, David G
Gund, Graham de C

._ Salem, Massachusetts
Hempstead, New York
Mount Vernon

-

ZZZZ!

Hamill, David G
Hayes, L. Mifflin, Jr
Hemberg, Goran T

Cleveland

Pittsburgh,

ZZZZZZZZZ

Rahway, New Jersey
.... Kungalv, Swede"

Henninger, William J
Herbst, Stephen C

Riverside, lH'nOI|
"Great Neck, New York

Hershey, Stephen L
Hesse, Stephen B
Hobrock, Jon R. C
Hollenbeck, C. William, Jr.
Houghton, Frederick L
Hunter, Robert M
Iredell, Robert, IV

ZZ'
Kellogg, Seth, Jr. ..ZZZZZ"!

Kennett Square, PennsyM
Englewood, New J«*I
Birmingham, Mich'S3*
St Louis Park, Minn"0
Ionia, Mich#1
Long Beach, Cali^*1*
SoZhwick"'Masstfb^

Ketterer, William G
Keyes, James P

Butler, Pennsybjnl
Colunnbu

Kolczun, Michael C
Kraus, Eugene, Jr. ...

port Wayne, In(!ian3

...ZZZZZZ

Z Park Ridge, flf*

Kuehl, F. William
Kuppenheimer, Louis B., HI
Langer, Stephen E.
Laughlin, John L

^

-Y-ZZ.: "

E

brG.
Mabry, Donald J. " ...

Macdonald, Robert W„ Jr.
MacFarland, Robe,, M, ji/ZZr
g7

G

Novinson, Thomas .
en, Terry L.
Park, Robert J. .
PauIet, Adrain M
Pharis, B. David ..

Winnetka,
Brooklyn, New ^or
-

W

c ™N»z
atonic,
Antonio,^
"" Winnetka, Of
"" " CoyahoP F>ll!
s°uth

j

McDonald, John C
McGraw, Patrick A ~
McKee, David E.
Mieure, James P.
onell, James W.
Newhall, David

Pennsylvania

Gra"d

.3s V&*
'
Tol«*
Pennsylvafl,>

~

~

,

K
,r New Jer''

WeSl &IJ™ 1V
"'""TansZ.
E
Unio^

TTnc* Je^

> \jo
TL&
Webster Groves,
Red B
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^erce> Timothy E
ittman, Philip M.
rcss. Ronald A.
^rice> Thomas H
adley> C. Perrin
unsay, J0j,n g ^ JJJ
^dinger, Peter H.

Sewickley, Pennsylvania
Grosse Point Shores, Michigan
New York, New York
Hazel Crest, Illinois
Washington, D. C.
Baltimore, Maryland

*R !F> hitman H
0 lns, Patrick K

Caracas, Venezuela
*-°s Altos, California

SaT' ^°'in
c!l S', Harvey J
ae cthal, Kenneth P
James L.

Washington, D. C.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
South Euclid

* aden G. Fredric Jr
lt2e. Stanley
s7
E
^enzfeier, pauj w

Niles
Girard
Louisville, Kentucky

&'«• *•
'

avjd

Snider" r'861"' David
Snni

'

— -

R

rederick

L.

Prairie Village, Kansas
R.

Detr01t>

Michigan
Hamilton
San Francisco, California
Louisville, Kentucky

Cr'

Sp^
J°hn R
^/^hard p.
Stor,' aV'd ^
Stromb ^'C'lard ^
erg) Eric D. ...
$mt2 Samuel M.
Tay] ^3^ ^e° ®
\ ^°mas M

New Haven, Connecticut
Mystic, Connecticut
Grosse Pointe, Michigan
Worthington
Roslyn Harbor, New York
Hannibal, Missouri

Tuttjj R ° ^
Va,,
'c^ard S., Jr
Vgf v, °^' T^avid p.

Titusville, Pennsylvania
Decatur, Illinois
Cincinnati

Wachs St'
R.
ty3(jl ' ^ene M.
Wa]cg" ' ^°nald W.
Xd ' R ^e°dore L.
^aug'l, °^ert
Jr.
Wein ' ^'e°rge T., jr
Wij|Ja 3 ' Stephen C
VIK
?' Char|es S.
°odber
^°ods
^ane
^'Hiam K

Dearborn, Michigan
Mountainside, New Jersey
Mil ford
Detroit, Michigan
Sedalia, Missouri
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
Fayetteville, New York
Hillsdale, New Jersey
Mount Vernon
Danvers, Massachusetts
Cincinnati

*First Semester

KENYON COLLEGE
JUNIOR CLASS

t^

Adair, John A., Jr
Almirall, Robert E

Atchison, K^1
Gates Mi

Antebi, Albert A. ...ZIZZI
4lemS0S JcamCS W
Awry H. Shaeffer, Jr
Barksdale, Alfred D
®a«et, A. Ronald
Bensinger, John M., Jr
Biddle, James W
Black, Thomas F
Blois, Bruce D.
Bond, Thomas C

iffuhnrn Massad111^'
A"'

B°urne, Alan M
Breaks, Jeffrey C
®rooks- William F.,
®r°Wn' D- Douglas
Brown, Stephen K

M^ico City,
Palos Verdes Estates, C0£
Mahwah, New J«
Cleveland H#
louisville, KefltuJ
Louisville, Ken»
York, PennsylvafllJ
J. Rocky "|Vf

Lexington,
Mirada,

I

La

Jr.

Arlington, Vif
New Augusta,
Zane^1'"

Callaghan, George M. ..
Camper, John J

Arlington, V^CI

Penn^3"1
Grove
]'
W
Grf71
s't"ToZ,
var
p(r:e Pennsfl
,Z New ^
Manhas ,

f t

Cross, William C TIT
Davis, Stephen s"'

/• \STisc0flS'

Oconomowoc,

DeLorenzo, Arnold R
Dlao, David

^

Hamden,

Dorrance, Jeffrey""^"
rayer, Robert O
Ewald, Gordon A

^

WeSt°n'
BrPn

Dnger, Thomas N.
!f°nnan, Michael A
Gold, Jeffrey D

B

pt on, +*
fcali^

E

San Francisco,

Goldenberg, Stephens
Gordon, H. Charles
Graham, MarshZn
5"W, Ke„neth W " "
Gulhon, David s
Hackw°rth,

^

r"ZPCitv

Capron, John M. ...
Carpenter, William ~
Cass, William E Jr
Raggett, Michael' A.' Z
^arke, Thomas D.
Collins, Thomas R
Coombs, William V

Chestnut Hill,

-

^
- Detr0,t'
T<**
Corpus
Lansing,
,

J.

Pittsburgh,

ShelbyviUe» "
* First Semester
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^ Harris, Nicholas A.
Harter, Philip j
Hattendorf, John B
^Hebb, Donald B., JR
Holfrich, Douglas M. ...
Httsinger, David A
Hicks, Hubert G.
^Hilton, Clifford H
j|0use> Ralph D,
°We, Timothy L.
lumphreyS) Harry M
unt'ngton, Frederic W
j S o n , Andrew W
.en,z' Barry Q
Jnes' Richard H.
ass. Robert M.
eJrney- David G.
K
Joel D.
y, D. Perryj JJ
^jn8. B. Peterson .

Scottsdale, Arizona
Columbus
Western Springs, Illinois
Butler, Maryland
Hawthorne, Florida
Niagara Falls, New York
Cincinnati
Ogden, Utah
Cincinnati
Riverside, Connecticut
Eggertsville, New York
Troy, New York
Evanston, Illinois
Cincinnati
Lima
Woodmere, New York
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Detroit, Michigan
North Tarrytown, New York

Jf. Frederick
laR mann' ^enneth C
augh, Thomas D

Cleveland Heights
Berkeley Heights, New Jersey
Winsted, Connecticut

Lara ' ^"'ani H.
^ a> Edward T., JR
, ' Berry Q
j. . > Richard F.

Warren
Grove City, Pennsylvania
Roselle, Illinois
Anniston, Alabama

L-'caTT"' Farrand M.
Bynch
^rew
McC ' ^AR'ES H., IN
l^Plr^Bbe", Edwin L
O Ge°rge S., Jr.
I*0*. Martin

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Worthington
Miami, Florida
Baltimore, Maryland
Cleveland
Columbus

MfLiiTra' Alexan^er

Park Ridge' Illinois
Altoona, Pennsylvania
Weston, Connecticut
East Aurora, New York
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania
Grosse Pointe, Michigan

G.

^ Blenry
jf
MoJ6' ^°SePb I.
'?r' Erank ^ j
v. ach,
-p. '
•>>• John C. ...

ArchboId

lWu"1^ David C
°e> Alan S

St-

*First Semester
tSecond Semester

Louis, Missouri
Cincinnati
Chagrin Falls
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Phillips, Michael C
Piepho, E. Lee
Pine, Frank W

Madison, New Jet
Wilmette, fl"'
Baltimore, Maty®

ZZZZZZZZZZ

Pool, Henry S
Reed, Michael E
Reich, Alan J
Reid, Randall J
Roemer, Arthur S., Jr
Rowe, Timothy K
Royalty, Dale M., Ill
Saltus, Lloyd, II
Scarlet, Peter
Scheidenhelm, Richard J.
Schmid, David A. ..
*Schon, David E
Schulz, Lawrence D
Scott, J. Christopher
Seltzer, George L
Shapiro, Stephen E.
SMra, William A, i„
Sims, James A
Sprague, Thomas C.
Summerville, Eric A
Z
Terry, Michael H

ZZ

Glenshaw,

PenDSJ

^
1"
Nashville, Tenn«^
Watchung, New P
,
1 1
Kenilworth,

Baltimore,

Mary ® '

Toms River, New J
Lexington, Ken .
Morristown, New J
New York, New
.. Shorewood, W
1.

""""

Park Ridge'

ZZ
Z

„

Montclair, New je <
Baltimore, Mao
Springfield. Neff ^
New York, New
**>£,

"ZZ
Z

LaGrange, H'J
Caldwell, New J

,

Flint, Mich -

Sr-T' frUCe D
—ZZZZZZZZZZZZound Ridge, New^.lk
Br,
ch, James C
Verdery, Charles S
.. Ruxton, ^ .
Walhs, Stephen A
Philadelphia, PeD°SZ,i
W»se,ma„, Ronald E
7
Pittsburgh, J"",,r
aterston, John

Bethesda,

ay,

Jeffrey W
Willett, John H
Wood, Michael D.
Workman, Robert G.
Worsnopp, Andrew B.
Vamaguchi, Richard R,
k, John H
Annabie,

Jmm E.

Arnold, Jeffrey M
Backus, Gilbert R
Bales, Robert T
L

U

,.-

v

Zew York, New
Mount ^
ZeZcanaan,
NW °
d<
ZZ

Jr

Ni

Z- Glyndon, ^

SOPHOMORE

CLASS

'

'
— , y,
y0ungst°
New
P'
c

Princeton, N

* First Semester

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
James E., m
s, David p
edell, Charles A

Middletown
Atlantic Beach, Florida

an

7 B'«« A

obe,ii„

^rana8an, James J

St. Albans, New York

gf0Wn> Frederick O.

Johnstown, Pennsylvania

^n» Larry R
Un gaard.

B

Reading, Massachusetts

R- Michael

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

BZ ' ^av'd L
r \ ^ar°n R

Montgomery, Alabama
Vermilion

>beI1' William E. ZZZZ
r Z' J®!10 B

Da^
Highlands, New Jersey

,Wiiliam C., JR.

Ceas°

Chentow
Undone

Amsterdam
~

Spafks' MaryIand

University Heights

L

Clarke n'

,,lam

Clenl

ld

M

G. .

Youngstown

ZZZ

Cleveland

Crafts c
Jr
Crawl' tC^ben ^
Cr°mehn J"1 F
Cuff , ' J°'ln M., JR_

Deas R -n
D°b$'on

Doepj. '
D°vj. '

Gates Mills
Jackson Heights, New York
Z"

Snyder, New York
Syosset, New York

m

Z"

G.

Baltimore, Maryland
ZZZ

Napoleon
Rumson, New Jersey
Ann Arbor, Michigan

sseH

T., jy
"drew R

Uunlap ZZ L
ert M., J
'Dyer ^
F
Edahl t.ert

S^"D
Fer^^

14 J

Jr. .

Cincinnati
Detroit, Michigan
East Liverpool

-

T°W°

Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

10

f»S °lG,Bi7 JL::::::—
s
Fisher j a
'n
Foley Z .rey ^

A—J
~

Gab|e jZ® ^
Giarjgp^ 0
Glogo^, °' ^°SePh J.

Dobbs Ferry, New York
Cleveland
-

Buffalo, New York
Concord, Massachusetts
Lenox, Massachusetts

Goidj^Z Michael H.

Glen Head, New York

Hilton ' Fob'n F.
'son '• Williafri §
Hawjj ?!. ^Fron D.
Hea|y' ®nneth L. ..

Louisville, Kentucky
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
Cincinnati
Lancaster

S

E
lnger.

South Euclid

Edward G

Butler, Maryland
Girard
* First Semester
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Heintz, John H
Hewitt, Peter E.
Hill, J. Gregory A
Holt, John S
Houser, Mark H. .
Hughes, T. James, Jr. Z
Hurwitz, Burton J.

Wenham, Massach^
Denver, Colora^
Everett, Washing
Lake Forest, flj*
Chicago, III"101,

Hylton, William A., Jr. ZZ
Isaacs, Timothy F

.""Baltimore,
Cifld"111

ZZ
ZZZZ

lwasa,

Warren M.
Jessup, Peter G.
Johnson, George e
Jordan, Raymond E., Jr.
Kaltenbach, Gary E

Honolulu,
c" Z Island Ne*Vs
Mol^ Z
Pittsburgh,

Ffenl1

Kerr.

John S
K,ug, Kenneth R
Kooistra, Frank L.
Kooistra, John E

Langston, David L
Leahy' Michael M.Z
Legg, Robert A.
herchen.
\X/;n:
~ ttt"
hen, William
r

Pennsy|va ^

cZZiSTNewJ^
^
-^

Znewell Ne*

T

-

a\/'r Ne*
an '
Briarcliff
Briarcnn i
*jjCbip

SNIZZZZZIZZZII.'IS^'^J*
^^Z===Z=»SS
Long,

D. David
°Ve> Wiliiam D
Lund, PederC
Lynn, John A
Maggs, Richard R
Mayer, Douglas F

ne
le' Ken'^
— L0U'SV' Net K
RumS°Ziis ^
India"a^ &lif>
Claremon ,
ShelbyV

Frederick ",
', James, Jr.
McKinzie, Dwain tt
McKnew, Dennis'C
cSwmey, c

-

- ** *«** C#*
t Ne*
Stony B
' r, 10^'*^
Indianapohs, ^
" p

S&6W: »"=Z
GPSL*

=SSTFG
===========

Mdler, John
r>

A

Richard A

North
Colunjbus,
. Cleveland

^

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Mitchell, Kemp L
Moffat, Everett H
Moran, Thomas T
Mullett, Peter W
Newcomer, N. Stevens
Norwood, Stuart E. S
Grdman, Edward T
®rr> Samuel J, jy
1 assoth, Richard E
cters> Richard I
Nttigrew, Edward W
helps, Richard M
°Wers, David E.
^ratt> Robert G.
7i Richard L.
ejnicker, James D
^eiss, Wil|jarn g ^

T8e, c. Frederick III
' Gordon J.
ava> M. Dan Hi
oanf Tk
'
> momas R.
'"er, Michael B
^^uclcer, Douglas L
-J*. Michael P
c'ff> John E.
J- Douglass T
; j
sj8**. Victor B ' f
$ij/nnian, Sylvan J
' Russell G
toward E
Sp.
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Morristown, New Jersey
SewickJey, Pennsylvania
Akron
Williamsville, New York
— Gibsonburg
Peterborough, New Hampshire
Wheaton, Maryland
Greenville, Pennsylvania
Upper Montclair, New Jersey
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pleasant Ridge, Michigan
Rockville Centre, New York
Springfield, New Jersey
Burlington, Vermont
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Bellevue

-

Wilton, Connecticut
East Orange, New Jersey
Utica, New York
Fredericktown
Middletown
Snyder, New York
McKeesport, Pennsylvania
Miami Beach, Florida
Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania
~
Lexington, Kentucky
Lawrence, Massachusetts
Baltimore, Maryland
Cincinnati

Stam
^ames, Jr
$ttver' J°hn K.
V nS' ^°uRlas H
James L
S
Sw !' ^°^>er^ M.

r;»

> Thomas L
David

Kingston, Pennsylvania
Larchmont, New York
South Euclid
Fairport Harbor
Lyons, New York
-

Weirton, West Virginia
Wilton, Connecticut

as>

Tud^' ^illia"i C.~.
Tu l f'
II
T Cr> John C
V ^>ood ivfi . , i t,
P
1J
AhS*'
^ckoli"^ A
•-

Dayt°n
Cornwall-on-Hudson, New York
Sheridan, New York

-

Akron

Hewlett, New York
v u Bend
North
Breda> Netherlands
Cincinnati
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V ockrodt, Robert M
Vogeler, Alan R., jr
Wachs, Timothy

Lewiston, New Y<"(
Cincinnati
Mi'^

Waitzkin, Frederick C
talker, William C

New York, New

ZSZII
..
.ZZZZZZ

Webster, William H

Wettzman, Stephen
W-* Henry B .
Williams, James E

Iinden

New J««

£ SL
e„ifc "
Nap

Wissman, William W. ...
Wortnran, Richard N
..."
Wnescher, M. Leslie, HI ......
Young, James S., J
r
Zuydhoek, Paul B.

.. W
Louisville, Kentuckv

Belvedere, ««"'
Knsburgh, PenW1""'
Kirkwood,
. Mass'"'

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZBrtadtfM**^ ^

Abramsnn A*- , ,
Zl
r M,chael H
Adkins, John R
Babcock, Alan W.

FRESHMAN CLASS

Barker, Christopher H. ...
Barrett, Charles L

^^
, Tff<r
pjainfield, New er;
Circled
New Y°fk
Sewickley, PennsyNan
Sewickiey,
ycfs

sZ"
H.ZZ

Baumbach, James"

Bergh, Barry M
feney,
L„4
Bidlingmeyer, Brian A
Bhdner, Bruce B
Blocher, Bruce K
Boal, David W. ...
Bowers, Thomas K

® , ' n New J**
CiW"
New Y";!
0*
" "V"*'pennsyl^
Bndgeville,
^

Bowman, L. Lee Tr
Boyd, James L Jr

7annert^
New Canaan, ^ yflli

Boynton, Geoffrey R
Brogan, F. William ' Jr
Brown, Geoffrey P
Buckley,

John T

urr, Michael
Busch, Eric S

Gle"

7' fjew Y*1
Vest Vi#""
Weirton, W
^

t

Terre

T|lir>o

Baiting ^ ^
Rockaway,. * ^

R

£££::::::—:::::zzzr'^^

?™«w, Richard A.
Carlson, peter s
,C«".

7"„„, H>"
^
P0*1

D„„„;L

S

-g,
Charlotte, >"

* First Semester

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
Thomas E
^er, A. Davison
Case, John O
Catlin, Roger W
Chason, Steven L
Coblin, W. South T
Cocks, John C Jr
Cole, James P '
Conafay, Stephen R
Conway, Richard D
C°ok, Robert L T
C°°ke, Stuart A '
Coppins. Craw T T
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Carr,

Evanston, Illinois
Millbrook, New York
Bantam, Connecticut
Wheat Ridge, Colorado
Royal Oak, Michigan
Lexington, Kentucky
Bronx, New York
Doylestown, Pennsylvania
Chevy Chase, Maryland
Gorham, New Hampshire
Kent

Lexington, Kentucky

-

Cowlin, James S
Crabtree, Charles G.
Craig, George H Jr
Crump, David L'
^avis, Robert E
*DelVesC0, Michael T
Lenoon, Ashby E A
C^eWitt, Robert M T

Ms

Gates Mills
Gambier
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
Sewickley, Pennsylvania
Houston, Texas
Grosse Pointe, Michigan
E°rt Lauderdale, Florida
Wycombe, Pennsylvania

!?ibbIe> Frank B, jr.
u'ckson, Robert T
Liehl, William T
Bolwick, William T

Akron

Mountain Lakes, New Jersey
Greenwich, Connecticut
Manheim, Pennsylvania

Michael R
'San, John J in
Cgger, g fat'e
Elster., Kurt R
F*ans,- Charles S
arney,

Cleveland
-

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Park Ri<^ge' IIlin°rs
Westport, Connecticut

Brian G

£arrar, Frederic D
e'n> Richard R
ernbach, Harve
berfsch, W. Hern
Robert I "m
Footp David w'' 111
Fost
(
°Ster
- James H TTT
. ,
"I
^laendeTr
"> ®
r> Gary E.
Fri&ii,_

blander, Mit h
aillard TkajjC C
a'laher, Charl
Gasi*r, LoweM**
b

Deerfield, Illinois
Barrington, Illinois

Glen

-

^
^

Ellyn'

IIIinois

Garden City, New York
Hastings-on-the-Hudson, New York
Flushing, New York
Honduras, Central America
^
Weston, Connecticut
Weymouth, Massachusetts
rrl-ifc
ZZZZZZZZZ CU.Ur
Shaker Heights
Huntington Woods, Michigan
Huntington Woods, Michigan
Highland Park, Michigan
Needham Heights, Massachusetts
Fairview Park
* First Semester
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Gaunt, David J.
Gibson, William B., I]
Gledhill, R. Scott, Jr.
Gorden, Robert J.
Hall, Sherwood E., II]
Harrison, Michael E.
Hartsel, Norman C.
Hasse, John G.
Hazlett, James C., Jr.
Heinlen, William F.
Hoden, Leon C., Jr.
Hoffman, Nikolas K.
Holmes, George H. Ji
Honbo, Ken S.
Hornstein, Alan D.
Howard, Chalmers C
Hudson, Perry E„ III
Huff, George A
Huggins, Frederick G.
Irwin> George H., in
Jarrett, James W.
Jenkins, John C.
J^sen, C. Weber, Jr.
Judson, William W.
aitsa, George, Jr
Kaplan, James M
*Keyser, Roger D '
Kd>b«Robert J., Jr.
K-irlc. James R.
Kleiner, Eugene S.
Koblentz, Daniel E
Kochman, Richard s
Kooiker, J0n C.
Kovac, Michael D.
°Pa, James C.
Land, David P.
Lasb, James R.
Lebensohn, jeremy N
J-ee, Arthur R., m
Leonard, Robert K
Lj^enton, Lawrence F
J-,n«er, James A.
°gan, Patrick J
L°ng, Rogers L.

REGISTER OF STUDENTS
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Bow, Robert A. Jr
Lowey, John r'

Cranford, New Jersey

Luchs,' Robert A

Rocky River

Madorsky, Martin L

Flushing, New York
Daytona Beach, Florida
S°Uth °ranSe> New Jersey
Laguna Beach, California
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Jackson, Michigan
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania
Mountain Lakes, New Jersey
Royal Oak, Michigan
Aurora, New York
1
"
Mount "
Vernon

Mankowitz Carl S
Mann, Charles W
*Martin, Christopher
Martone, Louis H
Mason, Thomas A
Mauro, James G T
McBurney, James' C
McKnight, William B
Meacham, Donald"!7 ' ^
Moffitt, John T
^Mondron, Peter T
*Mor
fawetz, Richard B
Worrison, John W
Mo
T
T» t
M°YER, Robert

Marietta, Georgia
A rli'nrrfnn
VirfTtnt^
Arlington,
Virginia

9
P 'J *

Is,olai>,

Richard T
^'aistead, Edward'M""T
Fabst, Jerry ^
'» Jr

Wilmington
Chappaqua, New York
New Castle, Pennsylvania

Pah'c.

Michael J
Charles F jy
Pendexter, James F
Perry> David B
Plerce, Denis B

Cincinnati
Honolulu, Hawaii
Baltimore, Maryland
Grange, Illinois
Tuckahoe, New York
Hinsdale, Illinois

Peace>

p°etker,

Richard' A

Chevy Chase, Maryland

p0rterfiHd, Steve P

Napoleon

pf,Ce. Howard E Tr
Jr0ct°b Earl W V
Randies, Richard F
Richard W T
D. Patrick '
Pe?nolds Gerald V
)
William P
PHgeway Antu
~
R°hrer, john C °ny
S. Albert B' m
Ross, John D
R°throck M R • •
R«tter| john A r'tain' ^
^Rent, Dav-j '.^
Uavid A

G*
!f
Painesville
Tallahassee, Florida
Binghamton, New York
Bronxville, New York
Louisville, Kentucky
Wyckoff, New Jersey
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York
Naples, Florida

EAST LIVERP00,'

°lean' NeW Yo
Rome, Georgia
Marshfield, Massachusetts
Lawrence, Long Island, New York
Perrysburg
* First Semester
tSecond Semester
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Schmidt, Richard H

Shelbyville, Kentucky

Schwartz, Robert M., Ill
SAweppe, John F.
onendan, Peter S.

... Marie®
BtomMd"Sk »»

Shullenberger, John D.

Lakewo®

...I"

Indianapolis, I*

Sm'rh' wChaeI C
Smith, Edward B

Lewistown, Pea»si''":"
ToN°

Smith, Richard I., Jr

*SneveI, John H
Soderstrom, Robert

North Canto"

Novelty

sZZZZ

Victor, New York

Southgate, James C.

Raiding, R0y p
Sparrow, Victor H

Park Ridge- M®0?

TTT

IZZZZZZZZZ*C*iWord,

Massage®

I I W

SP'ing, Stephen R." "

Ph"addpto'

s^;ZfLD':=
Steniowski, Mark

Brookhaven,

^^

Sterne, Theodore D

Bethesda, Mary1"";

Telling, Edward R., m

'

haraud, Barry C

Rockford, lHin°''
Maplewood, New J«*

Thompson, Dale ....

ZZose Massach"^

Todd, Gordon L„ mZZ
Tokumaru, Cliff„rd j

PrtaSTn>es.

H>*>

Pnn

Tompkins, R. Stephen ..

Ri'dgewood, Ne«

Toney Th0mas

" I*.

E

Tntsch, John p.
Turnbull, Edward R

CMOr,

Mi*»

!„„Iis Mi"1"'
Minneap
-

CUlo, Charles A

Yorl

Wrich, William

Want*g

Van Haren, Richard

£j

D

Volkuwitz, Alfred E

Walker,

C.

Jtocky
a|if<

« ritv ^isS°

Terrence Z

Detroit,

Walker, Owen K

Ill'1"

Wang, Koichi ..
Watkins, William D
Watt,

James D

Wees, James

D"

Z Kobe,
Ikuta-Ku,
Birming

Jr

J'

Lancaster,

Welsh, Harold K

Shawnee Miss

Wdty, John H

, '

"V"^

enneth

Woodrum,

^

C<>1

Peter A.

It: K,htopha f:
wr

-

^V

Wentworth, Jeffrey^
h'te,

plnnsyl^"

J.
w,lter C'ZZZZl
* First Semester
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Young, Gilbert A
Zakov, Zvetan N
Ze'bi, Victor M ' Tr
Zinn, Stephen B"'
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Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Cleveland Heights
Ypsilanti, Michigan

Clarksburg, West Virginia

Harold G

SPECIAL STUDENTS

Killbuck

irst Semester, 1Q6? <3
Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
freshmen
TOTAL

Second Semester, 1962-63
128
119
150

-

205

602

Seniors
Juniors
Sophomores
Freshmen
Special
TOTAL

fSecond Semester

124
113
149
196
1
"583

KENYON COLLEGE
THE ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-FIFTH COMMENCEMENT
June 2, 1963

DEGREES IN COURSE
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Stuart Edgerton Learned
Amon George Liner, Jr., magna cu
Sterling Carter Louthan
ri!P^en Jhayer Allen
Donald Joseph Mabry, cum lauae
Charles James Berkey
Robert Waite Macdonald, Jr.
Philip Richard Berrian
Robert Malcolm MacFarland, JrTheodore Phillips Bissell
Jr., cum laude Barry Joel Mankowitz
5m,es Nelson Brown III
David Gillmore Mapes
Michael Dudley Bull
David Edwards McKee
Benjamin Ernest Burnett
James Philip Mieure, cum
Nevm Stuart Camp
James Warriner Monell
William Thompson Cave Tr
1 j
David Gillette Newhall
Thomas Novinson
wSSS?0-*"1
Terry Lawrence Owen
Robert Joseph Park, Jr.
Adrian Marcel Paulet
Cou
hla
Tamesr
• Cree
S n, Jr.
Arthur Pellman
James
Curtis
David Bunsen Pharis
GeraH F^H^Deardorff
Timothy Ellis Pierce
Philip McMillan Pittman
Ronald Alan Press
Thomas Howard Price
FredThher°T^bk'!'
John Breckinridge Ramsay U
Whitman Hawley Ridgway
Patrick Kennedy Robbins
Garl R,chard Fassler
Nicholas John Sabin, Jr.
R'SSufeFJemin«
Kenneth Paul Schaebethal
George Fredric Schladen, Jr.
Stanley Robert 2^'"
Stanley Edward Schultze, JrW*
gjj™ Stevens FrostjT'
Victor Allan Schur
Paul MacLeod Schwenzfeier
David Richard Shevitz, cum laua
.
David Ralph Shollenbarger, c
John Richard Sommer
Richard Frederick Spinner
David Hall Stiles
ShSL
Richard Frederick Storey
Eric Decatur Stromberg
R
HOBROCK
Samuel Maxwell Sugden
Leo Bernard Sultzman
John Howard Teare
f ""am Gwge'Ke? Uuie
David Peter Van Looy
^es Peter Kfyef tterer
Ren6 MacArthur Wachs
yu£e
Donald William Wadland, cum
.
Jr
Hedenc^Wifl1^
Theodore Laurance Walch, cu
Uehl
Louis Bernard if
Robert Benjamin Ward, Jr.
George Theodore Waugh, Jr.
Stephen Charles Weingrad
Nathan Dane Woodberry
Josephwlilford Adk°ns IlT
Lester Dixie Alford

^I

TT:I^ »°-
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ONE HUNDRED THIRTY-FOURTH COMMENCEMENT

BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH HONORS
^^eMeUCh^ne^3""' """ ***?'» High Honors in Biology
Thomas Hasbroolc C S1"nma cu™ ^a"de, Honors in Biology
Steven S Ftcbm
' cum/aude> H°nors in Mathematics
CUm laude> Honors in History
John Charles C^rL T
Steven SwUCnUU*'"* f?™, laude> Honors in English
8i
Robert Walter Gol/m
jg Honors in Biology
Raymondfe'?" t"de' High Honors in Economics
Uin
Lewis Mifflin Haves Tr °
' ^°"orsIin Pollt.Ical Science
Goran Torsten Hemho/o- ' CUT jUd?>.Honors in Political Science
.
William John Hennin^ aude> High Honors in Political Science
C"!n ^ude\ Honors in Philosophy
Stephen Carl Herbst
Charles William H^nTl/V2 \a
' Highest Honors in Philosophy
Frederick Lord Houehton
°T laude> Honors in English
. Eugene Kraus Tr* urVtT laude> Highest Honors in Elistory
n
David Robert Mav m '
Honors in Political Science
p ,
f\Teai U.W c'im laude, High Honors in Psychology
PaWd Allan McGrlw^hae! Mayer, Honors in History
Charles 'v!?™ D/I' Highest Honors in Political Science
John Landlrs J6"1" Rade?' H°nors in History
SS CUm tauae,
ude> Honors in
Harvey
darvey JToel
in Philosophy
0el Sarh ° '
James Lerov <ZrU ma&na cun} laude, Honors in Biology
R .
Crer
CUm
aude
t Haywood Scott T •
'
-> Honors in Biology
Frederick T m,;cWTS cum ^aude, High Honors in Economics
la
Thomas Mar JT»u' "T ?de> Honors in History
Richard Salwav Tml 0IT CUm aude> Honors in Economics
Chari J^'hiam Richarrl v
iT' cum ^ai'de, Honors in Psychology
3rles Garfield Singer Wur" NeSt' cum laude- Honors in Philosophy
William Vr, 'f™ m^na cum laude, Highest Honors in French
William Kent Woods, High Honors in History

LIEUTENANT UNITED STATES AIR FORCE RESERVE
John R0k

(Commissioned June 2, 1963)

Cough'an, J
Fred Th
r
s Dvorak
Roh
rt Baywood Scott T

Samuel Maxwell Sugden
Leo Bernard Sultzman
Nathan Dane Woodberry

SECOND LIEUTENANT RESERVE OF THE
UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
(Commissioned June 2, 1963)
Robert MacKown Hunter
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B E X L E Y

H A L L

BACHELOR OF DIVINITY
Harold Carleton Baum
Roy Allen Benjamin
Robert Charles Brook
Sydney Eugene Cowlin
Charles Henry Gill, Jr.
Arthur Clayton Hadley

Charles Francis Menoug'
Donald Wilder Menzi
Robert James Mitchell
Paul Henry Moser
William Jessie Red^n
Thomas Charles Shepi
Robert Lee Sorensen

HONORARY DEGREES
DOCTOR OF CANON LAW

William Clinton Seitz

DOCTOR IN DIVINITY

Robert Malcolm Ward
E5avid Elton Trueblood

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Harvey Brooks

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

Robert Roswell Palmer
Robert Lawson Shaw
James Marshall Osborn

THE KENYON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The
union, dates i' .aSSOc'at'on
alumni, known as the Kenyon Alumni AssoWas reorganized ltS fresent ^orm ^rom June 15, 1931, when the existing association
Const'tut*on adopted.
with few amendm" *
Under that constitution, which
a"d of the theol mentS *S *n e^ect today, every graduate of the collegiate department
eF)artrnent
°f Bexley Hall
the College; every matriculant of the College and
degree from the CoH^ ^ 8ra<^uat'on
^is c^ass 1 anc^ every holder of an honorary
divinity faculty ' ° ^' W|let'ier t'le degree be voted by the collegiate faculty or the
^ ' S automatically a member of the Alumni Association.
e'ected

— s;x ^
'S !'ie executive body of the Association, its members being
presenting each 1 ? | °Ciatlon from its membership, six by the Council, and one
a'"mni i excess of^fifaSSOC'at*on wilh an additional representative for each fifty
n
t0ta^ rnern^>ership °f the Council is about sixty.
Te Council hold° '
rcgular meeting I fS annua' meeting at Gambier in June of each year and a
For th

C°lleSe

^

thC aUtUmn-

m'"(e

of the Cou °?S transa^t'on
alumni business, there is an Executive Com^embers elected k*"' ' consast'nS °f the president of the Council ex officio and nine
^rhaps

C°Undl f0f

t

'mP°^tant

tefmS

°f

threC yearS'

^°®mittee of the Co
of the Association and of the Executive
Motion by the Asso -UI!C^ 's
nomination by the Executive Committee, and the
tW° a'umn' each Year to serve for three years each as
Alumni Trustees of^h'100'
c alumni six r
C
un<ier the Constitution of the College, thus giving
acry third year jPres^ntataves on the Board of Trustees. One of these, elected
binary)
. , y * e members of the Bexley Alumni Society (alumni of the

I

^unction

Mder 0f a desree fr0m Bex,ey HalL

•»«ch0(
it, there^*1'^00 cen*ers
the country, where there are enough alumni
a ^'hich it i j
a ^0Cal alumni association, taking the name of the city or area
s QCa^ ?
1 Col| g j
e
e e n man ' These local associations, which are active and are helpful to
" Umn' Secretary ^ W,a^S' carry °n their activities with the help and guidance of the
Tie 4iu
' 3n C'eCt '°Ca' °®cers yearly.
Warrant

y *S 'n residence in Gambier.
diUni as Secreta
He has been elected by the
mmittee 0f the^ °
Association, the Alumni Council, and the Executive
. College and B ?UnC^" ^he relations of the alumni to the whole institution,
3re
concern. Jr§e against the ^ ^
The Alumni Secretary's budget is a
,eepin8 the record
^ °PeratinS account of Kenyon College. His duties include
all alumnf' °r8anizin8 and helping maintain local alumni associations;
'al and increamat-erS 3t ^ College and supervising those in the field. Of
J 'e<l toward th5'"8 'nteres* are programs, sponsored by the Alumni Office,
f facet of th' ^ un<^erstancling by alumni of the current teaching at Kenyon.
UfI1ni Co
S Fro8ram is an annual address by a faculty member to the
Uncj,
! 'n Gambier f
' th& title "Teaching at Kenyon." This series has been
0r the past thirteen years.
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THE KENYON ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
AND
THE ALUMNI COUNCIL
OFFICERS FOR 1963-64
President
CHESTER W. SMITH '33, Detroit
Vice Presidents
JACK O. DOERGE '46, Cleveland
WILLIAM R. CHADEAYNE '50, Columbus
Secretary-T reasurer
BRENT A. TOZZER, JR., '39, Gambier
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL
Chairman
CHESTER W. SMITH '33, President, ex officio
Secretary
BRENT A. TOZZER, JR. '39
u. 196l-1964
Bradley '48
Arfi
R ;
^Id Tv""'30
J- oung 40

1962-1965
Randolph D. Bucey '50
Peter O. Knapp '52
Herbert J. Ullmann '52

1963-1966
Lawrence G. Bell
Edgar G. Davis 5^
Robert H. Legg

MEMBERS OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL
(a) At Large (Elected by the Association)

Howard A^Brajigy

^^
XT'L
n,

196lioC A
** E
Fred Barry Tr
fy' Jr'

„

it:»

v

42

'

•"

(b) Elected by the Council
,
««•««
Randolph D. Bucey '50
Jack O. Doerge
David W. Jasper '38
Robert H. Legg 39
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MEMBERS OF THE ALUMNI COUNCIL
(c) Elected Yearly by Local Alumni Association
Akron-Canton (Ohio)

William S. Beese '59
Walter H. Blocher '25
J°hn E.Zeller'50
Indiana (Indianapolis)

8ar G. Davis '53
Charles R. Stires'32-B'35
Zi°h>0 (Colunbus)

Fr' LT R'

Chadeayne '50
frank M. Mallett '34
Joseph A. Morton '12
Chicago

' ells Simmons'30
Herbert Ullmann '52
'50

j<2SdpAPBTs.tead
Octroi, '
'°Vlch '53
?°na|d Gillis 'si
rf

V'd Harbison

'48

S***. Smith '33

Ch,Sp•'^•b.ouo)
to *41

Kaii

Knox r*
E r nest

]T

ChaP'in

'62

Bennett

'21

L Bo

8ardus '46

r^rdsTT'47
47
1

,Pa<ldi'>Slon

McMasters '53

Miami Valley (Dayton, Ohio)
Dr. Arthur B. Lewis '30
John K. Widmer '38
New England (Boston)
Reginald D. Wells '25
New York
Kenneth Bennett '30
James H. Boyd '24
Dominick M. Cabriele '53
Salvatore Capozzi '56
Will S. Reed '60
James D. Squires '50
Hugh D. Stier, Jr. '32
Carl H. Wilhelms '30

Charles Greaves '57
J°^W.Rowe.56

r-""nl,A' Wlhls,r°m

Mansfield (Ohio)
W. Herbert Rusk '25
Maumee Valley (Toledo, Ohio)
Rev. Arthur W. Hargate '36-B'38

'29

Northern Ohio (Cleveland)
Randolph D. Bucey '50
William M. Donley '39
Paul T. Evans '60
Joel F. Holmes '59
David A. Kuhn '51
Thomas J. Kysela '58
Bill B. Ranney '52
John C. Young '50
Ohio Valley (Wheeling, W. Va.)
Louis S. Whitaker '50
Philadelphia
Robert S. Price '58
James M. Propper '51
Pittsburgh
Caryl Warner, Jr. '55
Donald J. Young '40
Southern California (Los Angeles)
Frederick A. W. Stiefler *38
Washington-Baltimore
Lloyd J. Derrickson '47
Robert E. Goodnow '48
John J. Sted '37
Western New York (Buffalo)
C. Murray Cott '29
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LOCAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
xnc /VSMJUATION
President

FRANCIS "SKIP" MELL '58, 2730 Juno PI., Akron 13
Vice President

JOHN E. ZELLER '50, 308 East Iron, Dover
Secretary-Treasurer

DALE M. HOLWICK, JR. '50, 4l5-19th St., N.W., Canton 9
Admissions Chairman

JOHN F. BEESE '58, Merestead Farms, Uniontown

THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL INDIANA
P

President

GAR G. DAVIS '53, 10391 Orchard Park Drive West, Indianapolis

A
'RT

H' EASTMAN

TAMP„ u

Vice President
'54, 6120 North Sherman Drive,

Indianapolis

Secretary-Treasurer

n

RODINSON, JR. '56, 6353 North Central, Indianapolis
Admissions Chairman

HOMAS P. JENKINS '28, 434 Blue Ridge Rd.,

Indianapolis

8

THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL NEW YORK
p.

President

• EUGENE STAMM '28, 616 Cherry Road, Syracuse 4
WITTIA, T) ^
u

Vice President
RAHAM 42, 601 Syracuse-Kemper Bldg., Syracuse

.

Secretary-Treasurer

LAN PUGSLEY '56, 102 Saslon Park Drive, Liverpool

THE ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL OHIO
GRANT \Y/ rPresident
• COOKE '52, 80 West Cooke Road, Columbus H
F A/ft Tn n

^

Vice President

AY RUSSELL '47, 187 Cornell Court, Westerville

WILLIAM C n

.

Secretary-Treasurer

AIRD 29, 1874 Collingswood Avenue, Columbus
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,

LOCAL ALUMNI
THE ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGO

President
RICHARD L. THOMAS '53, 630 Park Blvd., Glen Ellyn

Vice President
CHARLES L. BARR, JR. '48, 742 Madison Street, Winfield

Secretary
ROBERT W. ROWE '56, 830 Hinman Avenue, Evanston
Treasurer
CHARLES W. GREAVES '57, 260 Arlington Avenue, Elmhurst

Admissions Chairman
HERBERT J. ULLMANN '52, 441 Homestead Rd., LaGrange Park

THE ASSOCIATION OF CINCINNATI

President
THOMAS E. DAVIDSON '51, 2568 Perkins Lane, Cincinnati 8

Vice President

T

HOMAS H. OTTENJOHN '53, 1366 Custer Avenue, Cincinnati 8

Secretary-Treasurer and Admissions Chairman
RICHARD G. EVANS, JR. '55, 800 East Ross Ave., Cincinnati 17

THE ASSOCIATION OF CONNECTICUT
President
H. NOYES SPELMAN '45, 114 Gay Bowers Road, Fairfield
Vice President
GEORGE H. MASON '55, Reservoir Road, Farmington

Secretary-Treasurer

R
KEV-

JOHN A. GREELY '51-B'54, 33 Church Street, Stonington

THE ASSOCIATION OF DETROIT
DR

President

• JOHN A. BARTLETT '50, 525 David Whitney Bldg., Detroit 26

Vice President
DAVID HARBISON '48, 227 Wildwood, Ann Arbor

Secretary

GEORGE M. HULL '50, 20115 Canterbury Road, Detroit 21
.
Treasurer
JOHN E. PARK '49, 28 Oldbrook Lane, Grosse Pointe Farms 36
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THE ASSOCIATION OF THE FIRELANDS (Ohio)
President
HOWARD K. MORGAN '38, 1211 Wayne Street, Sandusky

Secretary
CARL F. HOLZAPFEL '16, Box 2154, Sandusky

THE ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII
President
RICHARD C. EMERY '57, 306 Kamane Street, Honolulu 13

S ecretary-T reasurer
E. RICHARD YEE '56, 4022 Pakahi Place, Honolulu 16

THE ASSOCIATION OF HOUSTON (Texas)
President
JAMES H. BADGER '40, 7734 Dixie, Houston 2

THE ASSOCIATION OF KANSAS CITY
WALLER W. BENNETT '21, 6433 Washington Street, Kansas City 13, *fo

Secfetuvy
J- WOODBRIDGE WORNALL '31, 824 West 61st, Kansas City, M°-

THE ASSOCIATION OF KNOX COUNTY (Ohio)
.

President

A. BALTZELL '30, 208 Vernedale Drive, Mount Vcrno
p_I>ti,
Y

„
'

Vice President

TRINKNER

'50, 932 East High Street, Mount Vernon

Secretary-T reasurer
GEORGE E. AYERS, JR. '45, Gambier
rHE

ASSOCIATION OF LANCASTER (Ohio)

ROBFBTTT TR
President
• HASTINGS, JR. '47( 132 East Main Street, Lancaster

£

Vice President
HAN C. CRANE '24, Eagle-Gazette, Lancaster

JOHN F F> ^ecrctary ap-d Admissions Chairman
• FURN,SS> Jr- '52, 218 East Mulberry Hill, Lancaster
DOUGLAS TAT
^ reasurer
• MAXFIELD '49, 744 North High Street, Lancaster

LOCAL ALUMNI
THE ASSOCIATION OF LOUISVILLE (Kentucky)

President and Admissions Chairman
•ELS O. EWING '58, 301 Hillcrest Avenue, Louisville 6

Secretary-Treasurer
OBERT E. HOUSE 52, Route 2, Box 500 G, New Albany, Indiana

THE ASSOCIATION OF MANSFIELD (Ohio)
President

r

EORGE PORTERFIELD '51, 575 Heineman Blvd., Mansfield

j,

Secretary-Treasurer
AVID S. SIPES '57-B'6l, 31 Bowman Street, Mansfield

ASSOCIATION OF THE MAUMEE VALLEY (Toledo, Ohio)
President
"ARLES R. LEECH, JR. '52, 4837 Oakridge, Toledo 13

Dr -p

Vice President
HADDEUS W. TAYLOR '29, 3953 Wallwerth Drive, Toledo 12

REV. W U
Secretary-Treasurer
• HOWARD GRAHAM *4l-B'44, 310 Elizabeth Street, Maumee

HE

ASSOCIATION OF THE MIAMI VALLEY (Dayton, Ohio)
jj.

President

ASON H. LYTLE '39, 710 Harmon Avenue, Dayton 19

Vice President

A

THONY VRADELIS '50, 5290 Vernadale Drive, Dayton 29
ORge

«

Secretary-Treasurer
T. LYTLE '41, 14 Lonsdale Avenue, Dayton 19
Admissions Chairman

BFRT

FARQUHAR '58, 8581 Garnet Drive, Centerville 59
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THE

ASSOCIATION OF NEW ENGLAND

(Boston,

Massachusetts)

Rev A /t
President
•
YRON B. BLOY, JR. '50, 51 Highland Street, West Newton 65

Vice President
LIAM G. WILLIAMS '55, Old Sudbury Road, Lincoln
KFN?TV r
Secretary
ETH W. BROOKS 48, 37 Burnside Road, Needham Heights 9^

Treasurer
OBERT J. CLAWSON '59, 11 Alden Road, Wayland
BRIIRE

Admissions Chairman

R>

A

OGERS 62, Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge 38

THE ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK CITY

President
"NICK M. CABRIELE '53, Cortlandt Street, Crugers
HUGH D. STIB»

T

Vice President

.

.r,,T

> JR- 52, 202 Mountain Avenue, Ridgewood, New .

Secretary-Treasurer

Wmr
M

• REED 60, 143 Montague Street, Brooklyn

Assistant Secretary-Treasurer

ROBERT H

• 5>WITH '56, Apt. 5C, 144-31 4lst Avenue, Flushing 55

SSOCIATION OF NORTHERN OHIO (Cleveland)
WIELIAM

M. DOM, R,

President

.
v

DAVID A. KTTu

.

,fl

39, 2930 Coleridge Road, Cleveland Heigh'5

N

. V'Ce Pres'dent
51, 1200 Hanna Bldg., Cleveland 15

BILL B RU,>
Secretary
• Ranney '52, 4380 Lucille Road, South Euclid 21

Treasurer

RANDOLPH D. Burev •
50>

1705 Union Commerce Bldg,

,
Cleveland

1

LOCAL ALUMNI
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THE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
President
ROBERT S. PRICE '58, 2639 Parma Road, Philadelphia 31
DAVID C R

>
Vice President
ANI IELD 60, Woodland Ave., Lake Pine Rt. 2, Marlton, New Jersey

S ecretary-T reasurer
LEON A. PERIS '51, 2023 Matherway, Elkins Park 17

Admissions Chairman
RONALD R. RYAN '53, 914 Brook Avenue, Secane

THE ASSOCIATION OF PITTSBURGH
President
'LUAM E. MUSGRAVE '37, 111 Wilmar Drive, Pittsburgh 32

Vice President and Admissions Chairman
OBERT L. BOYD '36, 7422 Trevanion Ave., Pittsburgh 18

S ecretary-T reasurer
JOSEPH L. MILLAR '38, Kiski School, Saltsburg
THE

ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

FREDERICK A W C
President
• w. STIEFLER 38, 176 S. Gardner St., Los Angeles 36

ASSOCIATION OF WASHINGTON-BALTIMORE

THE

^°bert E C

President
OODNOW 46, 1834 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington 8, D.C.

THE VERY R
KEV-

Dr-

CRAWFORD C
THe

^'ce President
E. PiNKNEY WROTH '47, St. Paul's Rock Creek Parish,
Washington 11, D. C.
n

Secretary-Treasurer

• BROWN 46, 5012 Sanganiore Road, Washington 16, D.C.

ASSOCIATION OF WESTERN NEW YORK

(Buffalo)

President
" LARD R. BELL, JR. '50, 1400 Rand Bldg., Buffalo 3
Vice President

T
MES D-

BIRDSALL '51, 1569 Ellicott Road, Orchard Park

Local
Th a[i0ns Catl
established in other areas as local alumni interesl
" Ovation
°ffice at Kenyon stands ready t0 aSSi5t in thC aCtivatI°n
' as Bie case may be, of such local associations.
Snts

PUBLICATIONS
The Ken-yon College Bulletin is issued quarterly. Numbers include catalogue
of the collegiate and theological departments, alumni address lists, the repoits o
President and Treasurer, and a booklet of pictures. Copies may be had fro"1
Office of the Registrar.
The Kenyon Review, a quarterly of arts and letters, was founded in 1938
now is very well known, with a national and international circulation.
scnptions may be addressed to Box 127, Gambier, Ohio, and are $5 the yearKenyon College. A pictorial booklet, published as number 227 of the Bui
Kenyon Alumni Bulletin, published quarterly, in January, April, July,
Jctober, by Kenyon College, from the Office of the Alumni Secretary, and n
it lout charge to all graduates and former students.
Tie Kenyon Collegian, published bi-weekly during the collegiate year y
ucents of Kenyon College, gives current news of happenings on the

The Reveille is the annual publication of the student body.
Hiha, a quarterly journal of arts and letters, is written, edited, and Pu
oy the undergraduates.
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Accreditation
Administration and Staff
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Srto
TPplication
Form

College Entrance Examination
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33-35
1(^7

Collegian

,he

^

^Decision
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Wtr Students
«vnced Placement ..
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A,r potce
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36
42

—
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?•"«* A.°rons'Lorai
J!Umni Council
Alumi>i House
Ascension Hall
Assembly

Commencement 1963
150-152
Commons
29
Commons Charge
45
Comprehensive Examination .... 4i
Concerts
23, 65
Convocation Speakers
24
Council, Student
57
Course Load
42
Course of Study
37-43
Course Descriptions
66-128
Air Science
103-104
Art
66-67
Biology
67-70
Chemistry
70-74
Classical Civilization
75-76
Classical Languages
74-78
Drama
78-80
Economics
80-83
English
84-88
French
88-91
German
91-94
Greek
76-77
History
94-99
Latin
77-78
Mathematics
100-102
Military Science
103-104
Music
104-106
Philosophy
106-108
Physical Education
108-109
Physics
109-112
Political Science
113-118
Psychology
118-122
Religion
122-125
Russian
*27
Spanish
125-127
Credits, Course
39
Curtis Loan Fund
55

u

R.o T r

44
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30

Speakers

28

J3&

?7

Fields

!ntercolleg 't"e
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32
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109
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AWomobiles
Aw«ds

109
58

62
129-134
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.
^uest p ^'P
^Har °f
fZky

ti,...
'

C°nferred

65
!65
*963

Chase Medal ...
eP°sit .
m8S and
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Chape]
0,
Society
cb of the M i
the Holy Spirit

35

57, 162

- 152
17-18
- 134
- 44
27-32
3-4
28
58

28
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Degree, Requirements for
41
Degree with Honors
39-40
Degrees Conferred
150-152
Bexley Hall
152
College
150-151
Honorary
24, 152
Departments of Instruction .. 66-128
Discipline
61
Dispensary
63
Diversification
41
Dormitory Rentals
45
Dramatic Club
57
Employment, Student
Engineering
Enrollment, Summary of
Examinations
Special Fee
Expenses, Living
Extra Course Charge

56
43

149
33
44
45

44

Faculty, Bexley Hall
College

i7.18
g.l4

Standing Committees
Fees and Charges
Field House, Wertheimer
Financial Aid
Application for
Firearms
Forensic
Fraternities

15-16
44-47
30
48_56
43

Honors Program
Hospitalization

' ^

30, 62
Infirmary
Information, General

. 59-64

John Crowe Ransom Hall

Kenyon Alumni Bulletin -Kenyon Christian Fellowship -•

Kenyon College Bulletin
Kenyon Klan

^

Kenyon Review
Larwill Lectureship
Lectures
Lectureships
Leonard Hall
Lewis Memorial Building
Libraries
Loan Funds
Loss of Property

30-31
55-56
60

Major, Requirements for
Matriculation
Music Facilities —Musical Organizations -

Freshman Orientation Program
General Fee

^

Government, Campus
Grading System
Graduate Study
Graduation Fee

57

Graduation Requirements'"
Grants-in-Aid
Gund Hall
Gymnasium ..

41

Hanna Hall
Health Service

57, l62
.. 25-2^
History of the College
24,152
Honorary Degrees
24
Honors Convocation ,,0.111
129-134
Honors, Prizes, and Aware s;
^

Hika

Norton Hall
Observatory
Old Kenyon
Overcutting, Fee for

8

30

62-63

Payments
Peirce Hall
Petition, Right of —Phi Beta Kappa Society
Philander Chase Tower

45-47
29
" 42
"l29
58-

29
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INDEX
hywcal Education
Physician, College

108-109

Award of
Qualifications for
Types of
Science Hall, Mather
Senior Society
Social Groups
Speech Building
Sports, Varsity
Student Activities and
Organizations
Student Officers
Summer School Study
Swimming Pool, Shaffer

63

Placement Service fi4
Port Kenyon ...

X'

,n

'S

AMdemic

College

162

SWe"t

,W"d

57, 162

Policy

47

Registration Fee

H

Re'igious Services 1
Reveille

59

Rifle
R°sse

Range
Hall

57'

162
30

person Lectureship

^

Sa". Visiting
Aid

48f

48

49
48
49-55
29
58
57
29
60
57-58
22
42
30

Transcripts
Transfer Students
Trustees, Board of
Committees

44, 47
34
5-6
"-7

Tuition Fee
Special Students

44
44

Wright House, Charles C

30

FORMS OF BEQUEST

KENYON COLLEGB

I;
f0r

^ bequeath to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, O.iio,
L

^

to be used by the Trustees of said College

P pose or purposes as they may deem appropriate,
4 bequeath to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, Ohio,
of t
or
,
to be invested by the Trustees of sai
Colllege,
•
inc°me therefrom to be used for the following purposes:

the

Su®

BEXLEY HALL
'0t

th

k

^e9uea*b
enefit

and

to Kenyon College, a corporation, located in Gambier, Ohi
use of Bexley Hall, its Divinity School, the sum of

{or, the following):

PRELIMINARY APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
KENYON COLLEGE

GAMBIER, OHIO

Date
1

Name in full ..
Last Name

2' Home

First Name

Middle Name

address
Street and Number
City

3- p|ace
4'

Telephone

Zone

State

of birth

Father'

Date of birth

Living?

5 name in

'• Father's occupation
Business

6'

address ...

Applicant's high

or preparatory school

approximate rank
in class:
1st fifth
2nd fifth
3rd fifth
8. UpQn „ .
EngliT Uat'°n ^°W niany units will you have earned in the following fields?
Mat.

.

6

— "u'ory
Science

-

-—

0thm

^ field(s)
e>

0f C0Hege worjc at present

interest you? (You may name one or

°o commitment is intended.)

• In what s h

ool-sponsored activities have you participated?

^hat sneriai

e of

recognition have you received?

graduation

Year of college entrance
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